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Life is not easy for any of us. But what of that?

We must have perseverance and above all confidence in ourselves.

We must believe that we are gifted for something, and that this

thing, at whatever cost, must be attained.
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Sommario

La Pattern Recognition è lo studio di come le macchine osservano l’ambiente,

imparano a distinguere i pattern di interesse dal loro background e prendono

decisioni valide e ragionevoli sulle categorie di modelli. Oggi l’applicazione

degli algoritmi e delle tecniche di Pattern Recognition è trasversale. Con i

recenti progressi nella computer vision, abbiamo la capacità di estrarre dati

multimediali per ottenere informazioni preziose su ciò che sta accadendo nel

mondo. La disponibilità di sensori economici e ad alta risoluzione (ad esempio,

camere RGB-D) e la condivisione dei dati hanno portato a enormi archivi di

documenti digitalizzati (testo, voce, immagini e video).

Partendo da questa premessa, questa tesi affronta il tema dello sviluppo di

sistemi di Pattern Recognition per applicazioni reali come la biologia, il retail,

la sorveglianza, social media intelligence e i beni culturali. L’obiettivo princi-

pale é sviluppare applicazioni di computer vision in cui la Pattern Recognition

è il nucleo centrale della loro progettazione, a partire dai metodi generali, che

possono essere sfruttati in più campi di ricerca, per poi passare a metodi e tec-

niche che affrontano problemi specifici. L’attenzione é rivolta alle applicazioni

innovative di Pattern Recognition per problemi del mondo reale e della ricerca

interdisciplinare, agli studi sperimentali e/o teorici che forniscono nuove intu-

izioni che fanno avanzare i metodi di Pattern Recognition. L’ambizione finale

è quella di stimolare nuove linee di ricerca, soprattutto all’interno di scenari

interdisciplinari.

Di fronte a molti tipi di dati, come immagini, dati biologici e traiettorie, una

difficoltà fondamentale è trovare rappresentazioni vettoriali rilevanti. Anche se

questo problema era stato spesso affrontato dagli esperti del settore, è stato

utile apprendere queste rappresentazioni direttamente dai dati, e gli algoritmi

di Machine Learning, i metodi statistici e le tecniche di Deep Learning sono

stati particolarmente efficaci. Le rappresentazioni si basano quindi su compo-

sizioni di semplici unità di elaborazione parametrizzate, la profondità che deriva

dal gran numero di tali composizioni. E’ auspicabile sviluppare nuove ed effici-

enti tecniche di rappresentazione dei dati o di apprendimento delle caratteris-

tiche/indicizzazione, in grado di ottenere prestazioni promettenti nelle attività

correlate.

L’obiettivo generale di questo lavoro consiste nel presentare una pipeline per

selezionare il modello che meglio spiega le osservazioni date e adattarlo al prob-
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lema presentato. Per la progettazione del sistema di riconoscimento dei modelli

vengono eseguiti i seguenti passaggi: raccolta dati, estrazione delle caratteris-

tiche, approccio di apprendimento personalizzato e analisi e valutazione com-

parativa.

Le applicazioni proposte aprono un’ampia gamma di opportunità nuove e

importanti per la comunità della machine vision. Il nuovo set di dati raccolti

e le aree complesse prese in esame rendono la ricerca impegnativa. In effetti,

è fondamentale valutare le prestazioni dei metodi più avanzati per dimostrare

la loro forza e debolezza e contribuire a identificare le ricerche future per pro-

gettare algoritmi più robusti. Per una valutazione completa delle prestazioni,

è di grande importanza collezionare un dataset specifico perché i metodi di

progettazione che sono adattati a un problema non funzionano correttamente

su altri tipi di problemi. Inoltre, la selezione del dataset è necessaria da di-

versi domini applicativi per offrire all’utente la possibilità di dimostrare l’ampia

validità dei metodi.

Un’attenzione particolare è stata rivolta all’esplorazione di modelli e algo-

ritmi di apprendimento su misura e alla loro estensione a più aree di appli-

cazione, oltre che alla ingegnerizzazione di features utili a lavorare con i modelli

proposti. I metodi su misura, adottati per lo sviluppo delle applicazioni pro-

poste, hanno dimostrato di essere in grado di estrarre caratteristiche statistiche

complesse e di imparare in modo efficiente le loro rappresentazioni, permetten-

dogli di generalizzare bene attraverso una vasta gamma di compiti di visione

computerizzata, tra cui la classificazione delle immagini, il riconoscimento del

testo e cos̀ı via.
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Abstract

Pattern Recognition is the study of how machines can observe the environment,

learn to distinguish patterns of interest from their background, and make sound

and reasonable decisions about the patterns categories. Nowadays, the ap-

plication of Pattern Recognition algorithms and techniques is ubiquitous and

transversal. With the recent advances in computer vision, we now have the

ability to mine such massive visual data to obtain valuable insight about what

is happening in the world. The availability of affordable and high resolution

sensors (e.g., RGB-D cameras, microphones and scanners) and data sharing

have resulted in huge repositories of digitized documents (text, speech, image

and video).

Starting from such a premise, this thesis addresses the topic of develop-

ing next generation Pattern Recognition systems for real applications such as

Biology, Retail, Surveillance, Social Media Intelligence and Digital Cultural

Heritage. The main goal is to develop computer vision applications in which

Pattern Recognition is the key core in their design, starting from general meth-

ods, that can be exploited in more fields, and then passing to methods and

techniques addressing specific problems. The privileged focus is on up-to-date

applications of Pattern Recognition techniques to real-world problems, and on

interdisciplinary research, experimental and/or theoretical studies yielding new

insights that advance Pattern Recognition methods. The final ambition is to

spur new research lines, especially within interdisciplinary research scenarios.

Faced with many types of data, such as images, biological data and trajecto-

ries, a key difficulty was to find relevant vectorial representations. While this

problem had been often handled in an ad-hoc way by domain experts, it has

proved useful to learn these representations directly from data, and Machine

Learning algorithms, statistical methods and Deep Learning techniques have

been particularly successful. The representations are then based on compo-

sitions of simple parameterized processing units, the depth coming from the

large number of such compositions. It was desirable to develop new, efficient

data representation or feature learning/indexing techniques, which can achieve

promising performance in the related tasks.

The overarching goal of this work consists of presenting a pipeline to select

the model that best explains the given observations; nevertheless, it does not

prioritize in memory and time complexity when matching models to obser-
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vations. For the Pattern Recognition system design, the following steps are

performed: data collection, features extraction, tailored learning approach and

comparative analysis and assessment.

The proposed applications open up a wealth of novel and important opportu-

nities for the machine vision community. The newly dataset collected as well as

the complex areas taken into exam, make the research challenging. In fact, it is

crucial to evaluate the performance of state of the art methods to demonstrate

their strength and weakness and help identify future research for designing

more robust algorithms. For comprehensive performance evaluation, it is of

great importance developing a library and benchmark to gauge the state of the

art because the methods design that are tuned to a specific problem do not

work properly on other problems. Furthermore, the dataset selection is needed

from different application domains in order to offer the user the opportunity

to prove the broad validity of methods.

Intensive attention has been drawn to the exploration of tailored learning

models and algorithms, and their extension to more application areas. The tai-

lored methods, adopted for the development of the proposed applications, have

shown to be capable of extracting complex statistical features and efficiently

learning their representations, allowing it to generalize well across a wide va-

riety of computer vision tasks, including image classification, text recognition

and so on.
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Chapter 1

Introduction.

By the time, they are five years old, most children can easily recognise digits and

letters: small and large characters, handwritten, machine printed, or rotated.

These may be written on a cluttered background, on crumpled paper or may

even be partially occluded. This ability is taken for granted until we face the

task of teaching a machine how to do the same.

Pattern recognition (PR) is the study of how machines can observe the envi-

ronment, learn to distinguish patterns of interest from their background, and

make sound and reasonable decisions about the patterns categories. The prob-

lem of searching for patterns in data is a fundamental one and has a long

and successful history. For instance, the extensive astronomical observations

of Tycho Brahe in the 16th century allowed Johannes Kepler to discover the

empirical laws of planetary motion, which in turn provided a springboard for

the development of classical mechanics. Similarly, the discovery of regularities

in atomic spectra played a key role in the development and verification of quan-

tum physics in the early twentieth century. The field of PR is concerned with

the automatic discovery of regularities in data through the use of computer

algorithms and with the use of these regularities to take actions such as classi-

fying the data into different categories. Although almost 50 years of research,

the design of a general purpose machine pattern recogniser remains an elusive

goal. In most cases, the best pattern recognisers are humans, even if we do not

understand how humans recognise patterns.

In [2], Ross highlights the work of Nobel Laureate Herbert Simon whose

central finding was that PR is fundamental in most human decision making

tasks: the more relevant patterns at your disposal, the better your decisions

will be. This is hopeful news to proponents of artificial intelligence, since

computers can surely be taught to recognize patterns.

Nowadays, the application of PR algorithms and techniques is ubiquitous

and transversal. With the recent advances in computer vision, we have the

ability to mine such massive visual data to obtain valuable insight about what

is happening in the world. The availability of affordable and high resolution

sensors (e.g., RGB-D cameras, microphones and scanners) and data sharing
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Chapter 1 Introduction. Pattern Recognition for computer vision applications.

have resulted in huge repositories of digitized multimedia documents (text,

speech, image and video). Need for efficient archiving and retrieval of this

data has fostered the development of algorithms in new application domains.

Fields that take advantage of PR range from biology, among the first ones to

be investigated, to Social Media Intelligence, among the new-comes, just to

mention a few of them. Strategies developed to address a kind of problem are

often transposed to solve a different one too. However, this interchange is not

always obvious.

This work has the aim of developing next generation PR systems for real ap-

plications such as Biology, Retail, Surveillance, Social Media Intelligence and

Digital Cultural Heritage. Its main scope is to bring together PR methods for

computer vision applications in order to give a landscape of techniques that

can be successfully applied and also to show how such techniques should be

adapted to each particular domain. The advances in learning and recognizing

patterns are allowing a point of view in the definition and development of more

efficient and effective frameworks. In the light of this, it is important to ap-

ply and to exploit the most recent advancements in learning and recognition

algorithms in different applications. In fact, the main goal is to develop com-

puter vision applications in which PR is the key core in their design, starting

from general methods, that can be exploited in more fields, and then passing

to methods and techniques addressing specific problems. The privileged focus

is on up-to-date applications of PR techniques to real-world problems, and on

interdisciplinary research, experimental and/or theoretical studies yielding new

insights that advance PR methods. The final ambition is to spur new research

lines, especially within interdisciplinary research scenarios.

To make PR techniques tailored for the aforementioned challenging appli-

cations, considerations such as computational complexity reduction, hardware

implementation, software optimization, and strategies for parallelizing solutions

must be observed. The overarching goal of this work consists of presenting a

pipeline to select the model that best explains the given observations; never-

theless, it does not prioritize in memory and time complexity when matching

models to observations. For the PR system design the following steps are per-

formed:

1. Data collection: training and testing data are collected. It is important

to acknowledge an adequately large and representative set of samples. In

fact, it is crucial to evaluate the performance of state of the art meth-

ods to demonstrate their strength and weakness and help identify future

research for designing more robust algorithms. For comprehensive perfor-

mance evaluation, it is critical to collect representative datasets. While

much progress has been made in recent years with efforts on sharing code

and datasets, it is of great importance to develop a library and bench-
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mark to gauge the state of the art. The design of benchmark involves

several issues. First of all, it needs to be done objectively in order not to

give any method unfair advantages. It is important to take into account

the specificity of the concrete situation. In fact, the methods design that

are tuned to a specific problem do not work properly on other problems.

The choice of problems can also be different for real applications. In case

of real applications the problems are often cluttered with so many details

so that it is often quite tedious, but it is much more valuable for the users.

So a delicate balance has to be struck in the design of benchmarks and

the choice of datasets. Furthermore, the dataset selection is needed from

different application domains in order to offer the user the opportunity to

prove the broad validity of methods. Despite the effort of some authors

to augment their evaluation with additional datasets, a standardized and

widely adopted evaluation methodologies for the aforementioned applica-

tions do not yet exists. To this end, five newly challenging datasets are

specifically designed for the described task. In fact, each described appli-

cation has involved the construction of one dataset, used as input. Thus,

the learning methods described in this thesis are evaluated on the pro-

posed datasets: Biological Reference Dataset (BRD), sCREEN, Top View

Person Re-identification (TVPR), GfK Verein dataset and Eye-Tracking

dataset.

2. Features Extraction: is an essential pre-processing step to PR problems.

The feature extraction process usually consists of three phases: feature

construction (features are constructed from linear or non-linear combina-

tion of raw features), feature selection (done using techniques like rele-

vancy ranking of individual features) and feature reduction (used to re-

duce the features number especially when too many features are selected

compared to the number of feature vectors).

3. Tailored Learning Approach: models are adapted following these criteria:

domain dependence and prior information, definition of design criteria,

parametric vs. non-parametric models, handling of missing features, com-

putational complexity. Types of models are: supervised, semi-supervised,

unsupervised, decision-theoretic or statistical, neural, and hybrid. Using

these models, it can be investigated how close is to the true underlying

the patterns.

4. Comparative Analysis and Assessment : various details have to be inves-

tigated such as domain dependence and prior information, computational

cost and feasibility, discriminative features, similar values for similar pat-

terns, different values for different patterns, invariant features with re-

spect to translation, rotation and scale, robust features with respect to
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Figure 1.1: Pipeline for the development of the challenging computer vision
applications

occlusion, distortion, deformation, and variations in environment. Then,

performance with training sample are estimated, performance with fu-

ture data are predicted and problems of overfitting and generalization

are evaluated.

In Figure 1.1 these four steps are schematically represented.

The introduction Chapter of the present work is aimed at providing a wide

overview about the concept of PR, starting from the importance of data, re-

gardless the type of data dealing with. The starting point is that each domain

has its own kind of data, like compartments that cannot mesh up and support

each other and the original research contributions of the thesis address the

broad challenges faced in PR. The multidisciplinary nature of the presented

work arose from the above mentioned assumptions.

With the second Chapter, a review the state of art about methods and appli-

cations is provided that, more than others, have demonstrated of being suitable

for the development of new kinds of interaction and to make the proposed PR

applications challenging.

The use cases faced during the research activity are collected in Chapter 3.

It represents the summa of different experiences, activities and best practices

which can help to contribute, compared with the state of art, to better solving

various real-world problems of the computer vision applications in different

research areas. Each use case have been divided, to facilitate the reader, into

a hierarchical scheme: Scenario, Challenging application description, Dataset

Description and Performance Evaluation and Results. In this way, the benefits

that the different approaches (in different domains), brought to the users can

be better highlighted. Chapter 4, besides arguing over the possibilities that the

proposed paradigm opens up in different topics, summarizes also the challenges,

the open issues and the limitations that require further investigations. From

this, the future works are outlined and described in the Chapter 5, together

with concluding remarks.
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Chapter 2

State of the art and Perspectives of

Pattern Recognition Applications.

In recent years, there has been a growing demand for computer vision applica-

tions due to the significant improvement in the processing technology, network

subsystems and availability of large storage systems. The emerging applica-

tions are not only challenging but also computationally more demanding. This

visual data demand has led a significant interest in the research community to

develop methods to archive, query and retrieve this data based on their content.

Automatic (machine) recognition, description, classification, and grouping of

patterns are important problems in a variety of engineering and scientific dis-

ciplines such as biology, medicine, marketing, computer vision and artificial

intelligence. Such systems employ PR methods developed over the years.

In this context, the term PR methods refer to their applicability in feature

extraction, feature clustering, generation of database indices, and determining

similarity in content of the query and database elements. The PR system design

essentially involves the following aspects: definition of pattern classes, sensing

environment, pattern representation, feature extraction and selection, cluster

analysis, classifier design and learning, selection of training and test samples,

and performance evaluation. The problem domain dictates the choice of sen-

sors, pre-processing techniques, representation scheme, and decision making

model [3].

In many rising applications, it is clear that no single approach for classifica-

tion is “optimal” and that multiple methods and approaches have to be used.

Consequently, combining several sensing techniques and classifiers is now a

commonly used practice in PR.

It is generally agreed that a well-defined and sufficiently constrained recog-

nition problem (small intraclass variations and large interclass variations) will

lead to a compact pattern representation and a simple decision making strat-

egy. Learning from a set of examples (training set) is an important and desired

attribute of most PR systems. At present, the best known PR approaches for

developing a vision system are:
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• Machine Learning;

• Statistical Methods;

• Deep Learning.

These models are not necessarily independent and sometimes the same PR

method exists with different interpretations.

Although the multidisciplinary nature of this work brought to uncover the

potential of PR applications among different domains, as stated in the intro-

duction section, the major efforts were undertaken towards five challenging

domains: biology, retail, surveillance, social media intelligent and Digital Cul-

tural Heritage (DCH). A systematic literature review has been performed in

order to understand the research issues related to the use of PR for computer

vision applications, and more, to understand if and how PR methods and tech-

niques could help the creation of applications in these fields. In the following,

besides a brief overview about the PR methods and techniques, there will be

a specific focus on the state of the art in the five chosen domain. In particu-

lar, for each research field are analysed the methods and techniques, also main

paths that most approaches follow are summarized and their contributions are

pointed out. The reviewed approaches are categorized and compared from mul-

tiple perspectives, including methodology, function and analyse the pros and

cons of each category.

2.1 Background

PR is concerned with the design and development of systems that recognize

patterns in data. The purpose of a PR program is to analyse and describe a

scene in real world which is useful for the accomplishment of some task. The

real world observations are gathered through sensors and a PR system classifies

these observations.

Over the years, several definitions of PR has been given. Watanabe [4] de-

fines a pattern “As opposite of a chaos; it is an entity, vaguely defined, that

could be given a name”. Duda and Hart [5] described PR as a field concerned

with machine recognition of meaningful regularities in noisy or complex envi-

ronments. For Jain et al. [3], PR is a general term to describe a wide range of

problems such as recognition, description, classification, and grouping of pat-

terns. Pavlidis in his book affirmed that “the word pattern is derived from

the same root as the word patron and, in his original use, means something

which is set up as a perfect example to be imitated. Thus PR means the iden-

tification of the ideal which a given object was made after” [6]. In [7], PR is

a classification of input data via extraction important features from a lot of
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noisy data. “A problem of estimating density functions in a high-dimensional

space and dividing the space into the regions of categories of classes” is the

PR for Fukunaga [8]. Schalkoff defined PR as “The science that concerns the

description or classification (recognition) of measurements” [9]. PR is referred

to the prediction of the unknown nature of an observation, a discrete quantity

such as black or white, one or zero, sick or healthy, real or fake. There are sev-

eral ways in which an algorithm can model a problem based on its interactions

with the experience or environment or input data. The primary goal of PR

is supervised or unsupervised classification and Machine learning has become

one of the main-stays of information technology.

In supervised learning, a target function is learned and it is used to predict

the values of a discrete class attribute as approved or not-approved, for instance

when there are label examples of two or more classes (e.g. disease vs healthy).

Machine learning algorithms make predictions on a given set of sample whereas

supervised learning algorithms search for patterns within the value labels as-

signed to data points. These algorithms consist of an outcome variable which

is to be predicted from, a given set of predictors i.e. independent variables. By

using these variables set, it is possible to generate a function that map input to

desired outputs. The training process continues until the model achieves a level

of accuracy on the training data. Examples of supervised learning algorithms

are: Support Vector Machine (SVM) [10, 11, 12], Random Forest (RF) [13], De-

cision Tree [14], Neural Networks [15], kNearest Neighbors (kNN) [16], Näıve

Bayes (NB) [17] and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [18]. The supervised

learning predominantly is divided into two phases: Training (learning a model

using the training data) and Testing (testing the model using unrevealed test

data to appraise the model accuracy). The algorithms learn from their past

experience and try to capture the best possible knowledge to make accurate

business decisions.

Unsupervised learning (clustering) is a difficult problem for many reasons

such as effective similarity measures, criterion functions, algorithms and ini-

tial conditions [19]. The unsupervised algorithms are used when the samples

are not labeled. Thus, it is an approach of learning where instances are au-

tomatically placed into meaningful groups based on their similarity and the

classifier is designed by deducing existing patterns or cluster in the training

datasets. Generally, clustering algorithms can be categorized into partitioning

methods, hierarchical methods, density-based methods, grid-based methods,

and model-based methods [20]. The partitioning methods are divided into two

major subcategories, the centroid and the medoids algorithms. The centroid

algorithms represent each cluster by using the gravity centre of the instances.

The medoid algorithms represent each cluster by means of the instances closest

to the gravity centre. The most known centroid algorithm is the k-means [20].
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The k-means algorithm partitions the data set into k subsets such that all

points in a given subset are closest to the same centre. Traditional clustering

approaches generate partitions and in a partition, each pattern belongs to one

and only one cluster. Fuzzy clustering extends this notion to associate each

pattern with every cluster using a membership function [21]. Larger mem-

bership values indicate higher confidence in the assignment of the pattern to

the cluster. One widely used algorithm is the Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) algo-

rithm [22], which is based on k-means. FCM finds the most characteristic

point in each cluster, which can be considered as the “center” of the cluster

and, then, the grade of membership for each instance in the clusters. Other

soft clustering algorithms have been developed and most of them are based

on the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. They assume an underly-

ing probability model with parameters that describe the probability that an

instance belongs to a certain cluster [23]. The hierarchical methods group

data instances into a tree of clusters. There are two major methods under

this category. One is the agglomerative method, which forms the clusters in

a bottom-up fashion until all data instances belong to the same cluster. The

other is the divisive method, which splits up the data set into smaller cluster in

a top-down fashion until each cluster contains only one instance [24, 25, 26, 27].

Both divisive algorithms and agglomerative algorithms can be represented by

dendrograms and are known for their quick termination [19]. Some of the

hierarchical clustering algorithms are: Balanced Iterative Reducing and Clus-

tering using Hierarchies – BIRCH [28], Clustering Using REpresentatives –

CURE [29] and CHAMELEON [30]. Density-based clustering algorithms try

to find clusters based on density of data points in a region. The key idea of

density-based clustering is that for each instance of a cluster the neighbor-

hood of a given radius (Eps) has to contain at least a minimum number of

instances (MinPts). The common density-based clustering algorithms is the

DBSCAN [31]. Grid-based clustering algorithms first quantize the clustering

space into a finite number of cells (hyper-rectangles) and then perform the re-

quired operations on the quantized space. Cells that contain more than a cer-

tain number of points are treated as dense and the dense cells are connected to

form the clusters. Well-known grid-based clustering algorithms are: STatistical

INformation Grid-based method– STING [32], WaveCluster [33], and CLuster-

ing In QUEst–CLIQUE [34]. AutoClass is based on the Bayesian approach.

Starting from a random initialization of the parameters, it incrementally ad-

justs them in an attempt to find their maximum likelihood estimates [35].

Furthermore, in [36], it is assumed that there is a hidden variable in addition

to the observed or predictive attributes. This unobserved variable reflects the

cluster membership for every case in the dataset. The data-clustering problem

is even an example of supervised learning from incomplete data due to the
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existence of such a hidden variable [37]. Their approach for learning is called

Recursive Bayesian Multinets (RBMNs). A model based method is the SOM

net, which can be thought of as two layers neural network [38]. Combining

multiple clustering algorithms is a challenging problem than combining multi-

ple classifiers. Cluster ensembles can be formed in different ways, such as the

use of a number of different clustering techniques (either deliberately or arbi-

trarily selected), the use of a single technique many times with different initial

conditions and the use of different partial subsets of features or patterns [39].

Other machine learning approaches are: Semi-supervised learning, Reinforce-

ment learning, Transduction and Learning to learn [40].

In Semi-supervised learning, the training dataset contains both labeled and

unlabelled data. The classifier is train to learn the patterns to classify, predict

and label the data. The algorithm is trained to map action to situation so that

the reward or feedback signal is maximised in the Reinforcement learning. The

classifier is not programmed directly to choose the action, but instead trained to

find the most rewarding actions by trial and error. The Transduction attempts

to predict the output based on training data, training label, and test data. It

has common point with supervised learning, but it does not develop an explicit

classifier. Finally in the Learning to learn approach, the classifier is trained to

learn from the bias that is induced during previous stages.

It is important to specify that feature selection methods, such as Princi-

pal Component Analysis (PCA) [41], Linear Discriminant Analysis [42], and

wrapper methods [43], seek to reduce the dimensionality of data sets, identify

informative features, and remove irrelevant features, to avoid overfitting and

underfitting the learned model [44].

A subfield of Machine Learning is the Active Learning (ACL) sometimes

called “query learning” or “optimal experimental design” in the statistics lit-

erature). It allows choosing the data from which it learns to be “curious” if

it will perform better with fewer training [45]. In past years, a combination

of Active Learning (ACL) and Imbalanced Class Learning (ICL) was used to

address past problems to develop a more efficient feature selection process and

address the imbalance problem in datasets. To address this issue, oversampling

or undersampling techniques, are used. However, these approaches have their

own drawbacks. Oversampling the minority class leads to overfitting, whereas

undersampling the majority class leads to underfitting [46].

Statistical methods and estimation theories have been commonly used in PR

for a long time. They are classical approaches of PR which was found out dur-

ing a long developing process and are based on the feature vector distributing

which getting from probability and statistical model. In order to build robust

machine learning algorithms, is necessary that generative models are capable of

capturing various aspects of the data at the same time. These models should be
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simple, but capable of adapting to the data. In machine learning community,

these models are defined flexible models and are minimally structured proba-

bility models with a large number of parameters that can adapt so as to explain

the input data. The famous generative models are Dynamic Bayesian network

(DBN) which model sequential data. The Hidden Markov models (HMMs) are

the most known DBN is the discrete-time, i.e. Markov model in which the

states are not directly observable (Figure 2.1). Instead, each state is charac-

terized by a probability distribution function. The HMMs are composed by a

sequence of hidden variables s = {sk}
k
k=1 and by a sequence of visible variables

o = {ok}
k
k=1. It is also composed of other elements such as:

1. Q, |Q| = L the finite set of (hidden) states;

2. A transition matrix A = amn, 1 ≤ m,n ≤ L representing the probability

of moving from state m to state n,

amn = P (sk+1 = n|sk = m), 1 ≤ n,m ≤ L, (2.1)

with amn ≥ 0,
∑L

n=1 a
mn = 1, and where sk denotes the state occupied

by the model at index k. The index k depends on the context and it

indicates a time index if the considered sequence is thought as generated

by a temporal stochastic process, or it is considered a site index if the

sequence is atemporal, with its spatial structure regulated by a Markovian

process.

3. An emission matrix B = {bm(v)}, that indicates the probability of emis-

sion of symbol v ∈ V when the system state is m. The emission matrix of

the hidden Markov model is usually discrete or gaussian, in the first case

B is a multinomial distribution, in the second case is normal-distributed.

4. π = {πm}, the initial state probability distribution,

πm = P (s1 = m), 1 ≤ m ≤ L (2.2)

with πm ≥ 0 and
∑L

n=1 π
m = 1.

Given an HMMλ, the probability of a particular sequence of visible symbols

o under this model, i.e., P (o|λ) has to be determinate. This problem can be

solved efficiently using the forward-backward procedure [110]. This procedure

calculates the forward variables αk(m), k = 1....N . These variables represent

the probability of the partial observation sequence o1o2....ok and the state sk,

given the model λ, formally

αk(m) = P (o1o2....ok, sk = m|λ). (2.3)
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2.1 Background

Figure 2.1: An HMM λ =< A,B, π > .

It has also to be determined the most likely sequence of hidden states values

s = {sk}
N
k=1 that led to a particular observation o. This problem can be solved

efficiently using the Viterbi algorithm [110].

However, the Markovian framework makes strong restrictive assumptions

about the system generating the signal that, it is a single process having a small

number of states and an extremely limited state memory. The single-process

model is often inappropriate for vision and speech applications, resulting in

low ceilings on model performance. Coupled Hidden Markov Models (CHMM)

provide an efficient way to resolve many of these problems, and offer superior

training speeds, model likelihoods, and robustness to initial conditions [47].

There are other statistical approaches which could be used in PR like Latent

Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). It was used by Duric and Song [48] to separate

the entities in a review document from the subjective expressions that describe

those entities in terms of polarities. LDA are generative models that allow

documents to be explained by unobserved (latent) topics.

To advance traditional machine learning and artificial intelligence approaches,

Deep Learning techniques have recently been exploited in a series of multime-

dia tasks, such as multimedia content analysis and understanding, retrieval,

compression, and transmission, natural language processing (NLP), informa-

tion retrieval, and image analysis[49, 50, 51]. Deep Neural Networks (DNNs)

have become a crucial technology in the field of multimedia community. For ex-

ample, the neural networks Deep Boltzmann Machine (DBM) and Deep Auto-

Encoder (DAE) have been widely used for multimodal learning and cross-modal

retrieval. The Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and their variants have

become the basic tools for building deep representations to perceive and un-

derstand multimodal information, such as images and audios. Recurrent Neu-

ral Networks (RNN) or Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) can be used for

sequence modeling and prediction for high-level semantic data like natural lan-

guage [52]. The significantly lowered cost of computing hardware, the increased

chip processing abilities (e.g., GPU units), and recent advances in machine

learning and signal/information processing research are three important rea-
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Figure 2.2: Feed-forward ANN

sons for the popularity of deep learning today. The concept of deep learning

originated from the study on artificial neural networks (ANNs) [53]. In fact, in

the past decades, ANNs have become an active research area [54, 55, 56, 57, 58].

Zhang provided an overview of existing work in Artificial Neural Networks

(ANNs) [59]. A multi-layer neural network consists of neurons, which are large

number of units, joined together in a pattern of connections. Units in a net

are usually segregated into three classes: input units(receive information to be

processed), output units (where the results of the processing are found) and

units (in between known as hidden units). Feed-forward ANNs allow signals

to travel one way only, from input to output (Figure 2.2).

ANN depends upon three fundamental aspects, input and activation func-

tions of the unit, network architecture and the weight of each input connection.

There are several algorithms with which a network can be trained [60]. The

shallow architectures commonly used Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) and

hidden Markov models (HMMs), linear or non-linear dynamical systems, con-

ditional random fields (CRFs), maximum entropy (MaxEnt) models, SVMs,

logistic regression, kernel regression, and multi-layer perceptron (MLP) neu-

ral network with a single hidden layer including extreme learning machine. A

common property to the mentioned learning models is the relatively simple ar-

chitecture that consists of only one layer responsible for transforming the raw

input signals or features into a problem-specific feature space, which may be

unobservable [61]. Feed-forward neural networks or MLP (with many hidden

layers) are indeed a good example of the models with a deep architecture. A

well-known algorithm for learning the networks weights is the backpropaga-

tion. However, only backpropagation did not work well in practice for learning

networks with more than a small number of hidden layers [62, 63].

The deep architectures are classified into: generative, discriminative, and
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2.1 Background

Figure 2.3: The LeNet architecture consists of two sets of convolutional, ac-
tivation, and pooling layers, followed by a fully-connected layer,
activation, another fully-connected, and finally a softmax classifier
(image from [1]).

hybrid categories [61]. The generative deep architectures characterize the high-

order correlation properties of the observed or visible data for pattern analysis

or synthesis purposes, and/or the joint statistical distributions of the visible

data and their associated classes. Instead, the discriminative deep architec-

tures are intended to provide discriminative power for pattern classification, by

characterizing the posterior distributions of classes conditioned on the visible

data. Finally, the Hybrid deep architectures, have the aim to discriminate but

are assisted with the outcomes of generative architectures via better optimiza-

tion or/and regularization, or when discriminative criteria are used to learn the

parameters in any of the deep generative models.

A representative deep architecture is the RNN [64]. RNNs are not widely

used because they are extremely difficult to train properly due to the “van-

ishing gradient” problem. More recently, Bengio et al. [65] and Sutskever [66]

have explored optimization methods in training generative RNNs that modify

stochastic gradient descent and show how these modifications can outperform

Hessian-free optimization methods [67].

An example of discriminative deep architecture is CNN, with each mod-

ule consisting of a convolutional layer and a pooling layer (Figure 2.3). The

convolutional layer shares many weights, and the pooling layer subsamples

the output of the convolutional layer and reduces the data rate from the

layer below. The CNNs are highly effective in computer vision and image

recognition [1, 68, 69, 70, 71]. Recently, CNNs are also found suitable for

speech recognition, obviously with appropriate changes compared with the

[72, 73, 74, 75, 76].

For the third category, the term “hybrid” is referred to the deep architec-

ture that comprises or makes use of both generative and discriminative model

components. Generally, the generative component is exploited to help with

discrimination which is the final goal of the hybrid architecture [53, 77, 78, 79].
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2.2 Biology

The history of relations between biology and PR is long and complex. The

biological research has seen an explosive expansion of big data [80, 81, 82]

that provides enormous opportunities for translational research such as preci-

sion medicine [83] if the new challenges of data mining and knowledge discovery

can be addressed. Machine learning is a powerful tool for interpreting biological

data. Approaches such as k-Nearest-Neighbor [16, 84] and random forest [85]

algorithms are widely used in biological data preprocessing. Combining local

knowledge discovery in global summaries and individual datasets of the re-

sults crossing datasets [86]. However, the extraction of biological data are time

consuming and expensive due to the challenges of implementing experimental

procedures that can produce unexpected phenomena and several computational

challenges to extract and analyse this data. Biological datasets have high di-

mensionality, but the cases of interest (e.g., disease states) are relatively rare.

The following sections provide an overview of the PR recent works in biology.

In particular in SubSec 2.2.1 summarizes the PR methods applied to biological

problem, instead SubSec 2.2.2 describes the recent applications in which these

techniques are applied.

2.2.1 Algorithms and Approaches

Table 2.1 summarizes the PR techniques and specific approaches applied to

biological datasets. It also describes the main advantages and disadvantages of

each approach, as well as cites some recent examples from the literature. The

supervised algorithms have been applied for the prediction of gene ontology

and gene expression profiles across different environmental and experimental

conditions [46]. Among the unsupervised algorithms, K-means clustering and

hierarchical clustering have been widely used in biological datasets. For exam-

ple, chromatic data has been used with unsupervised learning algorithms for

annotating the genomes to identify novel groups of functional elements. In biol-

ogy, the semi-supervised algorithms fall between supervised and unsupervised,

especially for cases when only a small portion of the samples is labeled. These

algorithms have been used to identify functional relationships between genes

and transcription factor binding sites. They are widely applied for gene-finding

approaches where the entire genome is the unlabeled set and only a collection

of genes is annotated. Tentative labels are given after a first pass and the

algorithm iterates to improve the learning model. Since retrieving good bio-

logical data can take months to years, sometimes when experiments are done,

researchers seek specific cases having a low incidence rate. This entails that

many biological data are naturally imbalanced. For example, among the 27,000

mouse genes, an experiment may observe only about 100 whose DNA methy-
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lation was changed within the experimental settings [87]. Therefore, collecting

data on such changes is a time consuming, multi-step process, and, naturally,

results in a class imbalance problem. It is important to choose the most in-

formative instances and features for building a good classifier without running

more extensive experiments to obtain more rare instances. Therefore, both

ACL and ICL methods have applications in biology. In [88], the authors used

the Most Informative Positive (MIP) ACL method to find p53 mutants (mu-

tated p53 is responsible for half of human cancers). In their ACL approach,

they train the classifier by using positive instances that pass a given score

(which ranks all unlabeled instances) and include negative instances in the

training set only if there are too few positive instances. In [89], it is proposed

a different study uses ACL techniques to annotate digital histopathology data.

This method, class Based Active Learning (CBAL), uses a mathematical model

that calculates the cost of building a training set with a certain size and class

ratio. In recent years, the application of Deep Learning techniques to biological

data sets have increased substantially [90]. Many of these works have focused

on biomedical imaging [91], but a significant number of studies have focused

on genomic data [92]. These tasks include protein structure prediction, protein

classification, and gene expression regulation. Such applications are character-

ized by the computation of hundreds to thousands of predetermined features,

such as motifs, which are input to a deep learning network. Some recent works

have used deep learning networks to generate relevant motifs using convolu-

tion layers on windowed sequence data, such as in the Deep-Bind method [93].

Other approaches have used a one-hot encoding input to a convolution layer,

where each sequence window of size W is represented by a W×4 array indicat-

ing which bases (A, G, C, T) are present in the sequence window, such as in

the DeepMotif method [94].

2.2.2 Applications

In [107], authors have generated and investigated multiple types of feature

representations in order to improve the text classification task performance of

protein–protein interaction (PPI). They have explored features such as pro-

tein–protein interaction trigger keywords, protein named entities and the ad-

vanced ways of incorporating Natural Language Processing (NLP) output, in

addition to the traditional ones (domain-independent bag-of-words approach

and the term weighting methods). The experimental results have shown that

both the advanced way of using NLP output and the integration of bag-of-words

and NLP output improved the performance of text classification.

An automated chromosome karyotyping scheme using a two-layer classifica-

tion platform is developed in [108]. The authors have assumed that by selecting
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Table 2.1: PR approaches for biological datasets, along with their function,
advantages, disadvantages, and recent examples.

PR Approach Function Advantages Disadvantages

Supervised Learning (e.g., SVM [95],
RF [96])

Learn a model
discriminating
one class of
biological phe-
nomena from
one or more
other classes.

Precise
model with
predictive
and inter-
pretative
properties.

Requires equally
large number of
examples from
each class.

Unsupervised Learning (e.g., K-
means [97], hierarchical cluster-
ing [98])

Learn a model
descriptive of
the biological
phenomena in
the data.

Does not
require class
labels on
data.

Sensitive to sim-
ilarity measure;
results difficult
to interpret.

Semi-supervised Learning (e.g.,
transduction [99])

Learn model
from mixture
of labeled and
unlabeled data.

Utilize
all avail-
able data;
typically
outperforms
use just
labeled
data.

Sensitive to
errors in prop-
agating class
labels from
labeled to
unlabeled data.

Feature Selection (e.g., PCA [100],
LDA [101], wrapper [102])

Reduce large
number of fea-
tures to fewer,
more informa-
tive features.

Improves ef-
ficiency and
accuracy of
learning.

Sensitive to fea-
ture evaluation
metric; may dis-
card informative
features.

Active Learning (e.g., uncertainty
sampling [103], most informative in-
stance [104])

Identify most
informative in-
stances to label
for accurate
model learning.

Reduces
number of
examples
needed
to learn
model;
reduces
burden on
human ex-
pert and
experiment
cost.

May focus
learner on out-
liers rather
than prominent
classes.

Imbalanced class Learning (e.g., mi-
nority over-sampling [105], boost-
ing [106])

Learn in the
presence of
large skew in
the number of
examples of
each class.

Learn with
relatively
few ex-
amples of
biologi-
cal phe-
nomenon of
interest.

May underfit or
overfit data de-
pending on bias
toward minority
class.

Deep Learning (DeepBind [87],
DeepMotif [88])

Learns complex
representations
of concepts in
the data.

General
purpose
and high
accuracy.

Sensitive to pa-
rameter choices;
long training
times.

most effective feature sets and adaptively optimizing classifiers for the different

groups of chromosomes with similar image characteristics, they can reduce the

complexity of automated karyotyping scheme and improve its performance and

robustness. For this purpose, they assembled an image database involving 6900

chromosomes and implemented a genetic algorithm to optimize the topology

of multi-feature based artificial neural networks (ANN). In the first layer of

the scheme, a single ANN was employed to classify 24 chromosomes into seven
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classes. In the second layer, seven ANNs were adaptively optimized for seven

classes to identify individual chromosomes. The scheme was optimized and

evaluated using a “training–testing–validation” method.

In [109], the authors presented an original method for quantification and clas-

sification of erythrocytes in stained thin blood films infected with Plasmodium

falciparum. Their approach was composed of three main phases: a preprocess-

ing step, which corrects luminance differences. A segmentation step that uses

the normalized RGB color space for classifying pixels either as erythrocyte or

background followed by an Inclusion-Tree representation that structured the

pixel information into objects, from which erythrocytes were found. Finally,

a two step classification process identifies infected erythrocytes and differenti-

ates the infection stage, using a trained bank of classifiers. Additionally, user

intervention was allowed when the approach cannot make a proper decision.

Four hundred fifty malaria images were used for training and evaluating the

method.

An approach based on the concept of Biomarker Association Networks (BAN)

for cancer classification is proposed in [110]. The BAN was modeled as a neural

network, which can capture the associations between the biomarkers by mini-

mizing an energy function. Based on the BAN, a cancer classification approach

is developed. The derived BAN were observed to be significantly different for

different cancer classes, which help reveal the underlying deviant biomarker

association patterns responsible for different cancer types.

In [111], the authors have presented a computer-aided detection (CAD) sys-

tem for mammographic masses that uses a mutual information-based template

matching scheme with selected templates. They have presented principles of

template matching with mutual information for mammography before. An im-

plementation of those principles in a complete CAD system is proposed. The

system, through an automatic optimization process, chose the most useful tem-

plates (mammographic regions of interest) using a large database of previously

collected and annotated mammograms. Through this process, the knowledge

about the task of detecting masses in mammograms is incorporated in the sys-

tem. Then, they have evaluated whether the system developed for screen-film

mammograms could be successfully applied not only to other mammograms but

also to digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) reconstructed slices without adding

any DBT cases for training. Since mutual information is known to be a robust

inter-modality image similarity measure, it had high potential of transferring

knowledge between modalities in the context of the mass detection task.

Kostopoulos et al. proposed in [112], features that evaluate pictorial differ-

ences between melanocytic nevus (mole) and melanoma lesions by computer-

based analysis of plain photography images and to design a cross-platform,

tunable, decision support system (DSS) to discriminate with high accuracy
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moles from melanomas in different publicly available image databases were

proposed by the authors.

Llobet et al. in [113] have tested a method for the analysis of transrectal

ultrasound images aimed at computer-aided diagnosis of prostate cancer. Two

classifiers based on k-NN and HMMs were compared. The diagnostic capacity

of the system was tested by means of a set of experiments where humans with

varying degrees of experience classified a set of ultrasound images with and

without the aid of the computer-aided system.

A content based image retrieval system (CBIR) for a database of parasite

specimen images was proposed in [114]. Unlike most content based image re-

trieval systems, where the database consists of objects that vary widely in shape

and size, the objects in the database were uniform. and were characterized by

flexible body shapes, but with fairly rigid ends. They have defined such shapes

to be FleBoRE (Flexible Body Rigid Extremities) objects, and have presented

a shape model for this class of objects. The authors have also defined similarity

functions to compute the degree of likeness between two FleBoRE objects and

developed automated methods to extract them from specimen images. The

system has been tested with a collection of parasite images from the Harold

W. Manter Laboratory for Parasitology.

In [115], a DCNN approach and the general framework for recognition of ob-

jects in a real-time scenario and in an egocentric perspective are proposed. The

window of interest was built on the basis of visual attention map computed over

gaze fixations measured by a glass-worn eye-tracker. The application of this

set-up was an interactive user-friendly environment for upper-limb amputees.

Vision has to help the subject to control his worn neuro-prosthesis in case of a

small amount of remaining muscles when the EMG control becomes inefficient.

The recognition results on a specifically recorded corpus of 151 videos with

simple geometrical objects have shown the mean Average Precision (mAP) of

64,6% and the computational time at the generalization lower than a time of

a visual fixation on the object of interest.

Blaiotta et al. [116] have presented a variational Bayes (VB) approach for

image segmentation. The aim was to show that VB provides a framework

for generalising existing segmentation algorithms that rely on an expecta-

tion–maximisation formulation, while increasing their robustness and compu-

tational stability. They have also shown how optimal model complexity can be

automatically determined in a variational setting, as opposed to machine learn-

ing frameworks which are intrinsically prone to overfitting. Finally, they have

demonstrated how suitable intensity priors, that can be used in combination

with this algorithm, can be learned from large imaging data sets by adopting

an empirical Bayes approach [116].
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2.3 Social Media Intelligence (SMI)

SMI represents the stack of technology solutions and methods used to monitor

social media including social conversations and emerging trends. With the

wide variety of social media channels available, there is a huge amount of data

available. The challenge comes in accessing that data and transforming it into

something that is usable and actionable. This intelligence is analysed and

used to create meaningful content and make business decisions across many

disciplines. SMI includes monitoring of content, such as messages or images

posted, and other data, which are generated when someone uses a social media

networking site. This information involves person-to-person, person-to-group,

group-to-group, and includes interactions that are private and public. Methods

may include manually reviewing content as it is posted in public or private

groups or pages; reviewing the results of searches and queries of users; reviewing

the activities or types of content users post; “scraping” (extracting the content

of a web page) and replicating content in ways that are directly accessible to

the person gathering social media intelligence. Audience sentiment is often the

first place people look when implementing a social listening tool, because it’s

the quickest way to get a broad, high level overview of what the feelings are

of a given subject within the community conversation. Text mining in social

media data and visual sentiment classification in social media data as analytic

approaches are by now widely used for revealing new insights in social media

data. In texts from blogs, comments or posts, the sentiments and opinions of

users on certain topics, products, or persons are often mined.

2.3.1 Algorithms and Approaches

Sentiment analysis aims at the detection of polarity and can be achieved in

many different ways. Approaches for sentiment analysis can be differentiated

with respect to the used methods and data sources. From a methodologi-

cal perspective, we can distinguish between knowledge-based techniques and

statistical methods [117]. Knowledge-based techniques, such as WordNet Af-

fect [118] and SentiWordNet [119], rely on semantic knowledge resources to

determine the sentiment. For example, in textual sentiment analysis, the senti-

ment of text is classified based on the presence of effective words from a lexicon.

These methods are popular because of their easy application and accessibility,

but their validity depends on a comprehensive knowledge base and rich knowl-

edge representation. Statistical methods are trained with the aid of annotated

corpora to identify the sentiment. These powerful methods are widely applied

in research, but their performance depends on a sufficiently large training cor-

pus [120]. Statistical approaches like HMM and LDA were used by Duric and

Song [48] to separate the entities in a review document from the subjective
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expressions that describe those entities in terms of polarities. SVMs were used

by Li and Li [121] as a sentiment polarity classifier. Unlike the binary classifi-

cation problem, they argued that opinion subjectivity and expresser credibility

should also be taken into consideration. They have proposed a framework that

provided a compact numeric summarization of opinions on micro-blogs plat-

forms. The authors have identified and have extracted the topics mentioned

in the opinions associated with the queries of users, and then classified the

opinions using SVM. They have worked on tweets for their experiment. While

in former times shallow feature representations such as bag-of-words combined

with support vector machines have been the mainstream in textual sentiment

analysis, deep learning methods are becoming increasingly popular in recent

years. In [122], the authors use a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to

extract sentence features and perform sentiment analysis of Twitter messages.

An ensemble system to detect the sentiment of a text document from a dataset

of IMDB movie reviews is built in [123]. CNNs have also been applied to vi-

sual sentiment analysis. A deep CNN model called DeepSentiBank is trained

to classify visual sentiment concepts by Chen [124]. A visual sentiment pre-

diction framework is introduced in [125]. It performs transfer learning from a

pre-trained CNN with millions of parameters. With respect to the underlying

data sources, sentiment analysis approaches can be divided into unimodal and

multimodal [126]. While unimodal approaches consider only one data source,

multimodal models take several types of data sources into account when de-

termining the sentiment. In [127] the authors employ both images and text to

predict sentiment by fine-tuning a CNN for image sentiment analysis and by

training a paragraph vector model for textual sentiment analysis. In [128], the

authors employ deep learning to analyze the sentiment of Chinese microblogs

from both textual and visual content.

Table 2.2 summarizes the PR techniques and specific approaches for the

analysis of Social Media contents.

2.3.2 Applications

In this section, some of the possible applications of PR in SMI are listed. There

are a huge number of companies, large and small, that have opinion mining

and sentiment analysis as part of their goals. However, these companies are

not mentioned because the industrial landscape tends to change quite rapidly,

so that lists risk falling out of date rather quickly.

In [131], the authors have focused on developing an incremental face recog-

nition method for Twitter application. In particular, they have proposed a

data-independent feature extraction method via binarization of a Gabor filter.

Subsequently, the dimension of Gabor representation is reduced considering
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Table 2.2: PR approaches for the analysis of Social Media contents with their
function, advantages, disadvantages, and recent works.

PR Approach Function Advantages Disadvantages

Supervised Learning (e.g., SVM and
NB [129])

Depends on
the existence of
labeled training
documents.

Better per-
formance
than the un-
supervised
methods.

Requires large
amounts of
labeled training
data that are
very expensive.

unsupervised Learning (e.g.,
HMM [48], LDA [130])

Allows docu-
ments to be
explained by
unobserved
(latent) topics.

Easy to
have un-
labelled
data.

Very sensitive to
noise.

Knowledge-based techniques (e.g.,
WordNet Affect [118], SentiWord-
Net [119])

Rely on seman-
tic knowledge
resources to
determine the
sentiment.

Easy appli-
cation and
accessibil-
ity.

Their validity
depends on a
comprehen-
sive knowledge
base and rich
knowledge
representation.

Deep Learning (e.g., CNN [123]) Allow networks
to have fewer
weights and
they are given
a very effective
tool, convolu-
tions for image
processing.

They use to
need a lot
of training
data.

High computa-
tional cost.

various orientations at different grid positions. Finally, an incremental neural

network is applied to learn the reduced Gabor features. The method is applied

to an application which notified photograph uploading to related users without

having their ID being identified.

The problem of domain adaptation for sentiment classifiers is studied by

Glorot et al. in [132]. The authors have proposed a deep learning approach

which learns to extract a meaningful representation for each review in an un-

supervised fashion. Sentiment classifiers trained with this high-level feature

representation have outperformed state-of-the-art methods on a benchmark

composed of reviews of 4 types of Amazon products.

In [133], the authors have introduce a Sentiment Treebank. It included fine

grained sentiment labels for 215,154 phrases in the parse trees of 11,855 sen-

tences and presented challenges for sentiment compositionality. They have in-

troduced the Recursive Neural Tensor Network to address them. When trained

on the treebank, the model outperformed all previous methods on several met-

rics. It also captured the effects of negation and its scope at various tree levels

for both positive and negative phrases.

A way for feature extraction from text is proposed in [134]. Given a training

corpus with hand-annotated sentiment polarity labels the authors have trained

a DCNN on it. However, instead of using it as a classifier they have used the

values from its hidden layer as features for a much more advanced classifier,
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which gave superior accuracy.

In [135], authors presented machine learning approaches with regard to sen-

timent analysis in blog, review and forum texts found on the World Wide Web

and written in English, Dutch and French. They have trained from a set of

example sentences or statements that were manually annotated as positive,

negative or neutral with regard to a certain entity. The main goal was to un-

derstand the feelings that people express with regard to certain consumption

products. They have learned and evaluated classification models that could be

configured in a cascaded pipeline.

Read et al. in [136] proposed a source of training data based on the language

used in conjunction with emoticons in Usenet newsgroups. Training a classifier

using this data has provided a breadth of features that, while it did not perform

to the state-of-the-art, could function independent of domain, topic and time.

In [137], the authors defined document similarity metrics to enable online

clustering of media to events. They explored techniques for learning multi-

feature similarity metrics for social media documents in a principled manner

and they have evaluated these techniques on large-scale, real-world datasets of

event images from Flickr. The performances evaluation suggested that their

approach identified events, and their associated social media documents.

The analysis of sentiment is of great importance even for determining the

dynamics of health behaviours. In this context, the authors of [138] have col-

lected a dataset of online social media users to measure the spatio-temporal

sentiment towards a new vaccine. They have validated the proposed approach

by identifying a strong correlation between sentiments expressed online and

CDC-estimated vaccination rates by region. Analysis of the network of opin-

ionated users showed that information flows more often between users who

share the same sentiments and less often between users who do not share the

same sentiments than expected by chance alone. They have also found that

most communities were dominated by either positive or negative sentiments

towards this vaccine.

In [139], Schwartz et al. analysed 700 million words, phrases, and topic in-

stances collected from the Facebook messages of 75,000 volunteers, who also

took standard personality tests, and found striking variations in language with

personality, gender, and age. The analyses are useful especially on psychosocial

processes yielding results that faced valid (e.g., subjects living in high eleva-

tions talk about the mountains). Their technique was the differential language

analysis (DLA) based on three key characteristics. It is: Open-vocabulary

(classified as a type of open-vocabulary approach), Discriminating (it found

key linguistic features that distinguished psychological and demographic at-

tributes, using stringent significance tests), Simple (it used simple, fast, and

readily accepted statistical techniques).
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Sentiment classification techniques were incorporated into the domain of min-

ing reviews from travel blogs in [140]. In particular, the authors in this pa-

per compared three supervised machine learning algorithms of Näıve Bayes,

SVM and the character based N-gram model for sentiment classification of the

reviews on travel blogs for seven popular travel destinations in the US and

Europe. Empirical findings indicated that the SVM and N-gram approaches

outperformed the Näıve Bayes approach, and that when training datasets had

a large number of reviews, all three approaches reached accuracies of at least

80%.

2.4 Video Surveillance

Video surveillance is one of the most active research area in PR and computer

vision. The main goal is to efficiently extract information from a huge amount

of videos collected by surveillance cameras by automatically detecting, track-

ing and recognising objects of interest, and understanding and analysing their

activities [141]. After September 11, 2001, preempting terrorist acts, and pro-

viding for the security of citizens at home and abroad have become top priorities

not only for the United States but for many other nations around the world. For

this purpose, a huge amount of information needs to be captured, processed,

interpreted and then analysed. Video surveillance has several applications both

in public and private environments, such as crime prevention, homeland secu-

rity, traffic control, accident prediction and detection, and monitoring patients,

elderly and children at home. These applications require monitoring indoor and

outdoor scenes of airports, train stations, highways, parking lots, stores, shop-

ping malls and offices. The increasing availability of sensors such as RGB-D

cameras, of computer based technologies and the growing need for safety and

security in public space have attracted interest in surveillance applications. As

a result, advanced video-based surveillance systems have been developed by

research groups from academia and industry alike. In broad terms, advanced

video-based surveillance could be described as intelligent video processing de-

signed to assist security personnel by providing reliable real-time alerts and to

support efficient video analysis for forensics investigations.

The following sections present recent theoretical and practical advances in

the broad area of PR techniques for advanced surveillance applications.

2.4.1 Algorithms and Approaches

The advances in computer vision, as well as machine learning and deep learning

techniques in the recent years, have ameliorated the expedition towards surveil-

lance and as a result, a plethora of algorithms for the automatic analysis of the
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video sequences have been proposed. For video surveillance, machine learning

is most applicable in the area of video analytics. The value and possibilities

of applying machine learning to video surveillance footage are endless. The

most obvious benefits would be the ability for cameras to learn what they are

looking at and then react to anomalies or produce detailed reports on the type

of activity they observe. For instance, a camera in the mall may learn what ar-

eas visitors typically congregate in and could alert security if a crowd develops

in an area that is usually quiet. Data acquired through machine learning in

video surveillance could ultimately be more valuable for marketing and opera-

tional use than for security. Machine learning techniques were found to provide

valuable findings, with the main benefits being: high precision and accuracy

in assigning broad categories to text data, the ability to identify and visualise

discrete patterns from a large amount of data in scenario extraction, and the

ability to make inferences about likely future outcomes based on models devel-

oped from existing data. Machine Learning algorithms have been used in three

different steps; learning the color transformation among different cameras, cre-

ating a more discriminative signature and tuning the distance metric among

samples [142].

However, there is exceedingly rich information and knowledge embedded in

all those videos. With the recent advances in computer vision, we now have the

ability to mine such massive visual data to obtain valuable insight about what

is happening in the world. Due to the remarkable successes of deep learning

techniques, we are able to boost video analysis performance significantly and

initiate new research directions to analyze video content. For example, CNNs

have demonstrated superiority on modeling high-level visual concepts, while

RNNs have shown promise in modeling temporal dynamics in videos. Deep

video analytics, or video analytics with deep learning, is becoming an emerging

research area in the field of PR.

These strengths and the disadvantages of the PR techniqes employed in

surveillance will be summarized in Table 2.3 turn with examples from the lit-

erature provided.

2.4.2 Applications

An automatic method to detect abnormal crowd density by using texture anal-

ysis and learning is presented by Wu in [149]. This task is important for the

intelligent surveillance system in public places. By using the perspective pro-

jection model, a series of multi-resolution image cells were generated to make

better density estimation in the crowded scene. The cell size was normalized

to obtain a uniform representation of texture features. The authors have ap-

plied a technique of searching the extrema in the Harris-Laplacian space for
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Table 2.3: PR approaches for Surveillance with their function, advantages, dis-
advantages, and recent works.

PR Approach Function Advantages Disadvantages

Supervised Learning (e.g., [143,
144])

Depends on
the existence of
labeled training
multimedia
data.

High preci-
sion and ac-
curacy.

Requires large
amounts of
labeled training
videos/images
that are very
expensive.

Semi-Supervised Learning (e.g.,
[145])

Try to solve
a supervised
learning ap-
proach using
labeled data
augmented by
unlabeled data.

Overcoming
one of the
problems of
supervised
learning
which is
having not
enough
labeled
data.

Amplifies noise
in labelled data.

Unsupervised Learning (e.g., [146,
147])

Datasets are as-
signed to seg-
ments, without
the clusters be-
ing known.

There is
no exten-
sive prior
knowledge
of area re-
quired, but
you must
be able
identify and
label classes
after the
classifica-
tion.

The user has
to spend time
interpreting and
label the classes
following the
classification.

Deep Learning (e.g., [148]) Allow net-
works to have
fewer weights
and they are
given a very
effective tool,
convolutions for
image and video
processing.

They use to
need a lot
of training
data.

High computa-
tional cost.

diminishing the instability of texture feature measurements. The texture fea-

ture vectors were extracted from each input image cell and the SVM classifier

was used to solve the regression problem of calculating the crowd density. Fi-

nally, based on the estimated density vectors, the SVM was employed again

to solve the classification problem of detecting abnormal density distribution.

The experiments were performed on real crowd videos.

Another work for the anomaly detection is the one proposed by Ahmed et al.

[150]. In this paper, the authors have used two different datasets: pictures of a

highway in Quebec taken by a network of webcams and IP traffic statistics from

the Abilene network. These were examples in demonstrating the applicability

of two machine learning algorithms to network anomaly detection: One-Class

Neighbour Machine and the recursive Kernel-based Online Anomaly Detection

algorithms.

In [151], in a visual surveillance task, the authors have described a real-time
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computer vision and machine learning system for modeling and recognizing

human behaviors. The system had the aim to detect when interactions between

people occurred and it had to classify the type of interaction. Examples of

interaction behaviours included following another person, altering one’s path

to meet another, and so on. The system combined top-down with bottom-

up information in a closed feedback loop, with both components employing a

statistical Bayesian approach. They have proposed and compared two different

learning architectures such as HMMs and CHMMs for modeling behaviors and

interactions. Finally, a synthetic “Alife-style” training system was used to

develop flexible prior models for recognizing human interactions.

A framework for multi-camera video surveillance is proposed in [152]. The

framework consisted of three phases: detection, representation, and recogni-

tion. The detection phase fused video streams from multiple cameras for ex-

tracting motion trajectories from video. The representation phase summarized

raw trajectory data to construct hierarchical, invariant, and content-rich de-

scriptions of the motion events. Finally, the recognition phase was with event

classification and identification on the data descriptors. For effective recog-

nition, they have performed a sequence-alignment kernel function to sequence

data learning for identifying suspicious events. They have shown that when the

positive training instances (i.e., suspicious events) were outnumbered by the

negative training instances (benign events), then SVMs (or any other learn-

ing methods) suffered a high incidence of errors. To deal this problem, they

suggested the kernel boundary alignment (KBA) algorithm to work with the

sequence-alignment kernel.

Another work in the context of appearance-based person recognition was

proposed in [153]. Pairwise dissimilarity profiles (functions of spatial location)

between categories have learned and these were adapted into nearest neighbor

classification. The aim was to better handle the ambiguities and to improve the

scalability of classifiers to larger number of categories. To this end, the authors

have introduced a dissimilarity distance measure and linearly or nonlinearly

combine it with direct distances.

A deep network architecture was proposed in [154] in pedestrian detection.

The authors have proposed in this work the interaction between feature extrac-

tion, deformation handling, occlusion handling, and classification since these

components are learned and designed individually or sequentially. they have

formulated these four components into a joint deep learning framework and

propose a deep network architecture. They evaluated the performance on the

largest Caltech benchmark dataset.

A deep learning approach was proposed for classifying human actions even

in [155] without using any prior knowledge. The first step, based on the exten-

sion of CNN to 3D, automatically learned spatio-temporal features. An RNN
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is then trained to classify each sequence considering the temporal evolution of

the learned features for each timestep. The experiments were performed on the

KTH dataset.

The recent topic to generate interest in surveillance is person re-identification

(re-id) in image and video archives. People re-id aims to answer questions such

as “Where have I seen this person before?” [156], or “Where has he gone after

being caught on this surveillance camera?”. The role of PR has become a

central component in the re-id applications due to the learning aspects of this

area.

Xiong et al. [157] have proposed the use, and have evaluated the performance,

of four alternatives for re-id classification: regularized Pairwise Constrained

Component Analysis, kernel Local Fisher Discriminant Analysis, Marginal Fisher

Analysis and a ranking ensemble voting scheme, used in conjunction with dif-

ferent sizes of sets of histogram-based features and linear, χ22 and RBF -χ22

kernels.

In [158] the authors have proposed a more general way that can learn a

similarity metric from image pixels directly. By using a “siamese” deep neural

network, the method can jointly learn the color feature, texture feature and

metric in a unified framework. The network had a symmetry structure with

two sub-networks which were connected by a cosine layer. Each sub-network

includes two convolutional layers and a fully connected layer. To deal with the

big variations of person images, binomial deviance is used to evaluate the cost

of similarities and labels, which was proved to be robust to outliers.

In [159], a supervised learning framework to generate compact and bit-

scalable hashing codes directly from raw images has been proposed. Zhang

et al. have posed hashing learning as a problem of regularized similarity learn-

ing.They have organized the training images into a batch of triplet samples,

each sample containing two images with the same label and one with a different

label. With these triplet samples, the margin between the matched pairs and

the mismatched pairs in the Hamming space has been maximized. The DCNN

was utilized to train the model in an end-to-end fashion, where discriminative

image features and hash functions are simultaneously optimized.

2.5 Intelligent Retail Environment

The task of finding patterns in data coming from intelligent retail environ-

ment is not new. Traditionally, it was the objective of business analysts, who

generally use statistical techniques. The aim of this activity, however, has re-

cently changed. Widespread use of computer vision and integrated systems

able to monitor shoppers in a shop has created large electronic databases that

store business transactions. Retailers capture millions of sales transactions
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through their point-of-sale terminals. Transactions can be analyzed to iden-

tify buying patterns of individual customers as well as customer groups, and

sales patterns of different stores. Currently, artificial intelligence is pervading

retail environments and technologies able to supply humans with supplemen-

tary knowledge for making better decisions have been conceived [160], [161].

The shop is becoming a digital ambient with the artificial intelligence that al-

lows environments to be sensitive and adaptive to the human presence [162],

[163]. Generally, computer vision and image processing demonstrated to hold

great potential for retail practice and research [164]. Integrated systems able to

monitor shoppers in intelligent retail environments have been developed with

the aim of learning shopper skills [165], [166]. Data gathered from sensors

installed in the shop are used with the aim of evaluating the attraction (the

level of attraction that the store is creating on consumers), the attention (the

time consumers spend in front of brand display) and the action (the number

of consumers that enter in the store and interact with merchandise). These

factors have changed the way that customers behaviour data are analyzed and

given rise to data mining, which integrates machine learning, statistical analysis

and visualization techniques, with the intuition and knowledge of the business

analyst, to discover meaningful and interesting patterns in business data.

2.5.1 Algorithms and Approaches

Customer data consists of four dimensions [171, 172]:

• Customer Identification: is referred to as customer acquisition. This

phase involves targeting the population who are most likely to become

customers or most profitable to the company. Moreover, it involves ana-

lyzing customers who are being lost to the competition and how they can

be won back [172]. Elements for customer identification include target

customer analysis and customer segmentation. Target customer analysis

involves seeking the profitable segments of customers through analysis

of customers’ underlying characteristics, whereas customer segmentation

involves the subdivision of an entire customer base into smaller customer

groups or segments, consisting of customers who are relatively similar

within each specific segment [173].

• Customer Attraction: follows the customer identification phase. After

identifying the segments of potential customers, retailers can direct effort

and resources into attracting the target customer segments. An element

of customer attraction is direct marketing that is a promotion process

which motivates customers to place orders through various channels [174].

• Customer Retention: customer satisfaction, which refers to the compar-
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Table 2.4: PR approaches for customer management, along with their function,
advantages, disadvantages, and examples.

PR Approach Function Advantages Disadvantages

Association (e.g. statistics and apri-
ori algorithms [167])

Establishing
relationships
between items
which exist
together in a
given record.

Greatly
compress
the candi-
date item
sets and
the size of
the frequent
item sets,
and obtain
good per-
formance.

Requires many
database scan.

Classification (e.g., neural networks,
DT and if-then-else rules [168])

Building a
model to predict
future customer
behaviours
through classi-
fying database
records into a
number of pre-
defined classes
based on certain
criteria.

Ability
to implic-
itly detect
complex
nonlin-
ear rela-
tionships
between
dependent
and inde-
pendent
variables.

Proneness to
overfitting.

Clustering (e.g. neural networks and
discrimination analysis) [168])

Segmenting a
heterogeneous
population into
a number of
more homoge-
nous clusters.

Easy to im-
plement.

Need to define
many channels.

Forecasting (e.g. neural networks
and survival analysis [168])

Estimating
the future
value based
on a record’s
patterns.

The projec-
tions rely on
the strength
of past data.

Some forecast-
ing methods
may use the
same data
but deliver
widely different
forecasts.

Regression (e.g. linear regression
and logistic regression [169])

Statistical
estimation tech-
nique used to
map each data
object to a
real value pro-
vide prediction
value.

Large
amounts of
potential
predictor
variables
manage-
ment,
fine-tuning
the model
to choose
the best
predictor
variables
from the
available
options.

Overfitting the
Model.

Sequence discovery (e.g. statistics
and set theory [170])

Identification of
associations or
patterns over
time.

Maximize
either the
precision or
the recall
and limit
the degra-
dation of
the other
criterion.
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ison of customers’ expectations with his or her perception of being sat-

isfied, is the essential condition for retaining customers [172]. As such,

elements of customer retention include one-to-one marketing, loyalty pro-

grams and complaints management. One-to-one marketing refers to per-

sonalized marketing campaigns which are supported by analysing, detect-

ing and predicting changes in customer behaviours [175]. Thus, customer

profiling, recommender systems or replenishment systems are related to

one-to-one marketing. Loyalty programs involve campaigns or support-

ing activities which aim at maintaining a long term relationship with

customers. Specifically, churn analysis, credit scoring, service quality or

satisfaction form part of loyalty programs.

• Customer Development : involves expansion of transaction intensity, trans-

action value and individual customer profitability. Elements of customer

development include customer lifetime value analysis, up/cross selling

and market basket analysis. Customer lifetime value analysis is defined

as the prediction of the total net income a company can expect from

a customer [176]. Up/Cross selling refers to promotion activities which

aim at augmenting the number of associated or closely related services

that a customer uses within a firm [177]. Market basket analysis aims

at maximizing the customer transaction intensity and value by revealing

regularities in the purchase behaviour of customers [178].

These four dimensions can be seen as a closed cycle of a customer manage-

ment system [179]. PR techniques, therefore, can help to accomplish such a

goal by extracting or detecting hidden customer characteristics and behaviours

from large databases, building a model from data [180]. Each PR technique

can perform one or more of the following types of data modelling: association,

classification, clustering, forecasting, regression and sequence discovery. The

listed models cover the generally mentioned PR models in various articles [167].

There are numerous machine learning techniques available for each type of data

mining model. The choices of PR methods should be based on the data char-

acteristics and business requirements [180]. Some widely used PR algorithms

in retail fields are: association rule, DT, Genetic algorithm, Neural networks,

kNN and Linear/logistic regression.

A combination of PR models is often required to support or forecast the

effects of a CRM strategy. In such a situation, the classification of data mining

models mentioned in the article will be based on the major CRM issues that the

article would like to address. For instance, in the case of up/cross selling pro-

grams, customers can be segmented into clusters before an association model

is applied to each cluster. In such cases, the up/cross selling program would be

classified as being supported by an association model because relationships be-
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tween products are the major concern; in the case of direct marketing, a certain

portion of customers may be segmented into clusters to form the initial classes

of the classification model. The direct marketing program would be classified

as being supported by classification as prediction of customers’ behaviour is

the major concern.

Table 2.4 summarizes the PR techniques and specific approaches in customer

data management.

2.5.2 Applications

In [181], the authors report on metrics and classification methodologies that

have been applied to large scale topographic data, that afford a systematic

classification of certain retail spaces potentially at the national coverage. By

analysing the form, composition, extent and patterns of buildings within retail

spaces, together with their degree of centrality and levels of access, they have

demonstrated that it was possible to classify different types of retail space.

Three methodologies used for classification (Boolean, fuzzy logic and Bayesian

modelling) were compared and were evaluated through comparison with known

locations of various retail types as a way of assessing the validity of these

approaches.

Jambulingam et al. have developed organization clusters as intangible re-

sources based on entrepreneurial orientation to classify organizations within a

retailing industry. They have tested if the entrepreneurial orientations of the

resultant groups within the pharmacy industry were related to their perception

of the environment, organizational factors, and performance outcomes, using

retail pharmacy industry data [182].

In [183], the authors have tried to predict online consumer repurchase in-

tentions. They have chosen a hybrid approach with a combination of machine

learning techniques and artificial bee colony (ABC) algorithm. They have per-

formed a classification process and they have evaluated the performance of DT,

AdaBoost, RF, SVM and neural network for predicting consumer purchase in-

tention.

In [184], the main purpose was to predict product churn, defined as a signifi-

cant increase in interpurchase time. In this way, it is possible to identify prod-

ucts which deserve additional marketing attention. The authors have worked

with data from a European low-cost food and non-food retailer, from which

they have extracted product characteristics based on one year of transaction,

product, customer and payment data. The resulting feature set consisted of

recency, frequency and monetary (RFM) values, price details, payment details,

etc.

An accurate, real-time and fully automated system that relies on computer
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vision and deep learning to identify returning customers and comprehensively

filter sales and customer information was developed by Song et al. in [185]. The

system depended on local computation resources to perform customer detec-

tion, tracking and feature extraction. Whereas age and gender estimation, and

customer recognition was performed on cloud computing resources to compen-

sate for the limited computation resource at local store and to accommodate

multiple stores requirements.

Instead, the authors in [186] have presented a DSS for retail pricing and rev-

enue optimization of retail products. They have used a regression tree/random

forest-based machine learning algorithm to predict weekly demand. Price, dis-

counts, holidays, inventory and other regional factors have been incorporated in

decision making. The demand-price interdependencies were quantified and in-

tegrated into an integer linear programming model for optimal price allocation.

This methodology has been implemented on offline retailing of expensive prod-

ucts which generally follow high variation in demand. The expected revenue

has been optimized by branch & bound and branch & cut method, followed

by root node analysis. Furthermore, the solution was optimized by heuristic

methods.

EMOMETRIC, an intelligent trolley that can track customer’s emotion and

provide a customer behavioural insight through IoT integrated data intelligence

running on Apache Spark Cluster, is proposed in [187]. This system has used

model based face and emotion tracking under real use case conditions. The

method adapted QoS enabled secure MQTT protocol to collect the data by the

big data No-sql storage system. The authors have inferred that this technique

is not only fast and accurate but also illumination and pose invariant.

In [188], Abrams et al. have reconsidered the problem of recovering exoge-

nous variation from an endogenous regressor. Two-stage least squares recovers

the exogenous variation through presuming the existence of an instrumental

variable. They have assumed that the regressor was a mixture of exogenous

and endogenous observations–say as the result of a temporary natural experi-

ment. In this light, they have proposed an alternative two-stage method based

on nonparametrically estimating a mixture model to recover a subset of the

exogenous observations. The authors have demonstrated that the method re-

covered exogenous observations in simulation and can be used to find pricing

experiments hidden in grocery store scanner data.

Shaohui et al. [189] have considered the basic requirements for a promotional

DSS, i.e. reliance on operational (store-level) data only, the ability to predict

sales as a function of prices and the inclusion of other promotional variables

affecting the category. The model delivered an optimizing promotional sched-

ule at Stock-Keeping-Unit (SKU) level which maximized multi-period category

level profit under the constraints of business rules typically applied in practice.
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Firstly, they have developed a high dimensional distributed lag demand model

which integrated both cross-SKU competitive promotion information and cross-

period promotional influences. then, based on the demand model, they have

built a nonlinear integer programming model to maximize the retailer’s cate-

gory profits over a planning horizon under constraints that modeled important

business rules. The output of the model provided optimized prices, display and

feature advertising planning together with sales and profit forecasts.

In [190], the authors have predicted the Optimal price of smart-phones by

combining the results of sentiment analysis and artificial neural network models.

Firstly, they have used the sentimental analysis to convert the non-uniform and

unclean data to linear numerical values that exactly represent the content of

the inputs. The review section of the product is the major area which required

sentimental analysis where it needed to interpret and reciprocate the feeling

of the user in numerical role. Then, smartphones data were used to train the

neural network.

2.6 Digital Cultural Heritage

The digital component is now pervasive in CH research and practice. From the

pioneering and sporadic applications of the last quarter of the 20th century,

it has grown to become an essential for any CH investigation or management

project. This development has led to the creation of a new interdisciplinary do-

main, the so-called Digital Heritage sector, and the need to support, structure,

and manage the use of facilities, resources, services and applications no less

than in other research domains, producing long-lasting infrastructures. Such

infrastructures may address specific aspects of DCH, such as visualization or

documentation, or cover the full range of heritage-related activities, from in-

vestigation to conservation, management, education and communication.

Originally digital heritage technology often comprised an exercise in the

application of computer techniques originally conceived for other goals; the

specific needs of such use has now dictated new requirements and has led to

the development of new tools and methods tailored for heritage applications.

With the vast expansion of digital contemporary painting collections, automatic

theme stylization has grown in demand in both academic and commercial fields.

The recent interest in deep neural networks has provided powerful visual fea-

tures that achieve state-of-the-art results in various visual classification tasks.

The following Subsection briefly describes the algorithms and approach in

this research area and some of the built applications.
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2.6.1 Algorithms and Approaches

The application of learning methods for content-based curation and dissemina-

tion of cultural heritage data offers unique advantages for physical sites at risk

of damage. In recent years, innovative techniques from computing, computer

vision, image and natural language processing to analyse images and enable

semantic are used in this context. Outputs can be multimedia and automated

reports of the state of repair of cultural artifacts as well as real-time, elucidating

comments for site visitors.

PR approaches that include machine learning and statistical classification are

applied with the aim of assisting preservation endeavours. They incorporate

multimodal data analysis, and content-based augmented data retrieval. The

suitability of machine learning and semantic technologies for the documenta-

tion of cultural heritage is demonstrated in [191]. Furthermore, the applica-

bility of deep learning for digital documentation of cultural heritage has been

reported [192].

Table 2.5 summarizes the PR techniques and specific approaches in DCH

domain.

Table 2.5: PR approaches for DCH, along with their function, advantages, dis-
advantages, and recent examples.

PR Approach Function Advantages Disadvantages

Supervised Learning (e.g., [193,
194])

The algorithm
will then learn
the relationship
between the
images and
their associ-
ated numbers,
and apply that
learned relation-
ship to classify
completely new
images (without
labels) that the
machine has not
seen before.

Precise
model with
predictive
and inter-
pretative
properties.

Requires equally
large number of
examples from
each class.

Unsupervised Learning (e.g., [195,
196])

Learn powerful
features in an
unsupervised
way and.

Does not
require class
labels on
data.

Sensitive to sim-
ilarity measure;
results difficult
to interpret.

Semi-supervised Learning
(e.g., [197])

Learn model
from mixture
of labeled and
unlabeled data.

Utilize
all avail-
able data;
typically
outperforms
use just
labeled
data.

Sensitive to
errors in prop-
agating class
labels from
labeled to
unlabeled data.

Deep Learning (e.g., [198, 199]) Learns complex
representations
of concepts in
the data.

General
purpose
and high
accuracy.

Sensitive to pa-
rameter choices;
long training
times.
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2.6.2 Applications

The artistic content of historical manuscripts is challenging in terms of auto-

matic text extraction, picture segmentation and retrieval by similarity. Grana

et al. have addressed the problem of automatic extraction of meaningful pic-

tures, distinguishing them from handwritten text and floral and abstract dec-

orations [200]. They have proposed a solution that firstly employed a circular

statistics description of a directional histogram in order to extract text. Then

visual descriptors were computed over the pictorial regions of the page: the

semantic content was distinguished from the decorative parts using color his-

tograms and a texture feature called Gradient Spatial Dependency Matrix. The

feature vectors were processed using an embedding procedure which allows in-

creased performance in later SVM classification.

In [201], the authors have addressed the problem of identifying artistic styles

in paintings, and have suggested a compact binary representation of the paint-

ings. They have tried to recognize the style of paintings using features extracted

from a deep network. The features suggested in the paper have shown excellent

classification results on a large scale collection of paintings.

The automatic images classification from 50 different cultural events is per-

formed in [202]. The proposed solution was based on the combination of visual

features extracted from CNN with temporal information using a hierarchical

classifier scheme. The authors have also proposed a late fusion strategy that

trained a separate low-level SVM on each of the extracted neural codes. The

class predictions of the low-level SVMs formed the input to a higher level SVM,

which gave the final event scores.

In [203], the authors have presented an approach to discover the charac-

teristic features that determined an artist’s touch. By training PigeoNET, a

CNN, on a large collection of digitized artworks to perform the task of auto-

matic artist attribution, the network was encouraged to discover artist-specific

visual features. The trained network was capable of attributing previously un-

seen artworks to the actual artists with an accuracy of more than 70%. The

trained network also provided fine-grained information about the artist-specific

characteristics of spatial regions within the artworks.

Wavelet transforms and machine learning tools can be used to assist works

of art in the stylistic analysis of paintings. In this context, Jafarpour et al.

have used image processing and machine learning techniques, to tackle two

stylometry problems with a dataset collected in the Van Gogh Museum and

the Kroller-Muller Museum in the Netherlands and consisting of high reso-

lution scans of paintings by Vincent van Gogh [204]. They have shown how

modeling style as a hidden variable, controlling the behaviour of the image ob-

servables, such as brushstrokes, color patterns, etc, can improve the accuracy of

the style analyzer to a significant extent. They have used a dual-tree complex
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Chapter 2 State of the art and Perspectives of Pattern Recognition Applications.

wavelet transform that is shift invariant, to capture quantitatively the effects

observable in the image. Next, using Hidden Markov Trees, an extension of

Hidden Markov Variables, combined with the expectation maximization algo-

rithm, they have extracted the style parameters from the noisy observables.

Then, using standard machine learning methods, they classified the extracted

features.

In [205], the authors have used telemetry data from Oztoc, an open-ended ex-

ploratory tabletop exhibit in which visitors embody the roles of engineers who

are tasked with attracting and cataloging newly discovered aquatic creatures by

building working electronic circuits. This data was used to build HMMs to de-

vise an automated scheme of identifying when a visitor is behaving productively

or unproductively. Evaluation of HMM was shown to effectively discern when

visitors were productively and unproductively engaging with the exhibit. Us-

ing a Markov model, they have identified common patterns of visitor movement

from unproductive to productive states to shed light on how visitors struggle

and the moves they made to overcome these struggles. These findings offer

considerable promise for understanding how learners productively and unpro-

ductively persevere in open-ended exploratory environments and the potential

for developing real time supports to help facilitators know how and when to

best engage with visitors.

In [206], Polatkan et al. have demonstrated that supervised machine learning

on features derived from hidden-Markov-tree-modeling of the paintings’ wavelet

coefficients has the potential to distinguish copies from originals in the dataset

proposed. In fact, they have provided a ground truth data set in which originals

and copies were known and image acquisition conditions are uniform.

An approach to automatically classify digital pictures of paintings by artis-

tic genre is described in [207]. The authors’ evaluation used variable resolution

painting data gathered across Internet sources rather than solely using profes-

sional high-resolution data. They have also included a comparison to existing

feature extraction and classification methods as well as an analysis of their

approach across classifiers and feature vectors.

Another work that focused on classifying works of seven different artists, by

using a multi-class SVM with state-of-the-art features is proposed by Bless-

ing [208]. Even in this case, machine learning has good potential to classify

artworks.

In [209], Li et al. have addressed the learning-based characterization of fine

art painting styles. They have compared the painting styles of artists. To

profile the style of an artist, a mixture of stochastic models is estimated using

training images. The two-dimensional (2D) multiresolution hidden Markov

model (MHMM) was used in the experiment. These models formed an artist’s

distinct digital signature. The 2D MHMM analyzed relatively large regions
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in an image, which in turn makes it more likely to capture properties of the

painting strokes. The mixtures of 2D MHMMs established for artists can be

further used to classify paintings and compare paintings or artists. They have

implemented and tested the system using high-resolution digital photographs

of some of China’s most renowned artists.

2.7 Pattern Recognition Applications

Table 2.6 summarizes the ten interesting applications described for each studied

domain in this Chapter and it introduces the challenging thesis applications

that will be the focus of Chapter 3.

Taking into account the state of art discussed in this chapter, Figure 2.4

highlights in red the step of the pipeline depicted in Figure 1.1 that represent

the efforts devoted in this thesis for the contribution in each field.

Figure 2.4: Pipelines in which are highlighted the main contributions of this
thesis for each domain taken into exam.

In particular, the applications of PR techniques are devoted to real-world

problems yielding new insights that advance PR methods. In each research

field, extensive efforts are devoted to collecting training and testing data and

five newly challenging datasets are specifically designed for the described task.

Finally, various details have to be investigated such as domain dependence and

prior information, computational cost and feasibility, discriminative features,

similar values for similar patterns, different values for different patterns, in-
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variant features with respect to translation, rotation and scale, robust features

with respect to occlusion, distortion, deformation, and variations in environ-

ment. Then, performances with training sample are estimated, performances

with future data are predicted and problems of overfitting and generalization

have been evaluated.

More details are available in the following chapters.
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Table 2.6: PR Applications.

Problem Domain Application Input Pat-

tern

Pattern

Classes

Method Reference

Biology 1 PPI Automatic
detection

PPI domain-
dependent
features

text classifi-
cation

Classification [107]

Biology 2 Automated
chromosome
karyotyping

Chromosome
image fea-
tures

Chromosome
classifica-
tion

Classification [108]

Biology 3 Parasitemia vi-
sual quantifica-
tion

Erythrocytes
images

Automatic
identifi-
cation of
infected
erythro-
cytes

Classification [109]

Biology 4 Cancer Classifi-
cation

Spectra
peaks

Cancer type
or subtype

Classification [110]

Biology 5 CAD system for
mammographic
masses

screening
mammo-
grams and
digital
breast to-
mosynthesis

Detection
of breast
masses

Classification [111]

Biology 6 PR-system
designed by
Dermofit images

Digital plain
photography
images

Comparison
of
melanomas
lesion

Classification [112]

Biology 7 CAD for
prostate cancer

Ultrasound
images

Detection
of prostate
carcinoma

HMMs [113]

Biology 8 CBIR for a
database of par-
asite specimen
images

Parasite
specimen
images

Identification
to general
category
of “species
group”

Querying
methods

[114]

Biology 9 Application in
assistance to
Neuroprostheses

Video and
eye-tracking
data

Real time
object
recogni-
tion from
ego-centric
videos

DCNN [115]

Biology 10 Medical image
segmentation

Multispectral
data

Brain tissue
classifica-
tion

VB ap-
proach

[116]

Biology Thesis

Application

Assisted Re-

productive

Technology

GCs Oocytes

for suc-

cessful

pregnancy

Classification [210],
[211]

SMI 1 Face recognition
for Twitter ap-
plication

2D images Face recog-
nition

Classification [131]

SMI 2 Domain adapta-
tion for senti-
ment classifiers

Reviews of
Amazon
products

Sentiment
Analysis

Deep Learn-
ing

[132]

SMI 3 Semantic Com-
positionality

Corpus of
movie review

Sentiment
Classifica-
tion

Deep Learn-
ing

[133]

SMI 4 Utterance-Level
Multimodal
Sentiment
Analysis

Short video
fragments

Sentiment
Analysis

Deep Learn-
ing

[134]

SMI 5 Sentiment anal-
ysis in multilin-
gual Web texts

Movie re-
views

Sentiment
Analysis

Classification [135]

SMI 6 Emoticons to
reduce De-
pendency ifor
Sentiment
Classification

Text
marked-
up with
emoticons

Sentiment
classifica-
tion

Classification [136]
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SMI 7 Event Identifi-
cation in Social
Media

Social
media
documents

Event iden-
tification

Clustering [137]

SMI 8 Vaccination
Sentiments with
Online Social
Media

Tweets Sentiment
analysis

Vaccination
sentiments

[138]

SMI 9 Automatic Lexi-
cal Analysis

Words,
phrases,
and topic
instances

DLA Language
of Social
Media

[139]

SMI 10 Sentiment
classification
of online re-
views to travel
destinations

Reviews Sentiment
classifica-
tion

Classification [140]

SMI Thesis Appli-

cation

Sentiment

Analysis of

brand-related

pictures

Visual and

textual

features

people

brand

sentiment

Deep

Learning

[212]

Surveillance 1 Crowd density
estimation

Crowd
videos

Abnormal
crowd
density
detection

Classification [149]

Surveillance 2 Network
anomaly de-
tection

Pictures,
source IP
address,
destination
IP address,
source port
number and
destina-
tion port
number

Anomaly
detection

Classification [150]

Surveillance 3 Computer Vi-
sion System
for Modeling
Human Interac-
tions

Pedestrian
Images

Human
Interaction
Detection

HMMs,
CHMMs

[151]

Surveillance 4 Framework for
multi-camera
video surveil-
lance

Video Suspicious
events iden-
tification

Classification [152]

Surveillance 5 Appearance
Recognition in
Visual Surveil-
lance

Images Handling
the ambigu-
ities

Classification [153]

Surveillance 6 Joint Deep
Learning for
Pedestrian
Detection

Image Pedestrian
Detection

Deep Learn-
ing

[154]

Surveillance 7 Human action
Recognition

Action
Videos

Human ac-
tions classi-
fication

Deep Learn-
ing

[155]

Surveillance 8 Person re-id Videos and
Images

Person
recognition

Classification [157]

Surveillance 9 Deep Metric
Learning for
re-id

Pedestrian
images

Person
recognition

Deep Learn-
ing

[158]

Surveillance 10 Framework
to generate
compact and
bit-scalable
hashing codes
from raw image

Images Image re-
trieval and
persogn
re-id

Deep Learn-
ing

[159]

Surveillance The-

sis Application

Top-view re-id Colour

and an-

thropo-

metric

features

Surveillance

Systems

Classification [213, 214]
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Retail 1 Retail Spaces Topographic
Data

Automatic
Classi-
fication
of Retail
Spaces

Classification [181]

Retail 2 Strategic en-
trepreneurial
activities

Entrepreneurial
orientation

Organizations
Classifica-
tion

Clustering [182]

Retail 3 Online con-
sumer repur-
chase intention

Consumer
Personal
Charac-
teristics
and Online
shopping
malls at-
tributes

Online
consumer
repurchase
intentions
prediction

Classification [183]

Retail 4 Social products
behaviour

Recency,
frequency
and mone-
tary (RFM)
values, price
details, pay-
ment details

Product
churn pre-
diction

Classification [184]

Retail 5 Customer recog-
nition system

Images Returning
customers
Identifica-
tion

Deep Learn-
ing

[185]

Retail 6 DSS for retail
pricing and
revenue op-
timization of
retail products

Sales data Demand
prediction

Classification [186]

Retail 7 EMOMETRIC Body im-
ages vol-
umes

Customer
behavioural
insight

Classification [187]

Retail 8 Exogenous vari-
ation from an
endogenous re-
gressor

Retail scan-
ner data

Pricing
experiments
Identifica-
tion

Unsupervised
Machine
Learning
Algorithm

[188]

Retail 9 Promotional
DSS

Grocery
and drug
chain data

Sales fore-
casts

Classification [189]

Retail 10
Retail Thesis Ap-

plication

Intelligent

Retail Envi-

ronment

Trajectories Users be-

haviour in

store

HMMs

and Clus-

tering

[215, 216]

DCH 1 Segmentation
of digital-
ized historical
manuscripts

Digitalized
images

Automatic
segmen-
tation of
text and
decorations

Classification [200]

DCH 2 Classification of
Artistic Styles
using Binarized
Features

Unique
digitized
paint-
ings with
variable
resolution

Artistic
Style Clas-
sification

Deep Learn-
ing

[201]

DCH 3 Cultural Event
Recognition

Instagram
images

Image clas-
sification

Deep Learn-
ing

[202]

DCH 4 Learning to rec-
ognize artists by
their artworks

Digital pho-
tographic
reproduc-
tions of
artworks

Discovery of
the Artist’s
Style

Deep Learn-
ing

[203]
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DCH 5 Stylistic analy-
sis of paintings

High reso-
lution color
scans of the
paintings

Style analy-
sis

Classification [204]

DCH 6 Modeling Visi-
tor Behavior in
a Game-Based
Engineering
Museum Ex-
hibit

Visitors’ in-
teractions

Patterns of
exploration
identifica-
tion

HMM [205]

DCH 7 Detection of
forgery in
paintings

Paintings Image Clas-
sification

Classification [206]

DCH 8 Classifying
Paintings by
Artistic Genre

Paintings Digital
pictures of
painting
Classifica-
tion

Classification [207]

DCH 9 Identification of
Art Paintings

set of paint-
ings

Art identifi-
cation

Classification [208]

DCH 10 Digital imagery
of ancient paint-
ings by mixtures
of stochastic
models

Photos Paintings
Classifica-
tion

MHMM [209]

DCH Thesis Ap-

plication

AR users be-

haviour

eye trajec-

tory

museum

users be-

haviour

HMMs [217, 218]
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Chapter 3

Use cases and Results on

challenging Computer Vision

Applications.

As outlined in the previous chapter, PR deals with designing and develop-

ing algorithms based on empirical data. PR has the ability to adapt to new

circumstances and detect and extrapolate pattern. The aim of the research ac-

tivity conducted during the years of the Ph.D. studies by the author, is mainly

devoted to the exploitation of cutting edge scientific methodologies for the so-

lution of problems of relevant interest. In particular, it is oriented to bring

together applications of PR in order to test a wide landscape of techniques

that can be successfully applied and also to show how such techniques should

be adapted to different particular domains. This for two main reasons: first of

all, even if the main activities where conducted into the retail domain, it was

not sufficient to understand the limits and benefits of this paradigm only by ex-

ploring a single topic. Secondly, different domains have different needs, so that

to understand the potential of PR, it was fundamental to face with different

scenario and, eventually, to outline points of contact. Following PR technolo-

gies to address the increasingly complex challenges as the main thread, it is

selected a set of experiences carried out in different fields; at the center of this

investigation there are of course real scenarios with intelligent applications de-

veloped in five domains, with research issues explored in terms of their design,

implementation, integration, and deployment. The key challenge is to bring

PR into reality with applications, taking advantage of the implicit or explicit

human-machine interactions. Among real-world applications there are: Biol-

ogy applied to the prediction of the best oocyte for a pregnacy successfully for

the Assisted Reproductive technology (ART); Retail where the trajectories of

shopping carts and baskets are collected and analysed for modelling and fore-

casting customers behaviour; Surveillance to determine if different instances

or images of the same person, recorded in different moments, belong to the same

subject, i.e. the re-identification (re-id) process; Social Media intelligence
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for evaluating the goldmine of information coming from social network and

finally Digital Cultural Heritage where eye-tracking data of people observ-

ing a painting are collected and analysed for optimazing Augmented Reality

application (AR).

3.1 Biology

In recent years, machine learning, deep learning and data mining techniques

have been successfully applied in several medical and biomedical domains, such

as the prognosis and diagnosis of cancers, the detection of tumors, and other

complex diseases [219, 220, 221, 222].

In medical fields, reproductive technologies are achieving increasing impor-

tance. Every year, a number of couples (10–15%) reveal problems connected

to infertility and a growing number of them seeks the help of ART labora-

tories [223]. The main goal of ART is the ability to obtain a large number

of competent oocytes. Oocytes are specialized cells produced in the ovary

during oogenesis. Their competence is the ability to be fertilized and to de-

velop as an embryo [224]. The oogenesis has characterized and regulated by

molecular mechanisms that are not only controlled within the oocyte itself,

but also through a complex molecular cross-talk between the oocyte and the

surrounding somatic cells [225]. For this reason, oogenesis can also be consid-

ered as a continuous and highly integrated process, which includes both the

developing oocyte and the surrounding somatic cells. Currently, in ART im-

plantation, there is not a criteria for the oocyte choice. Its selection is based

on the morphological features of the cytoplasm, polar body and cumulus cells.

However, all these criteria for grading and screening oocytes are subjective and

controversial, and seem to not be related to the intrinsic competence of the

oocyte [226, 227]. Over the past couple of decade, even with the improvement,

the success rates for procedures treating infertility and leading to live births

is still less than optimal. From 2011, European data for pregnancy rate was

33% with the pregnancy rate per embryo thaw cycle being 21%, as reported

by the European IVF-Monitoring Consortium and the European Society of

Human Reproduction and Embryology showed the non-donor embryo transfer

(ET) [228].

In the last few years, in medicine, for studying cells, tissues, and biological

fluids has been widely applied vibrational spectroscopy. In particular, in the

reproductive field, Fourier Transform Infrared Microspectroscopy (FTIRM) is a

powerful technique to study the composition and the macromolecular chemistry

of cells and tissues, providing the biochemical composition of female gametes.

Chemical cartograms are generated by infrared mapping and imaging tech-

niques, based on peak height, integrated areas under specific bands or band ra-
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tios, giving a semi-quantitative evaluation of sample biocomponents [229, 230].

The identification of the best quality oocyte is very important because it will

increase overall pregnancy rates and the accurate prediction of embryos, that

will successfully implant, decreases the risks of abortion and the complications

related to it. In addition to, the wrong oocyte can have unintended effects like

the risk of multiple gestations, that have many complications such as low birth

weight, physical deficits, developmental delays, and costs.

3.1.1 Automatic classification of human oocytes in Assisted

Reproductive technology.

In order to assure an appropriate chance of successful implantation, to mini-

mize any complications during the pregnancy, it has been applied for the first

time FTIRM for the assessment of oocyte quality by the study of Granulosa

Cells (GCs) collected along with the oocytes during oocyte aspiration, as it

is routinely done in ART. FTIRM enables the collection of a comprehensive

set of macromolecular data for characterizing GCs, by studying the position

and relative intensities of the vibrational bands composing IR absorption spec-

tra [231]. The number of collected samples allowed the discrimination of the

vibrational biomarkers of a good quality oocyte from the ones of poor quality

oocytes, and also from those related to the intrinsic spectroscopic variability,

that is a consequence of sample heterogeneity. Moreover, it is performed a

series of feature selection procedures to identify new spectral biomarker signa-

tures, measuring a large set of spectral information, and then employed data

analysis procedures to select the most informative. Spectral biomarkers evi-

dencing changes related to concentration, distribution and structure of several

biomolecules of interest (lipids, proteins, carbohydrates and nucleic acids) will

be taken into account and linked to cellular metabolism, DNA methylation

defect, apoptosis/autophagy process, oxidative stress status and trascriptomic

profiling. All these spectral evidences will be validated by conventional ge-

nomic and proteomic tools, statistically related and classified as biomarkers of

good quality oocyte on the basis of clinical results/outcomes obtained during

IVF (In Vitro Fertilization) procedure of the corresponding oocyte. 17 spectral

biomarkers related to the concentration, distribution and structure of lipids,

proteins, carbohydrates and nucleic acids, as indicators of cellular metabolism,

DNA methylation, apoptosis/autophagy, oxidative stress, etc.. are taken into

account. The GCs samples were classified into 4 groups:

• A: GCs from good quality oocytes (clinical pregnancy);

• B: GCs from bad quality oocytes (due to fertilization failure);

• C: GCs from bad quality oocytes (due to embryo failure);
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• D: GCs from bad quality oocytes (due to implantation failure).

These groups can be summarized in two groups regarding the characteristics

of the GCs cells:

• Group A, GCs from good quality oocytes;

• Group NOT A, GCs from bad quality oocytes.

The spectral biomarkers of the above described two groups were used to

create a robust biological reference dataset (BRD), which was retrospectively

developed by analysing GCs from oocytes of known quality and validated by

clinical outcomes obtained during the ART procedure of the corresponding

oocyte.

Regarding the lack of a criteria in ART and considering the previous ex-

perience in the developing data standardization system in medicine and the

secure sharing between them [232], machine learning techniques are used for

predicting oocyte quality for a pregnancy successfully. It is reported the results

of a comprehensive evaluation of 4 state-of-the-art classifiers, such as Support

Vector Machine (SVM) [10], and k-Nnearest Neighbor (kNN) [5, 233], Decision

Tree (DT) [234] and Random Forest(RF) [13].

The approach for oocytes quality evaluation can be described in the following

steps:

• FTIR spectroscopy on GCs collected along with the oocytes during oocyte

aspiration;

• BRD Development and Features Set;

• Classification Model.

The proposed approach has been schematically depicted in Figure 3.17.

The main novelties are: i) the first machine learning approach for learning

and classifying oocytes quality; ii) the proposal of a significant set of bio-

features able to achieve relevant classification performances; iii) the first com-

parison between different classifiers to evaluate a family of machine learning

algorithms able to obtain a significant results in this field.

Considering the important contribution and the innovation of this work in

ART, these biological aspects and other related issues are patent pending.

3.1.2 Biological Reference Dataset

In Assisted Reproductive Technology(ART), biomarkers of GCs associated with

individual oocytes are used to indicate which embryos have the best chance of

implanting in the uterus and completing gestation. The Biological Reference
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Figure 3.1: General Schema

Dataset (BRD) is built to predict the best oocyte for a successful pregnancy

by analyzing vibrational data with multivariate statistical methods.

Firstly, oocyte quality was correlated with specific changes of concentration,

distribution and structure of several biomolecules (lipids, proteins, carbohy-

drates and nucleic acids) in Granulosa Cells (GCs) by using Fourier Transform

Infrared Microspectroscopy (FTIM) (Table 3.1).

A meaningful number of GCs spectral markers are obtained by FTIRM spec-

troscopy for oocyte quality evaluation in patients requiring ART treatment due

to fertility, embryo implantation and pregnancy failure. This method comprises

17 spectral biomarkers related to the concentration, distribution and structure

of lipids, proteins, carbohydrates and nucleic acids, as indicators of cellular

metabolism, DNA methylation, apoptosis/autophagy, oxidative stress, etc..

Table 3.2 describes 17 spectral biomarkers. These are used as classification

process features.

The dataset is composed by 2614 instances:

- Group A, GCs from good quality oocytes: 1176 instances;

- Group NOT A, GCs from bad quality oocytes: 1438 instances.

3.1.3 Performance evaluation and Results

To evaluate the dataset, a 10-fold cross-validation has been applied to ensure

the robustness of performance estimate [235]. The performance of different

classifiers and feature sets was evaluated in terms of precision, recall and F1-

score using weighted macro-averaging over 10 folds. The information about
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Name Wavenumber range (cm-1) Chemical significance Biological significance

Lipids 2990-2899
CH2/CH3

asymmetric and symmetric stretching
Aliphatic chains (lipids)

Amide I (AI) 1723-1591 Peptide bond’s C=O stretching Proteins

Amide II (AI) 1591-1481
Peptide bond’s N-H bending

and C-N stretching
Proteins

Proteins 1723-1481 Sum of AI and AII Totality of proteins
Ph1 1273-1191 P02- asymmetric stretching Phosphate groups
Ph2 1137-1022 P02- asymmetric stretching Nucleic acids-specific phosphate groups
COO 1765-1723 COO stretching Ester groups in lipid molecules
1460 1480-1426 CH3 bending CH3 terminal group of aliphatic chains,and of protein’s lateral chains
1400 1426-1362 CH2 bending CH2 groups of aliphatic chains and,protein’s lateral chains
CH 3027-2995 =CH stretching Signal of unsaturation
CH2 2946-2899 CH2 stretching CH2 groups of aliphatic chains
CH3 2992-2948 CH3 stretching CH3 terminal group of aliphatic chains

970 984-946
DNA sugar-phosphate
skeletal vibrations

Amount of DNA

Cell 2990-2899 + 1775-1191
Sum of vibrations indicated
above

Cell mass
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Table 3.2: Biological features used for oocytes classification
Ratio’s Name Biological significance

Lipids/Cell Amount of lipids in the cell
Proteins/Cell Amount of proteins in the cell

AI/AII Comparison secondary structure of proteins
Lipids/Proteins Amount of lipids compared to proteins

Ph1/Cell Degree of phosphorylation in the cell
Ph1/Proteins Degree of phosphorylation of proteins
COO/Cell Amount of ester groups in the cell

COO/Lipids Degree of esterification of lipids
1400/Proteins Amount of CH2-rich aminoacids related to the protein content
1460/Proteins Amount of CH3-rich aminoacids related to the protein content

1400/1460 In aliphatic chains: length of the chain; in proteins: indicator of CH2-rich aminoacids
1460/Lipids Amount of CH3 groups in lipids

CH/Cell Rate of unsaturation in the cell
CH/Lipids Unsaturation levels of fatty acids
CH/CH3 Unsaturation levels of fatty acids

CH2/Lipids Length of aliphatic chains
CH2/CH3 Length of aliphatic chains

Figure 3.2: Confusion Matrix - SVM

actual and predicted classifications done by a oocytes classification system is

depicted by confusion matrix [236]. The classification process is performed with

kNN, SVM, Decision Tree and Random Forest classifiers. A cross-validation is

carried using weighted macro-averaging over 10 folds. The task is solved using

a SVM with a quadratic degree of the polynomial kernel function. For kNN

classifier has been chosen “minkowski” as metric distance and “n neighbors =

5”. Table 3.10 reports the classification results for the classifiers used in system

prediction. Results are presented in terms of precision, recall and F-measure.

Figure 3.2 shows the confusion matrix for SVM classifier, Figure 3.3 depicts

the confusion matrix for kNN classifier, Figure 3.4 represents the confusion

matrix for kNN classifier and Figure 3.5 reports the confusion matrix for RF

classifier.

Results show the effectiveness and suitability of the proposed approach. In

fact, even if there are a few data, due to the low successful rate of pregnancy,

this approach is very promising. The values of precision, recall and F-measure
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Table 3.3: Classification results.

SVM Precision Recall F1-score Support

A 0.69 0.23 0.35 214
NOT A 0.61 0.92 0.73 214
AVG/Total 0.64 0.62 0.56 488

kNN Precision Recall F1-score Support

A 0.58 0.57 0.57 214
NOT A 0.67 0.68 0.67 214
AVG/Total 0.63 0.63 0.63 488

Decision
Tree

Precision Recall F1-score Support

A 0.64 0.66 0.65 214
NOT A 0.73 0.71 0.72 214
AVG/Total 0.69 0.69 0.69 488

Random
Forest

Precision Recall F1-score Support

A 0.67 0.73 0.70 214
NOT A 0.77 0.72 0.74 214
AVG/Total 0.73 0.72 0.72 488

Figure 3.3: Confusion Matrix - kNN

are good.
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Figure 3.4: Confusion Matrix - Decision Tree

Figure 3.5: Confusion Matrix - Random Forest

3.2 Social Media Intelligence

The advent of Social Media has enabled everyone with a smartphone, tablet

or computer to easily create and share their ideas, opinions and contents with

millions of other people around the world. Recent years have witnessed the

explosive popularity of image-sharing services such as Instagram1 and Flickr2.

These images do not only reflect people social lives, but also express their

opinions about products and brands. Social media pictures represent a rich

source of knowledge for companies to understand consumers’ opinions [237].

The multitude of pictures makes a manual approach infeasible and increases

1www.instagram.com
2www.flickr.com
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the attractiveness of automated sentiment analysis [238], [239].

In the past, companies conducted consumer surveys for this purpose. Al-

though well-designed surveys can provide high quality estimations, they can

be time-consuming and costly, especially if a large volume of survey data is

gathered [240]. In contrast, social media pictures are available in real time

and at low costs and represent an active feedback, which is of importance not

only to companies developing products, but also to their rivals and potential

consumers [241]. Algorithms to identify sentiment are crucial for understand-

ing consumer behaviour and are widely applicable to many domains, such as

retail [213], behaviour targeting [217], and viral marketing [125].

Sentiment analysis is the task of evaluating this goldmine of information.

It retrieves opinions about certain products and classifies them as positive,

negative, or neutral. Existing research papers [242], [243], have focused on

sentiment analysis of textual postings such as reviews in shopping platforms

and comments in discussion boards. However, with the increasing popularity

of social networks and image sharing platforms [244], [245] more and more

opinions are expressed by pictures. Several researchers have now started to

propose solutions for the sentiment analysis of visual content. However, a

multitude of consumers’ pictures does not only include visual elements, but also

textual elements. For example, people take pictures of advertisement posters

or insert text into photos with the aid of photo editing software. In order to

estimate the overall sentiment of a picture, it is essential to not only judge

the sentiment of the visual elements but also to understand the meaning of the

included text. While a picture showing a cosmetic product next to a cute rabbit

might be positive, the same picture containing the words “animal testing”

might be negative.

An approach to estimate the overall sentiment of a picture based on both vi-

sual and textual information is introduced. While many studies have performed

sentiment analysis, most existing methods focus on either only textual content

or only visual content. This is the first approach to consider visual and textual

information in pictures at the same time. The sentiment of a picture is identified

by a machine learning classifier based on visual and textual features extracted

from two specially trained Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNNs). The

visual feature extractor is based on the VGG16 network architecture [246] and

it is trained by fine-tuning a model pretrained on the ImageNet dataset [70].

While the visual feature extractor is applied to the whole image, the textual

feature extractor detects and recognizes texts before extracting features. The

textual feature extractor is based on the DCNN architecture proposed by [247]

and is created by fine-tuning a model which has been previously trained on

synthesized social media images. Based on these features, six state-of-the-art

classifiers, namely kNearest Neighbors (kNN) [16], [84], Support Vector Ma-
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chine (SVM) [10], Decision Tree (DT) [234], Random Forest (RF) [13], Näıve

Bayes (NB) [17] and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [18], [248], are compared

to recognize the overall sentiment of the images.

The approach has been applied to a newly collected dataset “GfK Verein

Dataset” of consumer-generated pictures from Instagram which show commer-

cial products. This dataset comprises 4200 images containing visual and textual

elements. In contrast to many existing datasets, the true sentiment is not au-

tomatically judged by the accompanying texts or hash-tags but has been man-

ually estimated by human annotators, thus providing a more precise dataset.

The application of the proposed approach to this dataset yields good results

in terms of precision, recall and F1-score and demonstrates the effectiveness of

the proposed approach.

3.2.1 Visual and Textual Analysis of brand-related social

media pictures

In this section, the joint visual and textual sentiment analysis framework is

introduced as well as the dataset used for evaluation. The framework is de-

picted in Figure 3.6 and comprises three main components: the visual feature

extractor, the textual feature extractor, and the overall sentiment classifier.

Especially trained DCNNs for visual and textual feature extraction are used.

The visual and textual features are fused and fed into the overall sentiment

classifier. Common machine learning algorithms are compared for the overall

sentiment classification.

The framework is comprehensively evaluated on the “GfK Verein Dataset”,

a proprietary dataset collected for this work3. The details of the data collection

and ground truth labeling are discussed in subsection 3.2.2.

Visual feature extractor

The visual feature extractor aims at providing information about the visual

sentiment of a picture and is therefore trained with image labels indicating

the visual sentiment of the images. The training is performed by fine-tuning

a VGG16 net [246] that has been pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset [70] to

classify images into 1000 categories. A fine-tune is performed by cutting off

the final classification layer (fc8) and replacing it by a fully connected layer

with 3 outputs (one for each sentiment class). In addition, the learning rate

multipliers are increased for that layer so that it learns more aggressively than

all the other layers. Finally, loss and accuracy layers are adapted to take input

from the new fc8 layer. Since the image classifier serves as feature extractor, the

3This work is done in GfK Verein http://www.gfk-verein.org
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Figure 3.6: Training pipeline flow

output of the next to last fc7 layer is passed to the overall sentiment classifier.

The image feature extractor is implemented using standard Caffe4 tools.

Textual feature extractor

The goal of the textual feature extractor is to provide information about the

textual sentiment of a picture. It is therefore trained with image labels in-

dicating the textual sentiment of the images. The textual feature extractor

consists of multiple components. The central component is a character-level

DCNN with an architecture as described in [247], which has been extended by

one additional convolution layer. The extra convolution layer, inserted before

the last pooling layer, has a kernel size of 3 and produces 256 features. The

textual feature extractor was trained in two phases: first training a base model

on synthesized social media images and then fine-tuning that base model on

the new dataset. In order to generate training data for the base model, accom-

panying captions from brand-related social media pictures were inserted into

social media pictures in varying fonts, font-sizes, colors and slight rotations.

Since the text is embedded in the picture as pixels, the text has to be trans-

formed to characters before it can be processed by the character-level DCNN.

4http://caffe.berkeleyvision.org/
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Table 3.4: Number of features

Model Layer Number of features

image fc7 4096
text ip4 1024

The following steps are performed:

1. Text Detection: individual text boxes are detected in an image with the

TextBoxes Caffe model [249].

2. Text Arrangement : detected text boxes are put in order based on a left-

to-right, top-to-bottom policy, thus forming logical lines.

3. Text Recognition: each text box is processed by the OCR model [250] to

transcribe the text of the box.

4. Text Encoding : the recognized text is encoded into one-hot vectors based

on the alphabet of the character-level DCNN.

The textual features of the next to last layer of the character-level DCNN

are passed to the final sentiment classifier.

Overall Sentiment Classifier

On the basis of the visual and textual features, the overall sentiment classifier

aims at estimating the overall sentiment of an image. For this purpose, it is

trained with labels indicating the overall sentiment of the images. The number

of visual and textual features is illustrated in Table 3.4.

Based on the fused features, six state-of-the art classifiers, namely kNN,

SVM, DT, RF, NB and ANN are used to recognize the overall sentiment of the

images and compared with respect to precision, recall and F1-score.

3.2.2 GfK Verein Dataset

This work, to the best of author knowledge, is the first study on sentiment

analysis of brand-related pictures on Instagram. Instagram provides a rich

repository of images and captions that are associated with users’ sentiments.

A visual and textual sentiment dataset is constructed from the pictures on In-

stagram. The captions of the Instagram posts are utilised to pre-select images

that have detectable sentiment content about well-known brands from the in-

dustry of fast moving consumer goods. Typically, the image captions indicate

the users’ sentiment for the uploaded images. The “GfK Verein Dataset” is

composed of brand-related social media images as follows:
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.7: Brand Related Social Media Pictures of “GfK Verein Dataset”. Fig-
ure 3.10a is an example of a picture with overall negative sentiment,
Figure 3.10c represents an image with overall neutral sentiment, and
Figure 3.10d is a picture with overall positive sentiment

• 1400 images with positive sentiment;

• 1400 images with neutral sentiment;

• 1400 images with negative sentiment.

To obtain the ground truth of the collected pictures, the true sentiment has

been manually estimated by human annotators, thus providing a more precise

and less noisy dataset compared to automatically generated labels from image

captions or hashtags. All pictures are annotated with respect to their visual,

textual and overall sentiment.

Figure 3.10 shows three examples of brand-related social media pictures of

“GfK Verein Dataset”. As can be seen, the overall sentiment towards a brand

or product does not only depend on the visual content of a picture but also on

its textual content.

Since sentiment estimation is a subjective task where different persons may

assign different sentiments to images, it is asked two persons to judge the

sentiment of the images and measured their agreement. The inter-annotator-

agreement is a common approach to determine the reliability of a dataset and

the difficulty of the classification task [251]. It is calculated Cohen’s Kappa

Coefficient k which measures the agreement between two annotators beyond

chance [252]. The values of Kappa range from -1 to 1, with 1 indicating perfect

agreement, 0 indicating agreement expected by chance, and negative values

indicating systematic disagreement. The inter-annotator-agreement for the vi-

sual (k = 0.82), textual (k = 0.82) and overall (k = 0.84) sentiment assignment

is high, assuring good quality of the dataset and feasibility of the machine learn-

ing task.
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Table 3.5: Performance of the visual DCNN model, predicting visual sentiment
based only on visual features

Category Precision Recall F1-Score

positive 0.83 0.82 0.82
neutral 0.86 0.89 0.88
negative 0.72 0.67 0.69
MEAN() 0.81 0.79 0.80

3.2.3 Performance Evaluation and Results

In this section, the results of the experiments conducted on “GfK Verein

Dataset” are reported. In addition to the performance of the overall sentiment

classifier, it is presented the performance of the visual and textual sentiment

classifiers which form the basis of the visual and textual feature extractors and

are key to the overall sentiment classification.

The experiments are based only on these images of the dataset, where both

annotators have agreed on the overall, visual and textual sentiment. By remov-

ing pictures with ambiguous sentiment, it is increased the quality of the dataset

and ensure the validity of the experiments. The final dataset is comprised of

a total amount of 3452 pictures, including 1149 pictures with overall positive

sentiment, 1225 pictures with overall neutral sentiment and 1078 pictures with

overall negative sentiment.

The experiments are performed by splitting the labeled dataset into a train-

ing set and a test set. Each classifier will only be trained based on the training

set. Likewise, the test set is also fixed in the beginning and used for all test

purposes. The dataset is split into 80% training and 20% test images, taking

into account all permutations of overall, visual, and textual annotations.

In order to create the visual feature extractor it is trained a DCNN to clas-

sify the visual sentiment of a picture. The performance of the visual sentiment

classification is reported in Table 3.5. As can be seen, high values of precision

and recall can be achieved, especially for pictures with positive and neutral

visual sentiment. The recognition of visually negative pictures is more difficult

due to the smaller amount of available training data and the higher varia-

tion in motives. Consumers tend to express their overall negative sentiment

towards brands by adding negative text to neutral or positive motives. As peo-

ple avoid posting pictures with negative facial expressions on social media, the

most frequent form of visual negative sentiment is graphics with many different

motives.

For creating a textual feature extractor, it is trained a DCNN to estimate

the sentiment of the text in the pictures. Table 3.6 depicts precision and

recall of the textual sentiment classification. The performance of the textual

sentiment classification is good, but lower than the performance of the visual
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Table 3.6: Performance of the textual DCNN model, predicting textual senti-
ment based only on textual features

Category Precision Recall F1-Score

positive 0.71 0.68 0.70
neutral 0.84 0.61 0.71
negative 0.67 0.89 0.76
MEAN() 0.74 0.73 0.74

Table 3.7: Performance of the overall classifier, predicting overall sentiment
based on both visual and textual features

Classifier Precision Recall F1-Score

NB 0.72 0.72 0.72
DT 0.72 0.72 0.72
RF 0.74 0.74 0.74
SVM 0.77 0.77 0.77
kNN 0.78 0.78 0.78
ANN 0.79 0.79 0.79

sentiment classification. While the judgment of visual and textual sentiment is

equally difficult for humans, the classification of text in pictures is much more

challenging for machines as the text has to be detected and recognized first

before it can be classified, thus being more error-prone. Comparing the different

classes reveals that negative and neutral texts can be recognized better than

positive texts. This fact is also reflected by the characteristics of the dataset.

As consumers prefer visual clues such as happy people or smileys to textual

clues for showing their overall positive sentiment towards brands, positive texts

are less expressive.

Based on the visual and textual features, a machine learning classifier is

trained to identify the overall sentiment of a picture. It is trained several clas-

sifiers, namely SVM, DT, NB, RF, and ANN and compare their performance

for different parameter settings. Table 3.7 reports the results of the best pa-

rameter setting for each classifier. As can be seen, the performance of all clas-

sifiers is good, with F1-Scores ranging from 0.72 for NB to 0.79 for ANN, thus

demonstrating the effectiveness and the suitability of the proposed approach.

The performance of the overall sentiment classification is much higher than the

performance of the textual sentiment classification but slightly lower than the

performance of the visual sentiment classification. This comparison shows that

recognizing the overall sentiment is more challenging than only the visual sen-

timent. Estimating the overall sentiment, however, is crucial for understanding

consumers’ attitudes towards brands. Relying on the visual sentiment only can

be misleasing in many cases since consumers often embed text in their pictures

to verbalize their sentiment. Especially, overall negative sentiments are often

expressed by adding negative text to neutral or positive visual motives.
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3.3 Video Surveillance

Camera installations are widespread in several domains that range from small

business and large retail applications, to home surveillance applications, envi-

ronment monitoring, facility access, sports venues, and mass-transit. Identifi-

cation cameras are widely employed in most of public places like malls, office

buildings, airports, stations and museums. In these applications, it is desirable

to determine if different instances or images of the same person, recorded in dif-

ferent moments, belong to the same subject. This kind of process is commonly

known as “person re-identification” (re-id). It has a wide range of utilities and

is of great commercial value.

Research in people behaviour analysis has been thoroughly focused on person

re-id during the last decade, which has seen the exploitation of many paradigms

and approaches of PR [142]. In challenging situations, algorithms need to

be robust to deal with issues such as widely varying camera viewpoints and

orientations, rapid changes in appearance of clothing, occlusions, varying poses

and varied lighting conditions [253, 254].

The first studied re-id problem was related to vehicle tracking and traf-

fic analysis, where objects move in well defined paths, have almost uniform

colours and are rigid. Features as colour, speed, size, lane position are gener-

ally embedded in Bayesian frameworks. However, person re-id requires more

elaborate methods in order to deal with the widely varying degrees of freedom

of a person’s appearance [255].

Much of the research on person re-id has been devoted to model the hu-

man appearance. In fact, descriptors of image content have been proposed in

order to discriminate identities while compensating for appearance variability

due to changes in illumination, pose, and camera viewpoint. Re-id is also a

learning problem in which either metrics or discriminative models are actu-

ally learned [256, 254]. Labelled training data are required for metric learn-

ing approaches and new training data are needed whenever a camera setting

changes [257].

Recently, person re-id is emerging as a very interesting field and future so-

lutions could be exploited as a tool for the efforts devoted to the development

of systems that can carry out detection and tracking of people, in the case of

occlusion or where there is a partial camera coverage. Moreover, person re-

id is an important part of modern surveillance systems. In fact, the amount

of data generated by such systems is often too large to be manually analysed.

Automatic and semi-automatic re-id approaches can help speed up this process

by presenting the operator with likely matches of a query person. The re-id

task has been used for long-term tracking: people should be tracked as long

as possible, using one cameras. Thanks to the short (or null) temporal gap
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between samples, geometric and positional features are usually enough and the

requirements on the camera quality and resolution are loose. Video sequences

are usually available as input and processed using the common surveillance

chain composed by background/foreground segmentation and intracamera ob-

ject tracking [142].

This aspect can be closely linked to the use of RGB-D cameras that provides

affordable and additional rough depth information coupled with visual images,

offering sufficient accuracy and resolution for indoor applications. This camera

has already been successfully applied in the surveillance field to univocally

identify people in a scene and to analyse behaviours and interactions between

them.

The choice of the RGB-D camera in a top view configuration is due to its

greater suitability compared with a front view configuration, usually adopted

for gesture recognition or even for video gaming. The top-view configuration

reduces the problem of occlusions and has the advantage of being privacy pre-

serving, because a person’s face is not recorded by the camera [258]. Top-view

people counting applications are the most accurate (with accuracy up to 99%)

even in very crowded scenarios; this camera point of view is also the only one

that allow to measure at the same time people passing by and interactions

among shoppers and products on the shelf [165].

Currently, several datasets are available for the study of person re-id and

cover the many aspects of this problem, such as shape deformation, occlu-

sions, illumination changes, very low resolution images and image blurring,

etc. [259]. The most famous are VIPeR [260], iLIDS Multi Camera Tracking

Scenario [261], ETHZ [262] and CAVIAR4REID [263]. Another re-id dataset

is proposed in [264]. Data are gathered using RGB-D technology, but are not

suitable for the listed purposes.

Due to this fact and against this background, for re-id evaluation, a new

dataset has been built for person re-id that uses an RGB-D camera in a top-view

configuration: the TVPR dataset. An Asus Xtion Pro Live RGB-D camera has

choosen because it allows the acquisition of colour and depth information in an

affordable and fast way [265]. The camera was installed on the ceiling above

the area to be analysed. This dataset collects the data of 100 people, acquired

across intervals of days and in different times.

3.3.1 Person Re-Identification with an RGB-D camera in

Top-view configuration

A method for person re-id is introduced. It is based on a set of features ex-

tracted by the colour and depth images that is used to perform a classification

process, selecting the first or initial passage under the camera for training and
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using returns to the initial position as the testing set. Furthermore, a gender

classification, focused on colour and length hair, is carried out with the aim to

improve surveillance applications. All feature sets using kNearest Neighbors

(k-NN), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Decision Tree (DT) and Random

Forest (RF) classifiers are tested. The performance evaluation demonstrates

the effectiveness of the proposed approach, achieving good results in term of

Precision, Recall and F1-score.

The first step involves the processing of the data acquired from the RGB-D

camera. The camera captures depth and colour images, both with dimensions

of 640 × 480 pixels, at a rate up to approximately 30 fps and illuminates the

scene/objects with structured light based on infrared patterns.

Seven out of the nine features selected are anthropometric features extracted

from the depth image: distance between floor and head, d1; distance between

floor and shoulders, d2; area of head surface, d3; head circumference, d4; shoul-

ders circumference, d5; shoulders breadth, d6; thoracic anteroposterior depth,

d7. The remaining two colour-based features are acquired by the colour image.

It is also defined TVH, TVD and TVDH. TVH is the colour descriptor:

TV H = {Hp
h, H

p
o} (3.1)

TVD is the depth descriptor:

TV D = {dp1, d
p
2, d

p
3, d

p
4, d

p
5, d

p
6, d

p
7} (3.2)

Finally, TVDH is the the signature of a person defined as:

TV DH = {dp1, d
p
2, d

p
3, d

p
4, d

p
5, d

p
6, d

p
7, H

p
h, H

p
o} (3.3)

Colour is an important visual attribute for both computer vision and human

perception. It is one of the most widely used visual features in image/video

retrieval. To extract these two features it is used HSV histograms. Local

histograms have proven to be largely adopted and are very effective. The

signature of a person is also composed by two colour histograms computed for

head/hairs and outerwear: Hp
h, H

p
o in eq. 3.1, such as in [266], with n = 10 bin

quantization, for both H channel and S channel.

Figure 3.8 depicts the set features considered: anthropometric and colour-

based.

For the experiments, person re-id classification is performed selecting the first

passage under the camera for training and using a reset to the initial position as

the testing set. All feature sets using k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN) classifier [5],

Support Vector Machine [10, 11, 12], Decision Tree [14] and Random Forest [13]

are tested and the performance in terms of precision, recall and F1-score are
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Figure 3.8: Anthropometric and colour-based features.
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(a)
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(b)

Figure 3.9: System architecture.

evaluated.

3.3.2 TVPR Dataset

The proposed representation has been experimentally validated on TVPR (Top

View Person Re-identification) dataset 5 for person re-id [267].

TVPR contains videos of 100 individuals recorded in several day from an

RGB-D camera installed in a top-view configuration. The camera is installed

on the ceiling of a laboratory at 4m above the floor and covers an area of

14.66m2 (4.43m × 3.31m). The camera is positioned above the surface which

is to be analysed (Figure 3.9).

The 100 people of TVPR dataset were acquired in 23 registration session.

Each of the 23 folders contains a video of one registration sessions. Acquisitions

have been performed in 8 days and the total recording time is about 2000

5http://vrai.dii.univpm.it/re-id-dataset
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 3.10: Snapshots of a registration session of the recorded data, in an in-
door scenario, with artificial light. People passed under the cam-
era installed on the ceiling. The sequence 3.10a-3.10e, 3.10b-3.10f
corresponds to the sequence 3.10d-3.10h, 3.10c-3.10g respectively
training and testing set of the classes 8-9 for the registration ses-
sion g003.

seconds.

Registrations are made in an indoor scenario, where people pass under the

camera installed on the ceiling. Another big issue is environmental illumination.

In each recording session, the illumination condition is not constant, because

it varies in function of the different hours of the day and it also depends on

natural illumination due to weather conditions. The video acquisitions, in the

scenario, are depicted in Figure 3.10, which are examples of person registration

respectively with sunlight and artificial light.

Each person during a registration session walked with an average gait within

the recording area in one direction subsequently turning back and repeated

over the same route in the opposite direction. This methodology is used for a

better split of the TVPR in training set (the first passage of the person under

the camera) and testing set (when the person passes a second time under the

camera).

3.3.3 Performance Evaluation and Results

To evaluate TVPR dataset, the performance results are reported in terms of

recognition rate, using the CMC curves, as previously described in [267]. Fig-

ure 3.11 depicts a comparison among TVH and TVD in terms of CMC curves,

to compare the ranks returned by using these different descriptors, where the

horizontal axis is the rank of the matching score, the vertical axis is the prob-

ability of correct identification.
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In particular, Figure 3.11a represents the CMC obtained for TVH. Fig-

ure 3.11b provides the CMC obtained for TVD. It is compared these results

with the average obtained by TVH and TVD. The average CMC is displayed

in Figure 3.11d.

It can be assumed that the best performance is achieved by the combina-

tion of descriptors. It is possible infer this aspect from Figure 3.11d where

the combination of descriptors improve the results obtained by each of the de-

scriptor separately. This result is due to the depth contribution that may be

more informative. In fact, the depth outperforms the colour measure, giving

the best performance for rank values higher than 15 (Figure 3.11b). Its better

performance suggests the importance and potential of this descriptor. Consid-

ering TVPR dataset, it is depicted a comparison among TVH and TVD in

terms of CMC curves, to compare the ranks returned by using these different

descriptors.

The CMC curve represents the expectation of finding the correct match in the

top n matches. It is equivalent of the ROC curve in detection problems. This

performance metric evaluates recognition problems, through some assumptions

about the distribution of appearances in a camera network. It is considered the

primary measure of identification performance among biometric researchers.

As well-established in recognition and in re-id tasks, for each testing item it

is ranked the training gallery elements using standard distance metrics. It is

examined the effects of 3 distance measures as the matching distance metrics:

the L1 City block, the Euclidean Distance and the Cosine Distance.

Figure 3.11a provides the CMC obtained for TVH. Figure 3.11b represents

the CMC obtained for TVD. These results are compared with the average

obtained by TVH and TVD. The average CMC is displayed in Figure 3.11d.

It is observed that the best performance is achieved by the combination of

descriptors. In Figure 3.11d, it can be seen that the combination of descriptors

improve the results obtained by each of the descriptor separately. This result is

due to the depth contribution that may be more informative. In fact, the depth

outperforms the color measure, giving the best performance for rank values

higher than 15 (Figure 3.11b). Its better performance suggests the importance

and potential of this descriptor.

The classification process is performed with kNN, SVM, DT and RF classi-

fiers. Two experiments: are carried out: a classic training/testing experiment

and a gender classification, both based on TVPR dataset.

The first task is solved using as a TVD descriptor an SVM with a quadratic

degree of the polynomial kernel function, while the others descriptors are solved

with SVM with a cubic degree of the polynomial kernel function. For the kNN

classifier the “minkowski” as metric distance and “n neighbors = 5” has been

chosen.
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Figure 3.11: The CMC curves obtained on TVPR Dataset.

For the first case, it is considered the first passage under the camera as

training set and the going back in the initial position as the testing set. The

dataset is composed by 21685 instances divided in 11683 for training and 10002

for testing.

Table 3.8 reported, for each person of TVPR, the recognition results for kNN

classifier with the TVDH descriptor.

The re-id classification performance of TVPR is summarized in Table 3.8

with a comparison among the descriptors TVH, TVD and TVDH. Figure 3.12

are the best confusion matrices for the three descriptors: TVD with SVM

classifier (Figure 3.12a, TVH with kNN classifier (Figure 3.12b) and TVDH

with kNN classifier (Figure 3.12c).

In this case, high performance for the proposed approach to re-identify people

is observed. This accentuates the feasibility of utilizing colour as an effective

cue in re-id scenarios. Moreover, by conducting the comparative study for the

two descriptors TVD and TVH, it is possible to observe the influence of colour

for the re-id top view scenario. However, TVD descriptor is important for re-id,

because it improves the overall precision as Figure 3.12c shows.

In the second experiment, the aim is to classify gender considering the length
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(a) TV D - SVM (b) TV H - kNN

(c) TV DH - SVM

Figure 3.12: Confusion Matrices.

of hair and colour. The results is summarized in Table 3.10. Figure 3.13 depicts

the confusion matrix for the kNN classifier.

Results shows the effectiveness and the suitability of the proposed approach.

In fact, the class FSD “Female with dark and short hair” is confused, because

females commonly have hair with considerable length. Same thing goes for

class MLD “Male with dark and long hair”, because generally short hair is

an Italian male hairstyle. For the other class, classification overall precision is

over 76%.

3.4 Intelligent Retail Environment

In recent years, a lot of efforts have been devoted to the retail space optimiza-

tion and to the item assortment in that space. The reasons are manifold and

easy to understand. From the retailer’s viewpoint, shelf space is an impor-

tant asset and the assortment variety increases inventory cost. Assortment is
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Table 3.8: Classification results for each person of TVPR for kNN classifier
with the TVDH descriptor.

ID Precision Recall F1-S Sup. ID Precision Recall F1-S Sup.

1 0.90 0.85 0.87 53 51 0.84 0.20 0.33 103
2 0.70 0.74 0.72 43 52 0.58 1.00 0.73 110
3 1.00 0.91 0.95 54 53 0.99 0.87 0.93 100
4 0.90 1.00 0.95 69 54 1.00 0.94 0.97 101
5 0.93 0.98 0.95 86 55 0.99 1.00 0.99 94
6 1.00 0.95 0.98 109 56 0.92 0.97 0.94 67
7 0.85 0.98 0.91 63 57 0.99 1.00 1.00 105
8 1.00 1.00 1.00 102 58 1.00 1.00 1.00 76
9 1.00 1.00 1.00 86 59 1.00 1.00 1.00 93
10 1.00 1.00 1.00 85 60 0.96 1.00 0.98 91
11 1.00 1.00 1.00 84 61 0.94 1.00 0.97 120
12 1.00 1.00 1.00 101 62 0.96 0.94 0.95 126
13 1.00 1.00 1.00 73 63 1.00 1.00 1.00 65
14 1.00 1.00 1.00 82 64 1.00 0.88 0.94 68
15 0.96 1.00 0.98 73 65 0.93 0.99 0.96 145
16 0.75 0.62 0.68 73 66 1.00 1.00 1.00 125
17 1.00 1.00 1.00 116 67 0.00 0.00 0.00 98
18 0.88 0.99 0.93 113 68 0.03 0.04 0.03 112
19 0.95 0.96 0.95 93 69 0.00 0.00 0.00 101
20 1.00 0.98 0.99 93 70 1.00 1.00 1.00 157
21 0.90 1.00 0.95 94 71 1.00 1.00 1.00 163
22 0.99 0.84 0.90 91 72 0.98 0.98 0.98 121
23 0.99 1.00 0.99 98 73 0.00 0.00 0.00 82
24 0.79 0.97 0.87 107 74 0.00 0.00 0.00 149
25 0.73 1.00 0.85 77 75 0.96 0.91 0.93 107
26 0.71 0.88 0.79 94 76 0.48 0.96 0.64 114
27 0.98 0.91 0.94 140 77 0.76 0.91 0.83 78
28 0.23 0.97 0.37 31 78 0.99 0.88 0.93 179
29 1.00 0.98 0.99 123 79 0.71 0.94 0.81 64
30 0.97 0.86 0.92 169 80 1.00 0.97 0.98 131
31 0.86 0.97 0.91 171 81 1.00 0.68 0.81 62
32 1.00 1.00 1.00 151 82 1.00 0.99 0.99 83
33 0.91 0.97 0.94 111 83 1.00 1.00 1.00 77
34 0.74 1.00 0.85 112 84 0.00 0.00 0.00 80
35 0.94 0.99 0.96 134 85 0.12 0.01 0.02 76
36 0.50 0.75 0.60 84 86 1.00 0.73 0.85 49
37 0.95 0.61 0.74 88 87 1.00 0.88 0.93 72
38 0.99 1.00 1.00 102 88 0.91 0.96 0.94 84
39 1.00 1.00 1.00 97 89 1.00 0.41 0.58 139
40 1.00 1.00 1.00 77 90 0.00 0.00 0.00 103
41 0.65 1.00 0.79 72 91 0.00 0.00 0.00 100
42 0.83 0.99 0.90 101 92 1.00 1.00 1.00 152
43 0.89 0.92 0.90 98 93 1.00 1.00 1.00 99
44 0.99 1.00 1.00 130 94 0.98 1.00 0.99 100
45 1.00 0.97 0.98 100 95 1.00 1.00 1.00 92
46 1.00 1.00 1.00 118 96 1.00 0.97 0.99 110
47 1.00 1.00 1.00 101 97 1.00 1.00 1.00 157
48 0.59 1.00 0.74 116 98 0.74 1.00 0.85 87
49 1.00 0.09 0.16 113 99 1.00 1.00 1.00 91
50 0.99 1.00 1.00 100 100 0.95 0.67 0.78 93

AVG 0.85 0.85 0.83 10002

also critical to demand generation and shopper satisfaction. From the man-

ufacturer’s standpoint, assortment selection and category space allocation are

equally critical. Manufacturers cannot generate an adequate profit if their

products are not on store shelves.

Understanding shopper behaviour is one of the keys to success for retailers. In

particular, for an appropriate retail strategy development, it is necessary that

managers know which retail attributes are important to which shoppers. The

important question, how do people shop, is not well answered by conventional

methods so retailers rely on shopper insight to justify making changes to the

store.

In the last years, the concept of shopping experience is changed. Nowadays,

the stores are not only the place in which consumers go for searching and buy-

ing products [268], but they become the place where shoppers spend their time,
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Table 3.9: Training/Testing Classification results for TVD, TVH and TVDH
descriptors.

Classifier Precision Recall F1-Score

TVD KNN 0.35 0.32 0.31
SVM 0.48 0.43 0.42

Decision Tree 0.37 0.34 0.33
Random Forest 0.46 0.43 0.42

TVH KNN 0.75 0.73 0.71
SVM 0.70 0.67 0.64

Decision Tree 0.49 0.46 0.45
Random Forest 0.71 0.70 0.68

TVDH KNN 0.81 0.80 0.79
SVM 0.85 0.85 0.83

Decision Tree 0.52 0.50 0.48
Random Forest 0.74 0.71 0.69

Figure 3.13: Gender Classification Confusion Matrix with kNN classifier.

test products in real time and look for information about the last trends. In a

shopping centre, there are many possible activities such as product trying, see-

ing, touching, professional consulting and ambience shopping, so the consumers

are attracted not only by the prices or offers [269].

Currently, artificial intelligence is pervading retail environments and tech-

nologies able to supply humans with supplementary knowledge for making bet-
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Table 3.10: Gender Classification results with kNN classifier.

Class Gender Hair Type Precision Recall F1-S Sup.

FSD Female Short Dark 0.00 0.00 0.00 101
FLD Female Long Dark 0.93 0.84 0.88 3036
FSL Female Short Light 0.92 1.00 0.96 157
FLL Female Long Light 0.76 0.84 0.80 708
MSD Male Short Dark 0.89 0.96 0.92 5222
MLD Male Long Dark 0.00 0.00 0.00 98
MSL Male Short Light 0.82 0.73 0.77 612
MLL Male Long Light 1.00 0.97 0.99 68

0.87 0.88 0.88 10002

ter decisions have been conceived [160], [161]. The shop is becoming a digital

ambient with the artificial intelligence that allows environments to be sensitive

and adaptive to the human presence [162], [163].

Generally, computer vision and image processing demonstrated to hold great

potential for retail practice and research [164]. Integrated systems able to

monitor shoppers in intelligent retail environments have been developed with

the aim of learning shopper skills [165], [166]. Data gathered from sensors

installed in the shop are used with the aim of evaluating the attraction (the

level of attraction that the store is creating on consumers), the attention (the

time consumers spend in front of brand display) and the action (the number

of consumers that enter in the store and interact with merchandise).

The interest is in improving and personalising shopping experience across

digital devices installed in the shopping carts and baskets. For this purpose,

sCREEN (Consumer REtail ExperieNce), an intelligent mechatronic system

for indoor navigation assistance in retail environments is proposed. It does not

require the use of metrics maps but only topological ones. The tracking system

is based on Ultra-WideBand (UWB) technology. The system provides the use

of several UWB antennas properly positioned inside a predetermined area and

powered battery tags free to move inside the area3.14.

It is also able to monitor the movement of consumers in stores and send

tracking data to a cloud server [270]. Starting from the analysis of the project,

the configuration and the structure of the store up to the position of products

on the shelves, by recording the trajectories of consumers in a retail store and by

predicting the probability of an analysed subject attraction in front of a shelf,

sCREEN helps consumers in navigating retail environments. Experiments are

performed in a real retail environment that is a German supermarket, during

business hours.

The work contributes the design of an intelligent mechatronic system with

the use of Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to the representation and recog-

nition of shopper attraction and special retail scenarios (shelf out-of-stock or

new store layout). Observations are viewed as a perceived intelligent system
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Figure 3.14: Example of tag installed in shopping carts.

performance. By forecasting consumers’ next shelf/category attraction, the

system can present the item location information to the consumer, including

a walking route map to a location of the product in the retail store, and/or

the number of an aisle in which the product is located. Effective and efficient

design processes for mechatronic systems are a prerequisite for competitiveness

in an intelligent retail environment.

Traditional automated systems are rigid and are not capable of responding

rapidly to changes in demand and supply. Instead, an intelligent mechatronic

system is capable of achieving given goals under conditions of uncertainty.

Intelligence can be designed into these systems using traditional Artificial In-

telligence methods such as expert systems, fuzzy logic or neural networks, but

the most cost-effective and powerful implementation is through the use of dis-

tributed artificial intelligence, where a community of intelligent agents decides

on the optimal or near-optimal action through a process of negotiation [271].

The proposed processing algorithm is inspired at a high conceptual level

of abstraction level in other understanding tasks, such as speech and music
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recognition or human activity sequence recognition. This work is novel in

retail field within a HMM based approach. However, HMMs have been used in

other recognition tasks, speech recognition, gesture recognition, human daily

activities sequence recognition and robot skill learning [272], [273].

A dataset of consumers’ trajectories, with timestamps and the corresponding

ground truth (i.e., the attraction shelf) for training as well as for evaluating

the HMM has been built and made publicly available.

Furthermore, an approach for clustering the trajectories acquired by shop-

ping carts and baskets is proposed. In fact, the trajectories of shopping carts

and baskets in a supermarket are an information-rich feature that reveals the

structure of the retail environment, provides clues to the events taking place,

and allows inference about the interactions between objects. Firsty, it is as-

sumed that clustering trajectories as a whole could not detect similar trajecto-

ries portions, because a trajectory may have a long and complicated path. In

fact, even if some trajectories portions show a common behaviour, the whole

trajectories might not [274]. Discovering common sub-trajectories could be

very useful in this case, where there are regions of special interest for analysis.

This framework, in which the solution is to partition a trajectory into a set of

line segments and then group similar line segments, is called a “partition-and-

group framework”. Then, the subtrajectories are stored in clusters and two

different algorithm are applied and their performances are compared: Agglom-

erative [275] and Spectral [276, 277].

Several contributions are made by this work. First of all, in retail environ-

ments, such mechatronic systems are capable of achieving considerably better

results in terms of performance/cost ratio and reliability than conventional

systems and devices. The major elements of the proposed system are battery

based intelligent mechatronic devices, which are software objects capable of

communicating with each other and localize carts and baskets moving inside a

store with high accuracy. Furthermore, this system can model and forecast the

shelf/category attraction and it assists customers in store navigation without

the use of metrics maps but only topological maps. Traditional automated

systems are rigid and are not capable of responding rapidly to changes in de-

mand and supply. Also, this approach enables retailers to compare the impact

of different store layouts (maps) or shelf layouts (planograms) on issues such

as ease of selection, trading up and the overall shopping experience. Finally,

the approach is validated using real data gathered from a real store which

helps to make the results more confident and the experiments repeatable; used

data are publicly available in an open dataset that is the first dataset based

on extensive real data in this field. The innovative aspects are in proposing

an adequate HMM structure together with the use of trajectories and time of

consumer attraction in front of a shelf/category to forecast that a certain at-
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Figure 3.15: The main idea of the sCREEN intelligent retail system.

traction will be performed. The continuous modelling approach and the novel

HMM structure is also able to model changes in planogram and store layouts

or usual retail events such as products experiencing shelf out-of-stock. More-

over, it is proposed a method for trajectory clustering useful for synthetic data

visualization of store flows. A method able to automatically cluster different

shopper behaviors useful to identify better store design, secondary placement

locations, way-findings, etc. is tested.

3.4.1 Modelling and Forecasting customers navigation in

Intelligent Retail Environment.

The sCREEN intelligent mechatronic system provides accurate navigation in

retail environments without access to updated metric maps but requires only

topological maps. The system leverages the structured movement trajecto-

ries of consumers in store to enhance accuracy and minimize active user tag-

ging. sCREEN intelligent system and its forecasting process is depicted in

Figure 3.15.

The design and analysis of a mechatronic device have to be easily integrated

into the shopping carts and baskets. Reliability of the mechatronic system can

generally be expressed as the ability of a system to perform its intended func-

tions under stated conditions for a specified period of time. To cope with the

challenges of intelligent mechatronic system design and complexity handling,

key elements of the mechatronic system are:

• Mechanic components that are shopping carts and baskets equipped with

electronic devices. These allow to track and assist the customers during

their shopping experience.
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• Embedded devices mounted on the shopping carts and basket to give the

information to the shopper. These devices have been developed using a

Raspberry Pi 3 Model B, connected to an LCD display.

• HMM-based software that it is able to forecast customer next shelf at-

traction.

• Automatic component that learn the type of customer. The device re-

trieves the data predicted by the model from the cloud server, based on

the current position of the shopping cart/basket and provides the corre-

sponding route information to the shopper on the display.

During system design and implementation, several issues are faced up and it

is designed specific integrated information to enable the provision of retail ser-

vice. The mechatronic system helps people navigate by providing customized

indoor maps that can be used in digital screens. By offering the shelves in

sCREEN, it is possible to increase their visibility. Selected shelves can be

highlighted at all zoom levels to differentiate and create extra value. It also

provides audio tours based on where the individual is in the store. Forecasting

shop locations presents obvious benefits for both shoppers and retailers, saving

everyone time, improving customers’ experiences, streamlining sales and mak-

ing easier to navigate. Customers can rely on these maps to get turn-by-turn

directions inside store, finding specific products category easily.

Structure of Retail Environments

Retail environments such as supermarkets have structured movement trajecto-

ries for consumers [278]. The stores generally consist of aisles with products

placed in shelves along them. In addition, products may be placed on islands

along the broader walkway along the perimeter called the racetrack. The prod-

uct placement limits the trajectory of costumer movement to approximately

unidirectional trajectories within aisles or along the perimeter. Due to the

trend in marketing, supermarkets are similar in layout and design. Supermar-

ket is a large self-service grocery store, selling a wide variety of food, groceries,

dairy products and household goods. The supermarket commonly comprises

of meat, fresh products and baked goods categories, along with shelf space

reserved for canned and packaged goods as well as for various non-food items

such as household cleaners, pharmacy products and pet supplies. Fresh prod-

ucts are generally located near the entrance of the store. Milk, bread, and

other essential staple items are typically situated toward the rear of the store

and in other out-of-the-way places, purposely done to maximize the consumer’s

time spent in the store, strolling past other items and capitalizing on impulse
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Figure 3.16: Store layout and shelves placement with red dots representing the
anchors placed in the dropped ceiling of the store. The total num-
ber of anchors used is 18.

buying. The front of the store is the area where, the cash registers are usually

located.

Figure 3.16 represents the store layout in which the experiments are per-

formed. It shows the structure and shelves placement, with red dots repre-

senting the anchors (Section 3.4.1). It is a supermarket during the business

hour. The store layout and product placement (combination of products lo-

cating on shelves) with the visual effect of the shopping environment and the

sales productivity contribute on shoppers attraction time in front of a shelf.

The sCREEN intelligent system leverages this structure to automatically

learn the graph of walkable trajectories in a store from user movement traces.

System Operation

The sCREEN system operation can be described in four steps:

• UWB technology (Section 3.4.1);

• recording of the consumer trajectories, measuring the attraction time in

front of a shelf and building the sCREEN dataset (Section 3.4.2);

• problem formulation for the HMM development (Section 3.4.1);

• designing HMM for predicting the shelf attraction and personalising the

shopping experience (Section 3.4.1).

This section gives an overview of the approach.
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UWB Technology

The sCREEN intelligent system is based on UWB technology, which is able

to monitor the consumers trajectories in stores and send the collected track-

ing data to a cloud server. These data, properly processed and stored in a

database, are useful to obtain information about consumers’ behaviour during

the shopping experience. The technology has been used to deploy a RTLS

(Real Time Locating System), in order to collect real time localization data

from shopping carts and baskets. Figure 3.16 shows the system deployment.

Tests performed in the store achieved an accuracy in the position measurement

of 20 cm in terms of indoor localization and owing to a smart power manage-

ment provides a high autonomy for the battery-powered tags. This value is

not achievable with conventional wireless applications (such as RFID, WLAN

and others), and so it is very useful for applications that require a high levels

of precision in real time for 2-D and 3-D localization. The UWB radio module

DWM1000 advent (IEEE802.15.4-2011 UWB compliant) by decaWAVE, at a

low price (10$ per 1000 unit), has given a great number of tracking solutions,

developed by European companies. The costumers’ trajectories collected, with

other information, such as average walking and attraction time in front of a

shelf/category are useful information for the retailers with the aim of improving

the shopping experience of their customers. It is possible to measure:

• Time of arrival;

• Direction of arrival;

• Signal strength.

These data have a great importance, because they represent how the consumer

interacts with the environment, which areas are the most visited, the difficul-

ties in finding a product and what are the most effective strategies in terms

of marketing, communication and space design [270]. UWB signals are trans-

mitted with a shorter duration, consuming less power and can operate in a

wide area of the radio spectrum. UWB and RFID can operate in the same

area without interference thanks to the differences in signal types and radio

spectrum. Moreover, UWB signal is able to pass through walls, devices and

clothes with no interferences.

The tracking system adopted is composed by:

• Anchors: static devices (antennas) with a known position, placed in the

dropped ceiling of the store, to form a homogeneous grid in order to cover

the entire store. The anchors gather signals from the tags and forward this

data (timestamps of received signals and tags related information such as

ID and battery level) to the RTLS server. The anchors are connected and
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powered via Ethernet through a PoE switch to the RTLS server. Since

all the anchors have to share the same time, one of them is chosen as the

master anchor for synchronizing them.

• Tags: mobile devices to be tracked. They send data to the anchors

at a specified transmission rate and they also send a broadcast message

that is received by the anchors in a communication system (this makes

their number fully scalable as they do not have to directly negotiate

a transmission). The tag is also characterised by an accelerometer for

movement detection in order to prolong battery lifetime. In this way, new

data are sent only if the tags exceed a certain and adjustable threshold.

• RTLS Server: collect data from the anchors, estimate the 3D position

of tags and send these to the cloud server. In order to estimate a tag

position through multilateration, a TDOA (Time Difference of Arrival)

algorithm that takes into account only timestamps coming from at least

three anchors with the same time is used.

The RTLS Server sends localization data on a TCP/IP socket. A software is

developed to collect from the stream the following information:

• master ID;

• tag ID;

• position coordinates (x, y and z);

• battery level of the tag and timing information (such as tracking system

and RTLS server timestamp).

Design of HMM structure: problem formulation

Let:

X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}

be a discrete finite shelf attraction space and

O = {o1, o2, . . . , om}

the observation space of a HMM [279]. Let T be the transition matrix of this

HMM, with Tx,y representing the probability of transitioning from attraction in

shelf x ∈ X to attraction in shelf y ∈ X, and px(o) be the emission probability

of observation o ∈ O in attraction in shelf x ∈ X.

The probability that HMM trajectory follows the attraction sequence s given

the sequence of n observations, is denoted as:

P (X1:n ∈ seqn(s)|o1:n)
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where seqn(s) is a set of all length n trajectories whose duration free sequence

equals to s.

Finding the most probable attraction sequence can be seen as a search prob-

lem that requires evaluation of probabilities of attraction sequences. The

Viterbi algorithm [280] based on dynamic programming can be used to effi-

ciently find the most probable trajectory. In fact, it makes use of the Markov

property of an HMM (that the next state transition and symbol emission de-

pend only upon the current state) to determine, in linear time with respect to

the length of the emission sequence, the most likely path through the states of

a model which might have generated a given sequence.

Forecasting customers attraction with HMMs

In this section, a trajectory model is derived by reformulating the standard

HMM whose state output vector includes both static and dynamic feature

vectors. To evaluate the approach usefulness for attraction prediction, a new

dataset is built. The sCREEN dataset contains consumers trajectories. The

data were collected over a period of 30 days. By imposing the explicit re-

lationships between the static and dynamic features, the standard HMM is

naturally translated into a trajectory model, referred to as trajectory HMM in

the present paper. The trajectory HMM can overcome the above two limita-

tions of the standard HMM without any additional parameters. A Viterbi-type

training algorithm based on the maximum likelihood criterion is also derived.

Information provided by shopping carts and baskets detection algorithms can

be used as input for a set of HMMs. Each of these recognise different trajecto-

ries.

After training the model, it is considered a trajectory

s = {(x0, y0), (x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)}

and calculate its probability λ for the observation sequence P (s|λ). Then, the

trajectory is classified as the one which has the largest posterior probability.

To each observation the ground truth (state) is associated that is the shelf from

which the consumer was attracted. The observation are the grid cells in which

the store map is divided.

Figure 3.17 depicts the general scheme of the attraction prediction process.

In particular, different HMMs are used, which have as observations trajectory

of:

• the shopping baskets (HMMS
SB);

• both shopping baskets and carts together (HMMS
SBSC);
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• shopping carts and baskets during the slot 06.00 a.m. - 11.00 a.m

(HMMS
06am−11am);

• shopping carts and baskets during the slot 11.00 a.m. - 04.00 p.m

(HMMS
11am−04pm);

• shopping carts and baskets during the slot 04.00 p.m. - 09.00 p.m

(HMMS
04pm−09pm).

The different observations clusters are described to test different scenario

and different targets and prove the effectiveness of the proposed approach. In

particular shoppers using carts or basket are usually following very different

flows inside the store visiting less than 5 category (shoppers with baskets) or

more than 10 (shoppers with carts). The same different behaviours can be

found for shoppers visiting the store at different day time.

Table 3.11 indicates the number of vertical and horizontal layers used in the

quantization step for each HMM and the total number of observations.

Finally, the classification module provides the shelf xS
j or the category xc

j

that maximizes PS
HMMi

or PC
HMMi

respectively. It is the HMM trajectory

probability that follows the trajectory s given the sequence of n observations,

i.e.:

xα
j = argmax

i
PHMMα

i
(X1:n ∈ seqn(s)|o1:n) α ∈ {S,C} (3.4)

In the retail field, the right space allocation for products and categories plays

a critical role. For this reason, Equation 3.4 can be redefined as follows:

xα
j = argmax

i
PHMMα

i
(X1:n ∈ seqn(s)|o1:n) · ki · fi(t) α ∈ {S,C} (3.5)

where ki ∈ [0, 1] is the retailer coefficient that considers the out-of-stock of

some products on the shelves. Low values of ki indicate an out-of-stock or a

market penalty of the shelf. Instead, fi(t) ∈ [0, 1] is a function (figure 3.18a)

that models design changes of store over time. It is defined as:

fi(t) =
tanh(αt− 1− t0 − t∗) + tanh(tf − t∗ + 1− αt)

2
∈ [0, 1]

where t0 and tf are respectively first and last time of store particular arrange-

ment; t∗ is the time required by the model to learn the consumers’ behaviour;

α ∈ [0, 1] takes into account the learning speed of model. If the product is not

on the shelf, it is not necessary that the customer approaches the shelf. This is

a very important value for promoting brands with remarkable promo products.

When the retailer wants to increase a promotional brand or product he/she has

to descrease this value. In this way, the store can create personal profiles and

thus improve the success of offers and promotions tailored to individual con-
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Figure 3.17: General schema of architecture. For each HMMs are shown the
inputs and the outputs.

sumers, and respond to individual profiles of persons and objects with whom

it has no previous relationship.

The overlying HMM is valid every time as long as the store arrangement

remains unchanged.

HMMs process for attraction forecasting is illustrated in Figure 3.18b. The

system automatically learns customers target. It builds up a prediction sys-

tem consisting of HMMs that fit and model the customer behaviour in store.

When customer is attracted by other products the system automatically up-

dates model over time. In fact, this model adapts rapidly to any changes to

customer attraction.
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Figure 3.18: Store arrangement function and forecasting with HMMs process
representation.

Table 3.11: Number of observations for each HMMs (v: vertical layer, h: hori-
zontal layer).

Trajectories # layers # observ. # states type

Shopping Baskets v : 10, h : 10 100 44 shelf
Shopping Carts v : 10, h : 10 100 44 shelf
Shopping Baskets &
Shopping Carts

v : 10, h : 10;
v : 10, h : 10

100 44 shelf

Slot 06.00 am - 11.00 am v : 10, h : 10;
v : 10, h : 10

100 44 shelf

Slot 11.00 am - 04.00 pm v : 10, h : 10;
v : 10, h : 10

100 44 shelf

Slot 04.00 pm - 09.00 pm v : 10, h : 10;
v : 10, h : 10

100 44 shelf

Shopping Baskets &
Shopping Carts

v : 10, h : 10;
v : 10, h : 10

100 10 category

Trajectory Clustering

In this section, a design overview is presented. It is assumed that each carts/basket

trajectory in a supermarket begins in the same area, where they will be placed

after the shopping. This area, called “origin area” or “origin”, is the spatial

delimiter of the trajectories. Some other “control areas” (or, simply, “con-

trols”) are also defined. Figure 3.34 depicts the store layout and the shelves

placement. The highlighted areas (c1, c3, c7) are the “origin area” and the

“control areas”. “Controls” have been placed where most of the trajectories

pass through these areas, therefore considered strategic areas, because there

are generally high densities of carts/baskets.

Section 3.4.1 formally presents the problem statement. Section 3.4.1 de-

scribes the filtering operations applied. Section 3.4.1 and Section 3.4.1 presents

the two clustering methods that are used for the comparison. In the following

exposition, dij is the distance between the ith and j th input trajectories (used

by the agglomerative method), and kij represents their corresponding similar-

ity after appropriate scale selection (used in the spectral method). Finally,
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Figure 3.19: Store layout and shelves placement. The highlighted areas (c1, c3,
c7) are the “origin area” and the “control areas”

Section 3.4.1 describes the innovative approach to cluster trajectory data.

Problem Statement

A clustering algorithm based on the partition-and-group framework [274] is de-

veloped. Given a set of trajectories I = {T1, T2, . . . , Tn} ; the algorithm gener-

ates a set of clusters O = {C1, C2, . . . , Cn} as well as a representative trajectory

for each cluster Ci, where the trajectory, cluster, and representative trajectory

are defined as follows. A trajectory is a sequence of multi-dimensional points. It

is denoted as Ti = {p1, p2, . . . , pj , . . . , pk}, (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Here pj , (1 ≤ j ≤ k) is

a d-dimensional point. The length k of a trajectory can be different from those

of other trajectories. A trajectory pd1, pd2, . . . , pdt, (1 ≤ d1 < d2 < dt ≤ k) is

called a sub-trajectory of Ti.

A cluster is a set of trajectory partitions, i.e., a line segment pipj (i ¡ j), where

pi and pj are the points chosen from the same trajectory. For the distance

measure, line segments belonging to the same cluster are close to each other.

It is important to highlight that a trajectory can belong to multiple clusters.

In fact, a trajectory is partitioned into multiple line segments, and clustering is

performed over these line segments. A representative trajectory (that indicates

a common sub-trajectory) is a sequence of points such as an ordinary trajectory.

It is an imaginary trajectory that represents the behaviour of the trajectory

partitions (i.e., line segments) that belong to the cluster.
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Filtering

Before clustering, three filtering operations are applied: one during the trajec-

tory identifying process (“positions out-of-bounds”) and two after the identifi-

cation (“densities of points” and “Kalman filter”).

• Positions out-of-bounds: some cart positions may be placed outside the

bounds of the map (positions with negative x and/or y coordinates).

Carts having positions out-of-bounds are skipped in the trajectory iden-

tifying process.

• Densities of points: some trajectories may be characterized by segments

with an high density of sparse points within a small area. This fact is

probably due to the inaccuracy of the RTLS or to the chaotic behaviour of

the customers. These segments are smoothed removing the unnecessary

points densities.

• Kalman filter : a standard Kalman filter [281] is then applied to each

trajectory to smooth them, by removing the noise and the RTLS inaccu-

racies.

Agglomerative Clustering

In the agglomerative clustering, each trajectory is initially assigned to a single

cluster, as done in [275]. The two closest clusters are iteratively merged until

all clusters are separated by a distance greater than a prespecified threshold µ.

If P and Q denote the sets of trajectories indices of two disjoint clusters, the

distance between the clusters is

davg =
1

|P ||Q|

∑

i∈P

∑

j∈Q

(3.6)

In the experiments, as the clusters number is known from the manual ground-

truth data, the desired clusters number has been specified rather than choosing

a value of µ. The range of values for µ that produce the same number of clusters

is indicative of the sensitivity of the underlying distance measure.

Spectral Clustering

As mentioned above, it is used the clustering algorithm proposed in [282]. The

clusters number is choosen automatically using the distortion metric to select

the optimal globalscale [276]. The input to the spectral clustering method is

the affinity matrix K with elements kij for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. At first, the process

requires to normalize the rows and columns of K, which yields a normalized
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affinity L, as

L = W−1/2KW−1/2 (3.7)

where the ith element of the diagonal matrix W is defined as

wij =
∑

1≤j≤n

kij (3.8)

The L matrix is a block diagonal and it has g (current clusters number in the

data) eigenvalues equal to 1 and n− g eigenvalues equal to zero. Counting the

eigenvalues number with value 1 is not useful for understanding the clusters

number [277]. For this reason, a range for the clusters number is found using

the L spectrum. Assuming that 1 ≥ λ1 ≥ λ2 . . . ≥ λn ≥ 0 are the L eigen-

values, gmin (minimum clusters number in the data) can be evaluate counting

the eigenvalues grater that 0.99, instead gmax can be estimate counting the

eigenvalues greater than 0.8. These thresholds were experimentally chosen.

For some experiments, the possible range is very narrow, whereas it was large

enough for others. After choosing the search range for the clusters number,

the L eigenvectors are computed that correspond to the top gmax eigenval-

ues. Assuming vi represents these vectors for 1 ≤ i ≤ gmax. In case repeated

eigenvalue, it is required that the corresponding eigenvectors are mutually or-

thogonal. The clustering algorithm proceeds using the following steps, which

are repeated for each integer value of g, inclusively ranging from gmin to gmax.

• For all integer g values between gmin and gmax, the n×g V = [v1, . . . , vq]

is formed.

• Each row of V is normalized to have a unit length R = SV , where S is

diagonal with elements si = (
∑c

j=1 Vij)
−1/2

• The rows of R have to be considered as g-dimensional data points and

clustered using k-means. Let µ1, µ2, . . . , µq represent the g cluster centers

(as row vectors), and let c(i) represent the cluster that corresponds to the

ith row r(i).

• The within-class scatter is W =
∑n

i=1 ||r(i)−µc(i) ||
2
2 and the total scatter

is T =
∑n

i=1

∑k
j=1 ||r(i) − µj ||

2
2. The distortion score pg = W

(T−W ) is

computed as the ratio of the within-class to between-class scatter. The

g value that produces the least distortion pg is the number of clusters

automatically determined, and c(i), which is obtained with the clusters

number, is the class indicator function for the input trajectories.
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Figure 3.20: A trajectory splitted in four sub-trajectories.

Figure 3.21: After the clustering, each sub-trajectory is merged to form a track.
The ordered set of clusters (yellow→ green → orange → blue) is
the macro-cluster to which the track belongs.

Macro Clustering

The innovative approach mainly relies on the concepts of macro-cluster. Since

a whole trajectory can be conceived as an ordered set of split sub-trajectories

(Figure 3.20), after the individual (agglomerative or spectral) clustering pro-

cess each sub-trajectory is assigned to a certain cluster, identified by a color

(Figure 3.21). The single sub-trajectories are then merged to form a track,

which is approximately equal to the original whole trajectory. The ordered set

of clusters, to which they belong, can be seen as a new bigger cluster, called

“macro-cluster”.

As a sub-trajectory belongs to a cluster, a track belongs to a macro-cluster.

The macro-clustering process is implemented to find the most common paths in

the store target by obtaining the most frequent patterns of tracks. Furthermore,

as a cluster can be identified by all the subtrajectories which belong to it, a

macro-cluster gathers all the tracks characterized by the same ordered set of

clusters (Figure 3.22 and Figure 3.23).
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Figure 3.22: Example of all the tracks belonging to the macro-cluster (yellow→
green → orange → blue).

Figure 3.23: Example of track: Composed by four sub-trajectories (yellow →
green → orange → blue), it belongs to the macro-cluster yellow-
green-orange-blue (red dots inside red ellipses has been inserted
to simulate and highlight the complete trajectory).

3.4.2 sCREEN Dataset

The store target in which sCREEN dataset6 was collected is a German su-

permarket, during the business hours. This dataset is composed by the in-

formation gathered through the sensors installed in the shopping carts and

baskets in the analysed supermarket. Location data generated from sensor

equipped moving shopping carts and baskets are typically collected as streams

of spatio-temporal (x, y, t) points that when put together form corresponding

6http://vrai.dii.univpm.it/screen-dataset
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trajectories. As a prior step, the points are filtered with an attraction time

in front of a shelf/category less than 5 seconds and the trajectories made in

less than 2 minutes because too short and not suitable to this analysis. Tra-

jectory construction is evidently necessary for mobility data processing and

understanding, including tasks like trajectory data cleaning, compression, and

segmentation so as to identify trajectory episodes like stops (e.g. while observ-

ing a shelf) and moves. However, for each consumer trajectory construction it

is considered that when the cart or basket is stopped for 5 or more minutes

it is taken by another consumer so new trajectory is obtained. The data were

collected over a period of 30 days.

3.4.3 Performance Evaluation and Results

HMMs Results

An architecture to implement HMMs shopper attraction prediction is proposed.

The architecture uses the shopping carts and baskets trajectories to learn the

probability of shelf/category attraction. The algorithm for HMM training is the

forward-backward, or Baum-Welch algorithm [283]. This is an algorithm that

uses an iterative expectation/maximization process to find an HMM which is a

local maximum in its likelihood to have generated a set of training’ observation

sequences. This step is needed because the state paths are hidden, and the

equations cannot be solved analytically.

In this study, the Baum–Welch algorithm was employed to estimate a transi-

tion probability matrix and an observation emission matrix so that the model

best fits the training dataset. Since the discrete observation density is used in

implementing HMMs, clustering step is required to map the continuous obser-

vation in order to convert continuous data to discrete data.

To evaluate the performance of the algorithms the following metrics are

used [284]:

• Precision: is a function of true positives and examples misclassified as

positives (false positives).

• Recall : is a function of correctly classified examples (true positives) and

misclassified examples (false negatives).

• F1-score: is the usual measure that combines precision and recall through

the harmonic mean as a single measure of a test’s accuracy.

The information about actual and predicted classifications done by the sys-

tem is depicted by confusion matrix [236] reported for every test case using

both transition matrix and a normalized confusion matrix.
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Below, the results were obtained performing different experiments with dif-

ferent shoppers clusters to prove the ability of the proposed approach to model

with high accuracy different behaviours. The main goal is to gradually forecast

the next shelf or category attraction. In both cases, it is randomly splitted

the dataset into training and test sets. In particular, it is selected 66% of the

instances for training and use the remaining 34% as a test dataset.

At first, the consumers behaviour analysing their trajectory is predicted when

they use in the target store the cart or the basket. Three different HMMs are

modelled: for the shopping baskets only (HMMS
SB), then the carts (HMMS

SC)

and finally, the combination of both (HMMS
SBSC).

The results for each HMM are shown in Figures 3.24, 3.25, 3.26. As It can

be see in the confusion matrices most of the trajectories are detected with high

accuracy, proving the effectiveness and suitability of this model. Final overall

accuracies are then evaluated and compared.

Figure 3.24 represents the HMMs results for shopping baskets (HMMS
SB).

In particular, the first one is the transition matrix for HMMS
SB and the ma-

trix on the right is the normalised confusion matrix for HMMS
SB . Transition

matrix allows to determine the shelves with higher initial probability, that are:

{33, 32, 34, 31, 41, 15}. Their position in the store is represented in Figure 3.16.

(a) Transition matrix. (b) Confusion matrix.

Figure 3.24: HMMs Results for shopping baskets (HMMS
SB) showing high pre-

cision in the confusion matrix. Results are comparable with other
target groups presented in the following figures. The test case
accuracy has an overall precision of 0.79.

Figure 3.25 depicts the HMMs results for shopping carts (HMMS
SC), with

the figure on the right that is the normalised confusion matrix for HMMS
SC . In

this case, the shelves with higher initial probability are: {33, 32, 31, 15, 36, 41}.

In Figure 3.26 are reported the HMMs results for both shopping baskets

and carts (HMMS
SBSC) that are respectively the transition matrix and the

normalised confusion matrix for HMMS
SBSC . The shelves with higher initial

probability are: {33, 32, 31, 15, 41, 36}.

It has been tried to forecast consumers’ behaviour according to the time slot

in which they make purchases in the store. For this reason, three different slot
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(a) Transition matrix. (b) Confusion matrix.

Figure 3.25: HMMs Results for shopping carts (HMMS
SC). Results are com-

parable with other target groups presented in the previous and
following figures. The test case accuracy has an overall precision
of 0.80.

(a) Transition matrix. (b) Confusion matrix.

Figure 3.26: HMMs Results for both shopping baskets and carts together
(HMMS

SBSC). Results are comparable with other target groups
presented in the previous and following figures. The test case ac-
curacy has an overall precision of 0.80.

during the day are analysed: morning (06.00 a.m. - 11.00 a.m), middle of the

day (11.00 a.m. - 04.00 p.m.) and evening (04.00 p.m. - 09.00 p.m.).

The attraction probability in front of a shelf change during the three analysed

daily slot. This fact is highlited by the results obtained. In particular, in the

morning slot, 06.00 -11.00 a.m, the shelves with a higher attraction probability

are: {32, 41, 4, 31, 15, 29}. Instead, in the middle of the day slot, 11.00 a.m -

04.00 p.m, the shelves that are more attractive are: {33, 32, 31, 15, 41, 40}. As

well as, the last slot taken into account (04.00 - 09.00 p.m) has the following

shelves that capture the customers attention: {33, 32, 31, 36, 10, 6}.

Figure 3.27 depicts the HMMs results for shopping carts and baskets during

the slot 06.00 -11.00 a.m (HMMS
06am−11am), with the transition matrix for

HMMS
06am−11am and the normalised confusion matrix for HMMS

06am−11am.

In Figure 3.28 are represented the HMMs results for shopping carts and

baskets during the slot 11.00 a.m - 04.00 p.m (HMMS
11am−04pm). There is

the transition matrix for HMM11am−04.00pm and on the right there is the
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(a) Transition matrix.
(b) Confusion matrix.

Figure 3.27: HMMs results during the slot 06.00 -11.00 a.m (HMMS
06am−11am).

Results are comparable with other target groups presented in the
previous and following figures. The test case accuracy has an
overall precision of 0.76.

(a) Transition matrix.
(b) Confusion matrix.

Figure 3.28: HMMs results during the slot 06.00 -11.00 a.m (HMMS
06am−11am).

Results are comparable with other target groups presented in the
previous and following figures. The test case accuracy has an
overall precision of 0.76.

normalised confusion matrix for HMMS
11am−04pm. For the middle day slot,

the shelves with higher initial probability are: {32, 41, 4, 31, 15, 29}.

Finally, in Figure 3.29 are reported the HMMs results for shopping carts and

baskets during the slot 04.00 - 09.00 p.m (HMMS
04pm−09pm), with respectively

the transition matrix forHMMS
04pm−09pm and the normalised confusion matrix

for the evening slot timeHMMS
04pm−09pm. For this slot, the shelves with higher

initial probability are: {33, 32, 31, 15, 41, 40}, {33, 32, 31, 36, 10, 6}.

Table 3.12 summarises the results in terms of Precision, Recall and F1-score

demonstrating the effectiveness and suitability of the approach, with a preci-

sion value of about 80%, proving that the proposed approach can model very

different behaviours with a high accuracy.

As it can be inferred from the results in Table 3.12, the shopping carts and

baskets together (HMMS
SBSC) achieve greater performance with a precision
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(a) Transition matrix. (b) Confusion matrix.

Figure 3.29: HMMs results during the slot 04.00 - 09.00 p.m
(HMMS

04pm−09pm). Results are comparable with other tar-
get groups presented in the previous and following figures. The
test case accuracy has an overall precision of 0.78.

Table 3.12: Classification Results

Precision Recall F1-score

HMMS
SB

0.79 0.78 0.78
HMMS

SC
0.80 0.80 0.79

HMMS
SBSC

0.80 0.81 0.80
HMMS

06am−11am 0.76 0.76 0.75

HMMS
11am−04pm 0.77 0.77 0.77

HMMS
04pm−09pm 0.78 0.78 0.78

value of 80%. It can be also assumed that the shopping baskets (HMMS
SB)

outperform the shopping carts (HMMS
SC). This is due to the fact that the

consumer chooses a shopping cart or basket that fits the kind of shopping to

do. In fact, observing the consumers shopping habits, it is possible realized that

the shopping carts could provide better services and sell more groceries if only

consumers need more merchandise. The shopping baskets are commonly chosen

by single people that spend less time in a supermarket and have few items to

take. Instead, a cart must be available to hold a worth week of groceries or a

list of items. For this reason, the carts are generally used by consumers that

have much items to take and spent much time inside the store and in front of

a shelf (they are usually used by family and elderly). It could be noted that

for the time slots the best value of precision (78%) is for the slot 04.00 p.m. -

09.00 p.m. Probably, it is due to the fact that the customers mostly preferred

purchasing time slot was evening, as majority were salaried people shopping

after their office hours. The shopping is concentrated in the evening and in

middle day. Instead, the precision value of HMMS
06am−11am lower than the

other slots is probably due to a limited number of shoppers in the morning

that are commonly elderly.
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Figure 3.30: Heatmap of shelves attractiveness in the target store using test set
and HMMS

SBSC .

Figure 3.30 is the heatmap probability of shelves attractiveness in the target

store using test set and HMMS
SBSC , defined as,

P (Si) =
nai

ni
(3.9)

where ni is the total number of observations and nai
is the number of correct

predictions. In this Figure, it is possible to notice the forecast of customers

attraction time in front of the shelves of the store analysed. The heatmap en-

ables retailers to compare the impact of different shelf layouts (planograms) on

issues such as ease of selection, trading up and the overall shopping experience.

It could be a tool for planogram optimization solutions that help retailers make

the right decisions on floor space allocation and merchandising. By observing

the shelves more attractive, retailers can customize their store assortments to

consumer demand and composition. The heatmap can be highly effective for

positioning a retailer in the market and attracting and retaining customers. It

also allows to drive sales for the product category more attractiveness, and it

is also useful to evaluate the less attractiveness for the other shelves.

The last experiment is performed with the aim to forecast the next category

attraction. The store tagert is divided in ten categories and Table 3.13 gives

information about the division of shelves into these categories with their at-

traction probability. Even in this case, the dataset is randomly splitted into

training and test sets. In particular, it is selected 66% of the instances for

training and use the remaining 34% as a test dataset.

Table 3.14 summarises the results in terms of Precision, Recall and F1-score

for each category analysed. It is possible to infer from these results, that high
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(a) Transition matrix. (b) Confusion matrix.

Figure 3.31: HMMs Results for both shopping baskets and carts together
(HMMC

SBSC). The test case accuracy has an overall precision
of 0.91.

Table 3.13: Categories division with their attraction probability.

Category Shelves Probability (P )

1 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 44 0.12
2 26, 25, 24, 42, 43 0.08
3 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 0.06
4 18, 17, 16, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 0.07
5 7, 8, 9 0.04
6 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 0.11
7 36, 35, 34 0.04
8 37, 38, 39 0.02
9 40, 41 0.04
10 33, 32 0.42

values of precision and recall can be achieved, especially for categories 6 and

10. The recognition of categories 7 and 8 is more difficult due to the smaller

amount of available training data and the higher variation in motives. This

fact is also reflected by the characteristics of the dataset. However, the average

values of the classification performance are very high, thus demonstrating the

effectiveness and the suitability of the proposed approach.

Figure 3.32 is the heatmap probability of categories attractiveness in the

target store using test set and HMMC
SBSC , previously defined in equation 3.9.

In this Figure, it is possible to notice the forecast of customers attraction time

in front of the category of the store analysed.

Trajectory clustering Results

In addition to the performance of the agglomerative and the spectral clustering,

the performance of the macro-clustering, which is the innovative aspect of this

work, are presented. The experiments are based only on a partition of the

dataset. 390 trajectories have been computed and clustered following the steps

previously mentioned.
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Figure 3.32: Heatmap of categories attractiveness in the target store using test
set and HMMC

SBSC .

Table 3.14: Classification Results for each category of the target store

Category Precision Recall F1-Score Support

1 0.91 0.91 0.91 2442
2 0.80 0.80 0.80 1459
3 0.84 0.77 0.80 1357
4 0.76 0.76 0.76 1567
5 0.78 0.83 0.80 809
6 0.93 0.86 0.89 2187
7 0.55 0.90 0.69 427
8 0.65 0.86 0.74 370
9 0.83 0.94 0.88 627
10 0.99 0.97 0.98 10223

avg / total 0.91 0.90 0.90 21468

For the agglomerative clustering the trajectories are grouped into 8 different

clusters, while for the spectral clustering the number is automatically computed

at run-time.

However, experiments demonstrate that this number is generally lower than

using agglomerative clustering. This means that many anomalous trajectories,

which should be excluded after the agglomerative (yellow, gray, purple and

cyan trajectories in Table 3.15), are put inside other main clusters by the spec-

tral, making it more difficult to exclude the unnecessary ones. Finally, tracks

are reconstructed starting from clustered trajectories, and macro-clusters are

computed. Table 3.17 and Table 3.18 respectively shows results about the com-

putation of agglomerative and spectral macro-clusters. Analysing the results

obtained from the tests performed, it is possible to infer that both agglomera-

tive and spectral clustering are suitable for this problem, thus demonstrating
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Table 3.15: Performance of the agglomerative clustering.

Number of Trajectories Type Accuracy

99 blue 25.38%
103 orange 26.41%
72 pink 18.46%
95 green 24.36%
21 others 5.39 %

Table 3.16: Performance of the spectral clustering.

Number of Trajectories Colour Accuracy

79 blue 20.26%
127 orange 32.56%
66 pink 16.92%
46 green 11.79%
34 yellow 8.72%
38 gray 9.74%

Figure 3.33: Agglomerative clustering.

the effectiveness of the proposed approach. Furthermore, agglomerative clus-

tering produces more macro-clusters than the spectral one (21, 20, 14 compared

to 13, 12, 12). However, the first approach shows more abnormal or singular

trajectories (1 cyan, 6 purple, 6 yellow, 8 gray).

Table 3.19 and Table 3.20 provide the analysis of the persistence of the

clusters obtained with the agglomerative and with the spectral algorithms re-

spectively, as the days wore on. In particular, one working week (from monday

to Saturady) of the store target is taken into exam.

From Table 3.19, it can be evaluated the following aspects. The blue is

present in every day of the week. It is a normal occurrence and it is in line with
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Table 3.17: List of agglomerative macro-clusters.

Code Number

blue → orange → pink → green 21
blue → orange → green 20
orange → green 14
blue → blue → orange → pink → green 6
blue → orange → pink → pink → green 6
blue → pink → green 6
orange 6
others 22

Table 3.18: List of spectral macro-clusters.

Code Number

orange → blue 13
green → orange → blue 12
orange 12
orange → pink → blue 11
gray → yellow → pink → blue 8
green → yellow → pink → blue 7
others 32

Figure 3.34: Spectral clustering.

the customers trajectories, because the blue cluster is located in the checkout

aisles, thus near the exit of the supermarket. The same inference can be done

for the cluster green, which is come along every day of the week being placed

near the entrance in the fruit and vegetables section. This cluster is consistent

with a huge number of sub-trajectories.

Instead, from the results obtained with the spectral algorithm it can be

inferred that the pink cluster is consisted of a large number of sub-trajectories.

It is located near the entrance in the fruit and vegetables section, for this reason
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Table 3.19: Performance of the agglomerative clustering.

Cluster Day1 Day2 day3 day4 day5 day6

pink 49 37 35 43 72 95
green 0 0 4 0 0 0
yellow 0 26 24 19 0 72
grey 34 38 0 4 37 105
cyan 0 0 0 0 0 0
orange 47 36 35 36 92 99
others 80 10 49 50 86 19

Total 210 147 147 152 287 390

Table 3.20: Performance of the spectral clustering.

Cluster Day1 Day2 day3 day4 day5 day6

pink 31 32 23 33 73 123
green 11 14 13 0 0 32
yellow 10 10 0 17 14 28
grey 10 16 21 14 27 27
cyan 34 18 16 20 43 46
orange 0 16 18 16 18 36
others 114 41 57 52 112 98

Total 210 147 148 152 287 390

it is noticed a marked permanence of it during the days. The green cluster

comes along every day of the week and it is placed in the refrigerated area and

in the personal care zone. It has a smaller number of trajectory than the pink

one. However, it is well defined and present every day. The same evaluation

can be done for the yellow (oil and salt shelves) and the grey (butcher area).

In this case, for the friday and saturday (the days prior to the closing day of

the supermarket) it is possible to notice an increase of the sub-trajectories.

3.5 Digital Cultural Heritage

Nowadays, museum visits are perceived as an opportunity for individual to ex-

plore and make up their own minds, to test their own interpretations instead

of the expert’s once and they became a tool of entertainment such as theaters

or cinemas. Over time, museums and art galleries have preserved the impor-

tant Cultural Heritage (CH) and served as important sources of education and

learning. Moreover, visitors are increasingly taking an active role within muse-

ums. The visitor experience is not adequately described by understanding the

content, the design of exhibitions, or even by understanding visit frequency or

the social arrangements in which people enter the museum. To get a more com-

plete answer to the questions of why people do or do not visit museums, what

they do there, and what learning/meaning they derive from the experience, re-

searchers’ efforts have been aimed at better describing and understanding the
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museum visitor experience.

In addition, nowadays museums have a unique perspective on technology’s

impact. A modern approach to the fruition of art is actually based on a wide

and targeted use of technologies [285, 286] and a growing number of museums

is adopting digital tools as integral part of the exhibition, providing users new

instruments to study art deeply [287, 288]. The increasing technical capabili-

ties of Augmented Reality (AR) technology have raised audience expectations,

advancing the use of mobile AR in CH settings [289]. At the same time, the

attention regarding the use of AR has shifted from purely attracting and en-

tertaining audiences, to finding proper ways of providing contextually relevant

information that can enhance visitor experiences. The visualization of digital

contents through a display is allowed with the same point of view of the user,

by superimposing virtual objects on the real scene. As well, AR permits the

visualization of virtual objects (e.g. 3D models, audio, text, images) avoiding

the use of artefacts (i.e. QR code) to retrieve contents, besides permitting an

automatic and interactive visualization of Points of Interest (POIs) [290]. This

might positively influence visitors’ experience, hence museum appeal.

3.5.1 An HMM-based approach to eye-tracking data for

Augmented Reality Applications.

For this reason, in a previous work [217] a protocol to understand the visual

behaviour of subjects looking at paintings is defined, using eye-tracking tech-

nology, in order to optimize an existing AR application [289, 291].

In fact, eye tracking is a methodology whereby the position of the eye is

used to determine gaze direction of a person at a given time and also the

sequence in which they have been moved [292]. Eye-movement data consist of

eye fixations and saccades. The first one are brief moments that the eye is still

and information is extracted from the stimulus (about two to four times per

second). The saccades, instead, are rapid jumps of the eye between fixations

to redirect the line of sight to a new location [293].

Eye gaze data have been used in many fields such as psychology, neurology,

ophthalmology and related areas to study oculomotor characteristics and ab-

normalities, and their relation to mental states and cognition, because of their

relation with internal brain processes(thinking, cognition, etc.). In many re-

search fields eye-tracking devices are used for analysing user behaviour [294],

such as in market research [295], human computer interaction [292] and visu-

alization research [296]. Due to the wide fields of eye tracking applications

and the types of research questions, different approaches have been developed

to analyze eye-tracking data such as statistical algorithms (either descriptive

or inferential) [297, 298], string editing algorithms [299], visualization-related
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techniques, and visual analytics techniques [300]. Eye-tracking can be used to

determine what objects in a visual scene a person is interested in, and thus

might like to have annotated in their augmented reality view.

In this paper, the main goal is to provide a truly predictive model of the mu-

seum visitor visual behaviour. Eye-tracking could provide quantifiable learning

outcomes and rich contextual customized learning environment as well as con-

tents for each single individual. An Hidden Markov Model (HMM) approach

to predict users’ attention is presented, in front of a painting, measured by an

eye tracker. Therefore, areas of interest (AOI) most visited are used and it

is tried to predict the next transitions between AOIs. Furthermore, this work

provides a users behaviour comparison between adults and children in front of

a painting. The application of this approach yields good results in terms of

precision, recall and F1-score and demonstrates its effectiveness.

Several contributions are made by this work. First of all, the model is generic,

so it can be applied to any sequential datasets or sensor types. Second, this

model deals with the problem of scalability. Finally, the approach is validated

using real data gathered from eye-tracking acquisitions which helps to make

results more confident and experiments repeatable. The innovative aspects of

this paper lies in proposing an adequate HMM structure and also the use of eye

trajectories to estimate the probability that a certain AOI transition will be

performed. This model could be a representation of the attention scheme that

can be incorporated in the AR applications to have a transition probability

or to guide the user on a novel AR interaction scheme. In fact, the test are

performed on two class of users adults and children, thus proving a reliable

approach to eye trajectories.

Figure 3.35 summarizes and compares the approach with a classical approach.

After the definition of AOI, the approaches could be: Expert Based or User

Data Driven. In the first one, there is a manual AOI definition done by expert,

then the usability of AR applications is evaluated. In the User Data driven

Approach, which is the one proposed in this paper, an eye-tracking dataset is

built and a HMMs are designed with the aim of estimating the AOIs transition

probability. The accuracy is estimated and these models step by step help the

user, with a voice guidance, in the painting vision. Finally, the Usability of

this approach is compared with the usability of the first one.

3.5.2 Eye-Tracking Dataset.

The eye-tracking data are recorded by using a Tobii Eye-Tracker X2-60 (Fig-

ure 3.37) and the Imotions R©Attention Tool software (vers. 5.7), as described

in [217]. The eye-tracking dataset stores eye tracking data collected from 80

participants to the tests. In particular, the 40 adults taken in exam in this
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Figure 3.35: Workflow of the approach.

work are forty Italian students and employees at Universitá Politecnica delle

Marche. Instead, the 40 children are students of primary school. In both cases,

all the acquisitions are collected in a quiet room and under standard illumina-

tion conditions. Each participant was seated 60 cm from the eye-tracker and

monitor (Figure 3.36).

The digital versions of the painting was showed in a 23” inches monitor, at

a resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixels, preserving the original aspect ratio. The

eye-movement indicators, on which the analysis is based, are fixations and

saccades. Fixations are eye pauses over a particular of interest averaging about

300 ms. Saccades are rapid eye-movements between fixations. Participants

were informed that their eye-movements were recorded. Each trial started

with a 9-point calibration pattern, then the study starts. The focus is on

the eye trajectories collected for the painting “The Ideal City”. The subjects

analysed have to observe a faithful reproduction of the picture “The Ideal

City” as if they were at the museum. For this test, it is used the Eye-Glasses

mobile eye-tracker. The average time of observation registered was 64 seconds.

It is performed a pre-test, useful for comparing the outcomes between using

digital image and using the real-size artwork. The six-framed details, shown

in Figure 3.38 were defined according to the existing AR application for “The

Ideal City”. They include some architectural details that experts considered

relevant in this painting: the doves, the vanishing point; the capitals; the

landscape in the background; the floor and the geometry that characterize the

whole painting.
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Figure 3.36: Eye-tracking device and subjects position in front of the screen for
eye-tracking acquisitions.

Figure 3.37: Eye-tracking Device.

Figure 3.38: Areas of Interest of “The Ideal City”.
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Figure 3.39: Adults Heatmap of “The Ideal City”.

Figure 3.40: Children Heatmap of “The Ideal City”.

Data collected were extracted using the IMotions R©Attention Tool software

and they are analysed using STATA vers.13. IMotions R©provides different met-

rics for each AOI such as the TTFF-F, the Time spent-F, x and y (the coor-

dinates of fixation). The TTFF-F represents the time to first fixation or in

other words, it identifies which AOI the participants saw at first sight. The

Time spent-F provides the time spent in a specific AOI. In general, a low time

value of TTFF-F indicates that the participant’s fixation for that particular

AOI started immediately as the image appeared on the screen. Instead a high

time value of TTFF-F shows that the fixation has started late or not started.

The TTFF-F value is equal to the entire exposure time of the image when the

fixation not started. Figure 3.39 represents the heat map, for the 40 adults

participants, when they were asked to observe the painting as they were at the

museum. Figure 3.39 represents the heat map, for the 40 children participants,

when they were asked to observe the painting as they were at the museum.

Design of HMM Structure

Let:

X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn}

be a discrete finite AOI attraction space and

O = {o1, o2, . . . , om}
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the observation space of a HMM [279]. Let T be the transition matrix of this

HMM, with Tx,y representing the probability of transitioning from attraction in

AOI x ∈ X to attraction in AOI y ∈ X, and px(o) be the emission probability

of observation o ∈ O in attraction in AOI x ∈ X.

The probability that HMM trajectory follows the attraction sequence s given

the sequence of n observations, is denoted as:

P (X1:n ∈ seqn(s)|o1:n)

where seqn(s) is a set of all length n trajectories whose duration free sequence

equals to s.

Finding the most probable attraction sequence can be seen as a search prob-

lem that requires evaluation of probabilities of attraction sequences. The

Viterbi algorithm [280] based on dynamic programming can be used to effi-

ciently find the most probable trajectory. In fact, it makes use of the Markov

property of an HMM (that the next state transition and symbol emission de-

pend only upon the current state) to determine, in linear time with respect to

the length of the emission sequence, the most likely path through the states of

a model which might have generated a given sequence. A Viterbi-type training

algorithm based on the maximum likelihood criterion is also derived.

After training the model, a trajectory

s = {(x0, y0), (x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)}

is consedered and its probability λ is calculated for the observation sequence

P (s|λ). Then, the trajectory is classified as the one which has the largest

posterior probability. To each observation it is associated the ground truth

(state) that is the AOI from which the user was attracted. The observation are

the grid cells in which the painting is divided. The number of vertical layers is

10 and it is the same of the horizontal layers used in the quantization step for

each HMM .

3.5.3 Performance Evaluation and Results

An architecture to implement HMMs eye-tracking trajectories is proposed. The

architecture uses the eye-tracking data to classify different AOIs.

The standard algorithm for HMM training is the forward-backward, or Baum-

Welch algorithm [283]. Baum-Welch is an iterative algorithm that uses an

iterative expectation/maximization process to find an HMM which is a local

maximum in its likelihood to have generated a set of training’ observation se-

quences. This step is required because the state paths are hidden, and the

equations cannot be solved analytically.
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Table 3.21: Adults Classification Results Cross Validation HMM

AOIs precision recall f1-score

AOI 1 0.97 0.88 0.92
AOI 2 1.00 0.94 0.97
AOI 3 0.53 0.82 0.64
AOI 4 0.83 0.89 0.86
AOI 5 0.74 0.95 0.83
AOI 6 0.18 0.99 0.31

avg / total 0.92 0.90 0.90

In this work, the Baum–Welch algorithm has been employed to estimate a

transition probability matrix and an observation emission matrix so that the

model best fits the training dataset.

Since the discrete observation density is adopted in HMMs implementation,

a Vector Quantization and clustering step is required to map the continuous

observation in order to convert continuous data to discrete data. The results

were obtained using the cross validation technique.

Below, the results are given for each AOI in which the examinated painting is

divided. The main goal is to gradually estimate the AOIs transition probability.

A k-fold cross-validation approach (with k = 5) to test the HMM is applied.

The resulting confusion matrix for adults is shown in Figure 3.41. As it is

possible to see in the confusion matrix the AOIs eye transitions are detected

with high accuracy.

Table 3.21 summarises the results demonstrating the effectiveness and suit-

ability of the approach.

From the classification results, it is possible to infer that the AOIs 1, 2, 4

reach high values of precision, recall and F1-score because are the AOIs in

which the attention is most focused, as shown by the heatmap (Figure 3.39).

In Figure 3.42, that represents the modelling of the transition matrix of the

total recorded period, it could be seen from the matrix representation, the

probability of transition from one state to another, whose values range from

zero to one. The fact that the probability values along the matrix diagonal

are very high means that the probability that in the next instant (K + 1) eyes

remains in the same AOI of the previous instant is very high. In other words,

it is very likely that once eyes observe certain AOIs, they continues observing

those same AOIs also in the next instant. Furthermore, it is possible to see

other elements, not along the diagonal, with significant probability values such

as the elements (1, 5), (1,6), (5,3) because the user has a high probability to

focus his/her attention passing from the center of the painting to the AOI in

the corners. Table 3.22 reports the results for children eye-tracking.

Figure 3.44 depicts the modelling of the transition matrix of the total recorded
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Figure 3.41: Adults Confusion Matrix.

Figure 3.42: Adults Transition Matrix.
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Table 3.22: Children Classification Results Cross Validation HMM

AOIs precision recall f1-score

AOI 1 0.97 0.76 0.84
AOI 2 0.75 0.91 0.83
AOI 3 0.53 1.00 0.69
AOI 4 1.00 0.75 0.85
AOI 5 0.58 0.70 0.64
AOI 6 0.78 0.31 0.44

avg / total 0.83 0.77 0.77

Figure 3.43: Children Confusion Matrix.
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Figure 3.44: Children Transition Matrix.

period for the children. Even in this case, the fact that the probability values

along the matrix diagonal are very high means that the probability that in the

next instant (K + 1) eyes remains in the same AOI of the previous instant is

very high. It is entirely possible that children eyes observe certain AOIs, they

continues observing those same AOIs also in the next instant. Moreover, other

elements, not along the diagonal, with significant probability values such as

the elements are (1, 5), (2,1), (4,3) because the user has a high probability to

focus his/her attention passing from the center of the painting to the AOI in

the corners.

Experimental results demonstrate that the eye-tracking system provides use-

ful input information to design a personalised user experience in AR applica-

tions. In fact, this kind of model will be used as a seed to automatically

complete all the information needed to build the AR application.
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Discussion: Limitations, challenges

and lesson learnt

The examples illustrated and the use cases described so far, have proved that

the followed pipeline, raised in the Introduction (Chapter 1), is suitable for the

development of the challenging applications of computer vision in which PR is

the main core. Even if each scenario has different features and needs, it has

been possible to outline a common path in every ambit. The different PR ap-

proaches experimented, have demonstrated that it is possible to cope with each

need. The overriding goal was not only to present interesting PR solutions, but

also to introduce challenging computer vision problems in the increasingly im-

portant five domains chosen, accompanied with benchmark datasets and suit-

able performance evaluation methods. For a given problem, information can be

obtained from multiple sources at different abstraction levels. Combining infor-

mation from multiple sources can further boost the performance. For example,

in SMI field combining images and text to obtain joint features representation.

Furthermore, despite a method thriving in a specific computer vision problem,

it has not been nearly as impactful in another research area. Collecting and

comparing contributions that identify such challenges, and propose methods to

overcome current limits is the thesis milestone.

Faced with many types of data, such as images, biological data and trajec-

tories, a key difficulty was to find relevant vectorial representations. While

this problem had been often handled in an ad-hoc way by domain experts, it

has proved useful to learn these representations directly from data, and Ma-

chine Learning algorithms, HMM and DCNN have been particularly successful.

The representations are then based on compositions of simple parameterized

processing units, the depth coming from the large number of such composi-

tions. It was desirable to develop new, efficient data representation or feature

learning/indexing techniques, which can achieve promising performance in the

related tasks.

In tables 4.1 and 4.2 a comprehensive comparison of the issues related to the

creation of PR applications, needs and limitations are described.
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4.1 Thesis Contributions

The main contribution of this thesis can be summarized in the following aspects:

the definition and development of more efficient and effective frameworks that

learn and recognize patterns in different applications. The computer vision

applications in which PR is the key core in their design, starting from general

methods, that can be exploited in more fields, and then passing to methods and

techniques addressing specific problems. The applications of PR techniques are

devoted to real-world problems, and on interdisciplinary research, experimental

and/or theoretical studies yielding new insights that advance PR methods. New

research lines, are to spur especially within interdisciplinary research scenarios.

To make PR techniques tailored for the aforementioned challenging appli-

cations, considerations such as computational complexity reduction, hardware

implementation, software optimization, and strategies for parallelizing solutions

must be observed. The overarching goal of the work consisted of presenting a

pipeline to select the model that best explains the given observations; never-

theless, it does not prioritize in memory and time complexity when matching

models to observations.

Extensive efforts are devoted to collecting training and testing data and five

newly challenging datasets are specifically designed for the described task. The

design of benchmark involved several issues that range from the objective col-

lection in order not to give any method unfair advantages to the consideration

of the specificity of the concrete situation (the methods design that is tuned to

a specific problem do not work properly on other problems).

In Figure 4.1 are highlighted in red the main contributions of this thesis for

the analysed fields. In particular, from this figure, it is possible to deduce that

five newly challenging datasets are specifically designed for each task and the

learning methods are evaluated on the proposed datasets: Biological Reference

Dataset (BRD), sCREEN, Top View Person Re-identification (TVPR), GfK

Verein dataset and Eye-Tracking dataset. In Biology and SMI domains, the

Features Extraction is an innovative aspect, instead in retail the Tailored Learn-

ing Approach is the step in which the new contribution of this work is relevant.

In Biology, SMI, Surveillance, Retail and DCH, in the step Comparative Anal-

ysis and Assessment an important contribution is made, since various details

have investigated such as domain dependence and prior information, compu-

tational cost and feasibility, discriminative features, similar values for similar

patterns, different values for different patterns, invariant features with respect

to translation, rotation and scale, robust features with respect to occlusion, dis-

tortion, deformation, and variations in environment. Moreover, performances

with training sample were estimated, performances with future data were pre-

dicted and problems of overfitting and generalization were evaluated.
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Figure 4.1: Pipelines in which are highlighted the main contributions of this
thesis for each domain taken into exam.

4.2 Limitations

The common thread has been outlined and depicted in Figure 4.1. It was

also given an exhaustive description of the new possibilities offered by different

techniques and approaches to provide and collect data. However, during the

studies for this thesis, several limitations emerged that still exist and that are

preventing the effectiveness PR applications.

In case of Biology, emerged the necessity to have more “A” data; this to

make the BRD more consistent and the prediction more precise. This aspect is

not simple to tackle. In ART, the percentage of positive outcome is extremely

low due to the psychological problem of women related to infertility. Thus,

collecting data of class “A” is extremely complex as well as making predic-

tion in this domain. In fact, the lack of success in implantation depends not

only on the right prediction but also to other unpredictable factors such as

woman’s predisposition towards the embryo or the hormonal status. A possi-

ble solution involves virtualization, standardization of technologies and special

regulations for the protection of personal data, which will define the basis of a

distributed system cloud-centered. All the data could be stored in a cloud that

collects oocytes data from all centres, healthcare institutions/hospitals and as-

sisted reproductive clinics. The cloud technology allows updating the system

constantly. In this way, the classifiers accuracy will be increased.

An issue arises in SMI domain was related to the sentiment evaluation so
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the Dataset annotation. In fact, it is difficult to judge the sentiment in a

standard way because it is a subjective Task. For this reason, the Cohen’s

Kappa Coefficient k is calculated for measuring the agreement between the

two annotators beyond chance. Another aspect was the collection of negative

visual brand-related social media pictures. Consumers tend to express their

overall negative sentiment towards brands by adding negative text to neutral

or positive motives. As people avoid posting pictures with negative facial ex-

pressions on social media, the most frequent form of visual negative sentiment

is graphics with many different motives. For the same reason, the low avail-

ability of negative visual brand-related social media pictures was a limit, since

consumers prefer visual clues such as happy people or smileys to textual clues

for showing their overall positive sentiment towards brands, positive texts are

less expressive.

For Surveillance, the task is difficult since recognizing a person with a camera

in a top-view configuration is a complex. However, as stated in Chapter 3, the

accuracy is good even if people that have similar features are confused. For

example, two guys in TVPR dataset that have same T-shirt, height and colour

of hair are confused by the classifiers.

In Retail, the limitations of sCREEN is due to the RTLS. In particular, the

whole store must be covered by anchors and each shopping cart/basket must

be equipped by tag. Another problem is the anchor installation made difficult

to the store layout.

Finally, the DCH application was limited to the HMMs structure that does

not take into account the sequence of states leading into any given state and

for their Markovian nature, the time spent in a given state is not captured

explicitly.

4.3 Challenges

The proposed applications, described in Chapter 3 open up a wealth of novel

and important opportunities for the PR community. The dataset collected

as well as the complex areas taken into exam, make the research challeng-

ing. Intensive attention has been drawn to the exploration of tailored learning

models and algorithms, and their extension to more application areas. The

combination of the new deep learning and traditional methods in PR and ar-

tificial intelligence has also demonstrated benefits. However, most existing

methods directly borrow the models for multimedia tasks without considering

the distinctiveness of multimedia data and multimedia tasks. As a result, these

methods hardly fit the requirements of these multimedia tasks. The tailored

methods, adopted for the development of the proposed applications, have shown

to be capable of extracting complex statistical features and efficiently learning
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their representations, allowing it to generalize well across a wide variety of com-

puter vision tasks, including image classification, text recognition and so on.

In order to cope with these new multimedia tasks, current models, including

their architectures, training and inference methods, must be adapted or even

re-designed. A number of fundamental issues had to be solved for emerging

multimedia data, multimedia computing and applications. For example, how

to train the DNN for brand-related social media pictures; how to design novel

architectures for emerging multimedia tasks; how to conduct multimedia cap-

tion at multi-granularity from global correspondence to local correspondence;

how to enhance the models to support simultaneous multimedia knowledge

extraction and reasoning, to name a few.

For the Biology domain, in ART implantation there is not a criteria for the

oocyte choice. Its selection is based on the morphological features of the cy-

toplasm, polar body and cumulus cells. However, all these criteria for grading

and screening oocytes are subjective and controversial, and seem to not be

related to the intrinsic competence of the oocyte. As a consequence of this lim-

itation, there is a strong demand for a complete automation of the procedure,

that would result in increased test repeatability and reliability, easier and faster

result reporting. It is the first automatic approach for learning and classifying

oocytes quality.

In SMI, with the increasing popularity of social networks and image sharing

platforms more and more opinions are expressed by pictures. Several solutions

have been proposed for the sentiment analysis of visual content. However, a

multitude of consumers’ pictures does not only include visual elements, but also

textual elements. For example, people take pictures of advertisement posters

or insert text into photos with the aid of photo editing software. For the

companies, it is of great importance estimate the overall sentiment of a picture

in order to have a direct feedback on a product. Until now sentiment analysis

has been performed on either only textual content or only visual content. This

is the first approach to consider visual and textual information in pictures at

the same time.

The Surveillance is a rather broad concept. Apart from safety and security,

video surveillance has a wide variety of applications in numerous other aspects

of life. Digital video pays a pivotal role in a myriad of surveillance applications.

Automated means of video surveillance for public safety enhancement have

existed for quite some time but have gained significant popularity only in recent

years. Enhanced awareness for public safety is leading to innovative research

by making use of multimedia information and telecommunications for disaster

and crime prevention and management of secure environments. All of this, in

turn, is leading to new applications of surveillance in homeland security and

crime prevention through indoor and outdoor monitoring and monitoring of
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critical infrastructures, highways, parking garages, and shopping malls. The

challenge, in this case, is to collect data of 100 people with an RGB-D camera

installed in top-view configuration, acquired across intervals of days and at

different times. This choice is due to its greater suitability compared with a

front view configuration, usually adopted for gesture recognition or even for

video gaming. The top- view configuration reduces the problem of occlusions

and has the advantage of being privacy preserving, because the face is not

recorded by the camera.

The innovative aspects of Retail application are in proposing an adequate

HMM structure together with the use of trajectories and time of consumer at-

traction in front of a shelf/category to forecast that a certain attraction will be

performed. The continuous modelling approach and the novel HMM structure

is also able to model changes in planogram and store layouts or usual retail

events such as products experiencing shelf out-of-stock. Furthermore, a frame-

work for clustering customers trajectories in stores is proposed. This framework

enables retailers to discover common shoppers subtrajectories, whereas previ-

ous frameworks do not. Also, this approach enables retailers to compare the

impact of different store layouts (maps) or shelf layouts (planograms) on issues

such as ease of selection, trading up and the overall shopping experience. Fi-

nally, the work is validated using real data gathered from a real store which

helps to make the results more confident and our experiments repeatable; used

data are publicly available in an open dataset that is the first dataset based on

extensive real data in this field.

The challenge faced in DCH lies in proposing an adequate HMM structure

and also the use of eye trajectories to estimate the probability that a certain

AOI transition will be performed. This model could be a representation of the

attention scheme that can be incorporated in the AR applications to have a

transition probability or to guide the user on a novel AR interaction scheme.

In fact, the tests are performed on two class of users adults and children, thus

proving a reliable approach to eye trajectories.

4.4 Lesson Learnt

The PR applications described in this thesis deserve some comments. PR

techniques are delivering a promising solution to develop systems and to make

innovation at a rapid pace. The combination of ICT technologies offers a

framework for building large scale applications relying on data gathered from

a complex infrastructure of sensors and smart devices. Numerous challenges

exist in implementing such a framework, one of them is to meet the data

and services requirements on informatics based applications in terms of energy

efficiency, sensing data quality, network resource consumption, and latency. In
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fact, the convergence of PR techniques (machine learning, statistical methods

and Deep Learning) with reference to quality of data and services for real-world

applications has three main components: intelligent devices, intelligent system

of systems, and end-to-end analytics. Further, PR approaches had addressed

various challenges such as anomaly detection, multivariate analysis, streaming

and visualization of data.

As outlined in Chapter 2, recent literature has addressed the inherent power

of fusion between different PR approaches. It can provide effective solutions

for machine understanding of data (structured/semi structured), optimization

problems, specifically, dealing with incomplete or inconsistent information. It

is concerned with constructing systems that can improve the experiences in

this work. The PR techniques proposed to meet the challenge of massive data

processing, of which semi-supervised learning is a hot topic and should be one

of the most important techniques. However, the cost of labelling the data is

large because of expert experience or experiments, so only part of the data

is labelled. Semi-supervised learning can utilize the unlabelled data. There

are different methods to utilize the unlabelled data, of which clustering is a

state-of-the-art method. But it does not work when it meets huge data.

Many improvements, from different perspectives, should be considered in the

technology, so that the challenging nature of the requirements for the current

and future computing environments can be accommodated.
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Application domain Challenge Pattern Limitations Main Contributions

Biology Automatic classi-
fication of human
oocytes in ART.

Human GCs. No consistent Dataset due to the
low percentage of positive out-
come;
The positive outcome depends
not only to the right prediction
but also to other unpredictable
factors.

First Machine Learning ap-
proach for learning and classify-
ing oocytes quality;
Proposal of a significant set of
bio-features able to achieve rele-
vant classification performances;
The first comparison between
different classifiers to evaluate a
family of machine learning algo-
rithms able to obtain significant
results in this field.

SMI Visual and Textual
Sentiment Analysis
of brand-related so-
cial media pictures

Social Media images
brand-related

Subjective Task;
Low availability of negative vi-
sual brand-related social media
pictures;
Low availability of positive text
in brand-related social media
pictures.

The first study on sentiment
analysis of brand-related pic-
tures on Instagram;
Sentiment analysis for both vi-
sual and textual information,
with text included in a picture,
which is more challenging since
the text has to be detected and
recognized first, before its senti-
ment can be identified;
Visual and textual features
extracted from two specially
trained DCNNs.

Surveillance Person Re-
identification with
RGB-D camera in
Top-View configura-
tion

Video of people
passing under the
camera

People that have similar features
are confused.

The top-view configuration re-
duces the problem of occlusions
and has the advantage of be-
ing privacy preserving, because a
person’s face is not recorded by
the camera.
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Application domain Challenge Pattern Limitations Main Contributions

Retail Modelling and Fore-
casting customers
navigation in store

Shopping carts and
baskets Trajectories

The whole store must be covered
by anchors and each shopping
cart/basket must be equipped by
tag;
Problem related to anchor instal-
lation due to the store layout.

This framework enables retail-
ers to discover common shoppers
subtrajectories, whereas previ-
ous frameworks do not;
approach that enables retailers
to compare the impact of differ-
ent store layouts (maps) or shelf
layouts (planograms) on issues
such as ease of selection, trading
up and the overall shopping ex-
perience;
work validated using real data
gathered from a real store which
helps to make our results more
confident and our experiments
repeatable.

DCH An HMM-based
approach to eye-
tracking data for
AR Applications

Eye trajectories The HMMs do not take into ac-
count the sequence of states lead-
ing into any given state;
due to their Markovian nature,
the time spent in a given state
is not captured explicitly.

An adequate HMM structure and
the use of eye trajectories to esti-
mate the probability that a cer-
tain AOI transition will be per-
formed;
This model could be a represen-
tation of the attention scheme
that can be incorporated in the
AR applications to have a tran-
sition probability or to guide the
user on a novel AR interaction
scheme.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and future works

In this thesis, the development of challenging computer vision applications for

real applications such as Biology, Retail, Surveillance, Social Media Intelligence

and Digital Cultural Heritage, in which PR is the main core, is described. Even

if each scenario presents different features and needs, it has been possible to

outline a common path in every ambit. The extensive use of PR in many

areas has motivated and led to comprehend if such methods are able to exploit

multimedia data.

Experiencing solutions in different domains, the studies were oriented to-

wards understanding potentials and weak points, from a multidisciplinary per-

spective. The main scope has been to bring together PR methods for computer

vision applications in order to give a landscape of techniques that can be suc-

cessfully applied and also to show how such techniques should be adapted to

each particular domain. The privileged focus was on up-to-date applications

of PR techniques to real-world problems, and on interdisciplinary research, ex-

perimental and/or theoretical studies yielding new insights that advance PR

methods.

The thesis has presented reviews, perspectives, new methods and applications

in PR. The described contributions reflect a significant advancement both in

the state-of-the-art as well as for the scenarios.

Chapter 1 portrays the concept of PR, starting from the importance of data,

regardless the type of data dealing with.

With the second Chapter a review the state of art about methods and ap-

plications has been provided with a specific focus on the state of the art in

the five chosen domain. In particular, for each research field was analysed the

methods and techniques, also main paths that most approaches follow are sum-

marized and their contributions are pointed out. The reviewed approaches were

categorized and compared from multiple perspectives, including methodology,

function and analyse the pros and cons of each category.

The use cases faced during the research activity are collected in Chapter 3.

It was mainly devoted to the exploitation of cutting edge scientific methodolo-

gies for the solution of problems of relevant interest, as the summa of different
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experiences, activities and best practices which can help to contribute, com-

pared with the state of art, to better solving various real-world problems of

the computer vision applications in different research areas. The purpose of

each scenario was to demonstrate the possibility to apply the same pipeline in

several domains; it was also the opportunity to outline points of contact among

disciplines apparently different, but that can be joined thank to this common

thread. In fact, as stated in Chapter 4, given the large number of case studies

experiences, it was possible to outline needs, bottlenecks and weakness points

for each domain.

To conclude, it has been done the first steps in introducing these fascinating

applications for computer vision. Furthermore, the introduction and release

of open benchmark datasets attract more colleagues from the computer vision

community in quest toward advancing the state of the art. It has been inter-

esting to investigate the adversarial actions performed on PR techniques, to

understand how their analysis can be biased and perturbed by means of the

injection of fake data or adversarial examples and how the trustworthiness of

the produced knowledge is diminished in relation with the kind and intensity

of the performed manipulation (e.g. forged images and videos).

5.1 Future Works

The work described in this document paves the way for future research. Future

research directions include the improvement of the algorithms to use other

comprehensive features, thereby achieving better performance. Other aspect

concerns the increase of the five datasets in order the make the prediction more

accurate and precise.

The further efforts in biology involve cybersecurity and cryptography with

virtualization, standardization of technologies and special regulations for the

protection of personal data, which will define the basis of a distributed system

cloud-centered.

In SMI the investigation will be devoted to improve the approach by extract-

ing additional informative features such as peoples’ emotions as well as positive

and negative symbols.

In Surveillance, an interesting approach is setting up a full neural network

for the real time processing of video images as well as the evaluation of the

necessary resources for the design of CNN layers. The long term goal could

include the integration of this re-id system with an audio framework and the use

of other types of RGB-D camera, such as time of flight (TOF) ones. The system

can additionally be integrated as a source of high semantic level information in a

networked ambient intelligence scenario, to provide cues for different problems,

such as detecting abnormal speed and dimension outliers, that can alert one to
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a possible uncontrolled circumstance. It would also be interesting to evaluate

both colour and depth images in a way that does not decrease the performance

of the system when the colour image is being affected by changes in pose and/or

illumination.

Analysis based on other indicators will be conducted in retail domain. In this

way, an optimization technology to support decision-making on point of sale

and shelf locations that will reduce customer traffic congestion, automate some

of the sales processes, expand automated services to improve customer service

and maximize profit for retailers will be developed. Moreover, the evaluation

will be extended by combining the analysis with legacy system information

such as customer purchase history for operational efficiency and expanding

sales. More analysis models need to be developed for more detailed analysis

of the shopping behaviour of the several types of customers, along with the

development of various measurement indexes to analyse the store environment.

A mobile robot will also be developed that searches for the best product location

and improve the retail operation sells. A future vision, following results here

presented, will be the integration of the proposed system on intelligent assistive

robotics systems. Research on spatial navigation for blind or elder shoppers

suggests that a device aimed at helping them to shop independently should

provide the shopper with effective interfaces to the locomotor and haptic spaces

of the supermarket.

An important research investigation in DCH will improve users’ attitude to-

ward mobile advertising. By sensing the user awareness to the system, for

instance allowing the application to know what area the user is interested in

at the moment with the aid of gaze tracking devices, contents will be pro-

vided in a more reliable and proper way. In fact, the model learns from real

experiences and updates the probabilities automatically when the function is

applied in practice. Similarly, AR users can use their devices to identify which

application best fits their profile. The application will search for the most suit-

able experience by matching user personal profile with the user’s content plus

context information.
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